
Chapter IV Cloud Discharge 

1 . Introduction 

As we hqve a lready investigated in Section 1, Chapter II, 
the stat::..st i cal measurement of the r ecord of electromagnetic 
field changes due t o a lightning ·discharge shows the fact that 
about 76% of all the recorded lightning discharges are occupied 
by cloud dischc.rges, YJhich can . be divided into three categor ies , 
i.e., the intracloud discharge which developes completely 
inside of q thundercloud, the int~r-clqud discharge, in which the 
middle part of the lightning charnel travels through the 
tranf:'arant air outside a thundercloud and both ends of 
the cnanr.el ~re hidden in the cloud , and the air 6i~charge, 
which oevelopos from the inside portion of a th).mdercloud 
towarr1 the outsicle of it, hence one end of th~ 
lighLino; chEmne l is · inclu,~ed in the cloud while the other 
end of it terminates ·in the clear air . Of these three. 
categor ies , the inter-cloud dischar.ge ·and the air dis_charge 
have, at least, a part of their lightning channe ls being 
r Pcordable with a photogr aphic camer a, theref ~re these 
discharges are suitec, to a .certain extent, for analyzing 
the ~:truc:tu:-e of the lightning flash. As to the intracloud 
d 1 scha:rge, in v hich al l parts of the lightning channel are 
hidden 5.n a opaque thundercloud body, it c~n be noticed 
optica lly only as a curtain lightning . 
ln this case , there is no way to photograph any part of a 
ligbtnin.;- c:1armel, and the only one possible optical way is, 
though indirectly, to know the character of light emissions 
form the discharge by investigatining the r ecord of flash 
luminosity changes (see Fig . 1) . 
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For this reason our knowledge a bout the mechanif·IDS of a 
intracloud discharge, so far obt1ined, are very rough and 
usuall y as sume the discharge of a vertical dipole . So 
that we have only a least knowledge especially concerning 
the fine structure of the discharge which directly relates 
to the radiation of an atmospheric pul8e at present . 
Concening this point ,. the development of an observation 
method which enable us to measure the intr acloud 
discharge more directly, e . g., the r a4at1 method of lightning 
measurement , will promote our knowledges about.the discharge 
mechanism very much. 

2 . lnter cloud discharge a~d air discharge 
I 

The photographs of intercloud discharges and air discharges 
obtained with our flash r esolving camer a thr ough thunderstorm 
observations in several summers have made it possible t o 
measure the progressive velocities of the discharge streamers . 
Table 1 shows the r esults of t hese measurements, which 
indicates thr ee velocity values of cloud dischar ge s t reamers, 

lightni~g f l ashes 

Table l. 

Progressive 
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i.e., the fast streamer velocity (J r~4) x l08cm/sec, the 
median streamer velocity ( l '-2 ) x 107 em/sec, and the slow 
streamer velocity · about 5 x 106 em/sec . We sh~ll 
describe hereafter the results of the measure ments of 
the three velocities of intercloud streamers. 

(A) Fast Streamer 

(a) Multiple intercloud dis<?harge : An example or" a 
fast streamer is illustrated in ,· P·hoto . l (a) which 
indicates the Boys ' camera photograph of a six fold 
mul tiple cloud dischqrge . For the sake of comparison 
the flash resolving photograph of dart l ea0ers preceding 
the successive stroke of a multiple grour,d dis-charge 
is illustrated in ~hoto 1 (b). Fig~ 2 is the 
sketch of ~hoto. 1 The time value s written to the 
left hand side of the ske\ch (a) represent the time 
of occurrence of individual lightning strokes·. The 
di-rection of streamer progress and the veloci ty of it are 
wr itten beside the sketch of the second and the third 
str okes. The figure (b) represents the sketch of the 
second and the third strokes of a multiple ground 
discharge . The dart -leaders are expressed with 
broken lines and the return strokes with full lines . The 
time i nterval between the two corresponding point on 
the dart leader and the r eturn stroke, and the measured 
progressive velocity of the dart leader are written along 
the dar t leader sketch expres 2ed with broken line . The 
streamer velocity indicated in.the figure (a ), (5.5 ,~7.2) 
x 108 em/sec, coincides very well with the dart leader 
velocity ( 4 . 7...__. 8) x 108cm/sec represented in the figure (b) . 
Moreover. the comparison· of. ~etaiie . of the both leader 
images in Photo. l (a) and (b) shows that no differences seem 
to exist between them. These observationa l facts lead 
us to the conclusion that the fast streamers appearing in 
a intercloud discharge have the character of a dart l eader. 
Further it is very clear from Table 1. that the above 
point will not be changed whether the discharge· being 
composed of a single stroke or of multiple strokes. 

· ·(b). · An intercloud· discharge invoivi ng. the. rirst 
s t roke composed of a lear er followed by a : return stroke: 
This may be a rare sort of intercloud discharges, because 
we have succeeded to record the discharge only ·once till 
to the present . l"' hoto . 2 indicates a si:x~fold intercloud 
discharge·, the first · stroke · of which· is · cotnpb!3ed· Of a 
leader followed by a r eturn stroke . 
Fig . 3 is the sketch of first stroke of , Photo. 2, 
in whict the streamer BC (that constructs) a leader is 
re :r-resebted wuth a broken line and the streamer CB' 
that constructs a return stroke with a full line .and 
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the direction of the streamer advance is indicated with 
arrows. The investigation of details of the photographic 
i mages of the two streamer BC and CB 1 on Photo . 2 shows that 
the photographic density of the streamer BC is much lower 
than that of the streamer CB 1 , which i s the r e l ation very 
similar to t hqt between the dart leader and the r etur n 
stroke as i llustrated in the Photo . 1 (b) Ther efore it 
will be r easonable to consider t hat the streamer CB 1 has 
very higher electric current an very l arger progre ss ive 
velocity than the strean1er BC . As the time diff er ence 
between the two corre sponding points B, 8 1 is 0 . 23 ms 
3S i ndicated in the figure , and the length of the 
lightning flash is 0 . 9 km, so the streamer BC is expected 
to advance with a velocity vL = 0 .9 x 105/0 . 23 x l0- 3 = 
3 .9 x 108 em/sec from B to C. This value h comr.rable with 
the progressive velocities of individual strokes of an 
or dinary multiple interc loud di s charge , and indicates the 
str eal!;er BC being not a stepped l eader but r ather a 
leadLr with the profound tendency of a dart learler in 
spit8 of the str eamer BC occurr ing at start of the 
intercloud dis char ge . Concerning the dir ection of 
progr ess i on of the streamer CB 1 it is i mpossible, f r om the 
measurement of l'hoto . 2 , to det ermine whethe r the streamer 
odvanced f r om 8 1 to C or progressed from C to 8 1 because of 
the slow sweeping speed of the photogr::~phic image . 
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lf the streamer B1 C progressed to the same direction as that 
of the leader BC, the latter combined with the streamer B'C would 
form a ~ 2 type stepped leader. If the two streamers formed 
a ~ 2 type stepped leader, the mean .. velocity of the streamer 
BC in the interval between B and C would be about 2 x lO?cm/sec 
at most according to the reference (l). But the r esult of the 
measurement of Photo. 2 gives VL : 3.9 x 108cm/sec as 
described above, which seems to in~icate that the two 
stre'Jmers do not form a~ 2 type stepped leGder. Therefor e 
it will be reasonable to consider that the streamer CB 1 is 
a re turn streamer progressing from C to B1 in the reverse 
direction to the leader BC. Thus it is clear that despite 
of the disch1rge taking plqce in the interclouo space, the 
first stroke of it is composed of a learer followed by a 
return streamer ~ourdillon(2) also reported in his paper 
that in some cases, the stroke of a multiple intercloud ' 
dischArge had the strurture composed of a dart leader 
followed by a return streamer, which seems to coincide with our 
result. 

As we have investigated above, the fast streamers with 
progressive velocities more than ( 3 -·'--· 4) x 108 em/sec* 
appearing in a multiple intercloud discharge usually have 
not the nature of a stepped leader , but a strong tendency 
of the nature of a aart leader. Moreover, most of the 
ordinary intercloud discharges really are c0mposed only 
of the fast streamers of this kind of dart leaders. 

(B) Slow stream~r 

(a) The intercloud discharge initiated with a slow 
streamer: There are some intercloud discharges be i ng i nitiated 
with a very slow streamers with velocitie s smaller than 
ro7 em/sec. ive have succeeded to record two such stregrners 
till to the present, one of which is 1:1 single dis charge 
composed only of a. slow streamer, and the other of which is a 
double discharge composed of a s l aw streamer followed by a 
fast dart l eader of the nAture like those composing an 
ordinary multiple intercloud discharge, The latter 
is illustrated· in Photo. 3, and Fig. 4. repr.esents t~e 
sketch of it, in which the slow streamer is represent ed 
with a broken line, a nd the fast streamer composing the 
secon stroke VJith a full line, and th·e corresponding 
points bn.the slow and the fast, streamers with (BCD), 
(B ' C'D') r espectively,. The direction of the streamer 
advance is indicated with an arrow. 

~--~~--~--------~~~--~~--~~-* Some of the intercloud strokes have a velocity higher than 
ro9 em/sec, and in these, it is impossible to measure a 
reliable velocity on the photographic r ecord of flash 
r esolving c3mcra. 
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It is clear that 
the s lo~ stre~mer give s a photogrqphic im~ge like ~ coast
l ine, an~ the flikerin? in the photogra~hi c d~nsities is 
observable a long the coast-line like im~ge. 'l'his f eature 
of the photogr afhic image is the ·one which is peculiar to 
a f3 type stepped lea1er and rr.ust come fr0m the short l'ength 
of each steps · of the l eader as well C:jS from "the lov1 l}lm'inous 
intensiti e s of indivinual step ·streamers . This n.l'lk\3s. it 
impos s ible to r ecord individual step str eamE:r separatedly . 
If we as f ume the second stroke A1G1 t o h~ve a high progressive. 
velocity, we can detern1ine the ve lo~i ty of the slow l eader · 
B D by measuring the photogra~hic image, which gives the 
value 5. 5 x 106cn./sec . Hence the conclusion is t hat the . . ~ 

f3 type stepped leade~ progressed to the d~rect~on BCD with 
the velocity 5. 5 x 106 em/sec . As the second stroke A1 0 1 

is preceded by the slow stepped l eader BD, the streamer A1 G1 

must be composed of a fas t s t re"lrller , the 'progressive 
direction of which, howevt;r , c3n not be detern,ined from t he photogr aphic 
measurement because of the slow speed of the image sweep. 
As t he ve locity of the preceding l eader in this case is very 
smaller than that of the case of photo . 2, and moreover the 
investigat i on of the photogr aphic image of the Photo . 3 
c l early shows the point that the leade r BCD is a steppe~ 



leader, so the following two interpretations will be possibl e 
in this case, i. e. , the one is t o cons i der the succeeding str eamer 
A1 G1 progressing from A' toG ' and the other is to consider 
the streamer A1 G1 pr ogressing from G1 toA 1 • If the former 
is the case, the steramer A1 G1 must be a negative fBst dart 
leader wh i ch , combined with the {3 type stepped leader 
BD* , will f or m a {3 2 type stepped l eader in a wider s ense . 
I! the latter i s the case , the str eamer A'G' mu~t have a 
positive polar ,_ty, and will fo!'m a r eturn stroke precec'led by 
a negative {3 type stepped leader. The inter clouc discharge 
i nitiated ty a slow streamer process seems to be i denti cal 
with the cloud di scharge t hat was named by sour dillon the 
type I. Howeve , if we take the point into account , that 
many of the multiple inter cloud discharges usually are composed 
of dar t lt:ac1ers, i t wil l be more r esonable to consi der simply 
a inter-cloud discharge composed of a negative {3 type s tepped 
l eader followod by a negative dart l eade r, i. e ., aB interc loud 
d i schar ge with a prodound tendency of a {3 2 type stepped 
leader, in a wider sense , than t o cons i de t he latter cloud 
dishcarge, on the half way of wh i ch the pol qrities of the 
e l ement streamer s ar e r ever sed . 

(b) Air di scharge: As clescribed in Section 1, the 
air di scharge i s a lightning discharge , one end of whose 
channel terminates in a thundercloud and the other and 
stretches into the clear air . This kindof the lightning discharge 
generally has a slow pr ogressive velocity, and the measurements 
of ten photographs give the values ranging within (1 .1 - 2 ,0 ) 
x 107 em/sec, the mean of which is 1. 2 x 107 em/sec (see · 
Table 1 ) . Thes e ve l ocities ar e neary equal to the minlmum 
value of the velocity of a stepped leader, which seems to 
indicate that t he a ir discharges are composed of nothing 
other than stepped l eader s . ln fact the investigation of 
the f~vorable photographic records of air dischar ges 
obt ained with our flaEh r esolving camera shows that t he 
discharges really all composed of {3 type stepped leaders . 
Photo . 4. illustrates an example of air discharge and the 
Fig . 5. is the skech of it, i n which the last step streamers 
ar e indicated with a full lines, the pilot streamers with 
broken lines, and the tlme values measured backwar ns f r om the 
stre!'.lmer ends A2, B2 along each channel of a pilot strearue r 
:ue written besir'1e t he streamer A2 A1 and H.2 B1 . The str eaks 
aa 1 ' a a' , and bb'' b b1 r epr esent t he high brightness 
portions- of the indi~idual step streamers caught with our 
photographic camera, and they belong to the branch A1 
A2, Bl B2 of the discharge r espectively . 
~he existence of these streaks indicates the point t hat 

~ Much of t he stepped l eaders occurr ing in associa~ion with 
cloud discahrges gener al ly have a nega t ive polarity 
(see bect ion 4 B, Chapter III), the r efor it will 
be reasonable to think that the stepped leader BCD 
in the 3 will have a negative pol arity.; 
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the air disch.qrge is r eally composed of {3 type stepped leaderf". 
The velocities of these rtepped l eader s measured along. the 
branches A2 A1 and B2 B1 give .the value 1. 6 x 107 em/sec and 

so 

0 

1 . 2 x l 07cm/sec respe rt ively, and the esti mated distance of 
the 0ischar ge f r om the observation statinn was about 500 
meters. Accor ding to what we have investigated in ·ttis 
paragra~h, it is clear that the str eamers, with velocities 
r oughly r anging (0 . 5--..,2 .0) x 107 em/sec and occ.urr ing in 
association with an intercloud discharge or an air 
discharge, all nave a strong tendency of the nature of a 

type stepped leader, so long as our flash resolving camer a 
have succeeded t o photogr aph them. 

(c) Medi~ velocity str eamer 
The strokes of a multipl e inter cloud dischar ge have not 

always the extremum velocities such as those descr ibed in 
Paragraph A and B. Indeed the velocities of some of the111 
are often inter mediate between these two extremums, and 
of the order of 108 em/sec . An exampoe of a medium 
velocity streamer is illustrated in fhoto. 5. and .Fig . 6 is 
the sketch of it . Judged f r om the feature of the 
photogr aphtc ~mage, the discharge seems to be composed of 
triple strokes. As the Fig. 6 indicates, the i mage of 
the first stren n1er, however, is very broad to the lateral 
direction, and the width of it is seen to decrease gradually 
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from A to C. Further the boundary line ABC to the left 
handside of the streamer image is very much clearer than that · 
of the right handside A1 B1 C. 

Fig . 6 

1krn "-'(/. C 
A -~' /,7 , 

~, - ,. 
B B' 

0 T1 .11e ----+ 

This clearly indicates thBt the streamer must have the 
nature of a stepped leaner. We can estimate the velocity of 
the streamer at 1.1 x 108 em/sec unoer the assumption that 
the streamer is a stepped leader. The streamers, the moving 
photographs of which inn ic~te the decr ease in the lateral 
extent from one end to the other end of their images, ar e 
recorded 'not alw~ys as the first stroke of a multiple interc.loud 
discharge, but often ovservable as the successive strokes of. · 
the discharge, hence it is clear that the streamers are of 
the intermediate nature between the fast streamer and the 
slow streamer concerning the progressive velocity as well 
as the structure of the streamer. 

(D) Int e rcloud discharge with polnt sources of light 
emissions 

The inve~tigation of the Boys' camera photogr aphs of 
intercloud discharges shows that mainly the zigzag points on 
a discharge channel sometimes emit the strong light continuous
ly during 30 - 60 n.s . These point sources of light emissions 
will give the streak images on the Boys 1 can1era photograph of 
a lightning fla~h. Concer ning the streak images of the Boys' 
camera photographs, there ~re the afterglows which also give 
the streak images, however, the dur ations of these norma l 
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streaks due to afterglows are compratively shorter t han the 
streak durations being described just above . In fact the 
greater portion of the short streaks cqn be attributed to the 
afterglows caused by the l uminosity durat ions of zi gzag points 
on the discharge channel after the bright str eamer having 
traveled the whole channel. The. afterglows r ewaning af t er the 
completion of a r eturn stroke of a groun0 di schArge generally 
give the 

Fig . 7 

str eak images as i llustr ated i n the tig . 7 . They can be 
divided into t•~o categories , i. e ., the general 'lfterglovl 
represented by t he. continuous l ater al extent (a a 1 ), (b b ' ) , 
..• . . along the image of the r eturn stroke ABC , and the 
after glows i n t he str eak form r epresented by (A A'), (B B'), 
..••. mainly cauEed by the high ionic rlensity at the 
zigzag points on the discharge channel. As the Fig . 7 
indicates, it is very clear that the dur ations of the 
normal stre'3.k af t erglows ar~ gener ally u.uch longer t hBn 
those of the general afterglow. The former dur ations have 
been measured on the fhsh r esolved photogr aph.s of 
intercJoud dischar ges and ground ~ischarges, both r~presenting 
no extr emely long str eak afterglows . The tabl e 2, r epr esents. The resuJ 
of this measurement is r epresent ed in Table 2 , which indicates the 
maximum dur 1tion of the norn1a l $tr~"l k after glows not to 
exceed 12.4 ms . 
Therefore the extr err,e ly l ong streak images , which appear· frorr1 
ti!lie t o time in assoc i ation with the moving photographs 
of intercloud discharges, and continu themselves more tha~ 

30 · - 60 ms, can not be interpreted with the light emission 
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Tabl e . 2 

. 
! 

Lightning 1ntercloud 

I 
Gr ound 

• discharge • discharge di!>charge 

' Duration . 

I 

Norn1al 
I 

I Mean value 2, 0 ms 2.1 ms 
streak Distribut ed " 

after glow I r ange 
dura tion I 0 . 4 - 5. 4 ms 0.2 - 12 .4 ms 

I 
~ · I. 

Nur-•ber of data 23 43 
J 

like as an afterglow of a lightning flash . In some of the 
intercloud cEsch11rges the light emissions producing 
seve1·a:;_ extr emely long streak images are s~Se·n to appear long 
befo:':'e the out- break of a fast stre':lrner . f'hoto . 6 illus t r ates 
an e x:a:nple of such a inter cloud discharge w_i th point sources 
of light emissions , the sketch of which is r epr esented in Fig. 8 . 

1
Thi s intercloud discharge is composed of a single stroke an(l at 
least , four very long str eaks (A B), (a b), (~·F) , (e f) are 
discer nible f r om tht. 4lomeot before the outbr eqk of the fast 
str ean,er .XYZU. Tile regions surrounding these four str eak 
images on V1e photograph 3re blackened weakly . This clearly 
indicates the existence of week l uminosities in the neighborhood 
of the point sources of light erui ssions throught the whole period 
of the streak light emissions . The time interval f r om the start 
of the streak images to the outbreak of the fast streamer, 
estimated on the Fig . 8 gives the value at l east more than 
32 - 46 ms. The detailed investigation of the four long 
streaks futher shows that they go thr ough the neighborhood 
of t he zigzag points on the fast streamer . The long s t reaks 
(H I) , (h i) in the ..ti'ig . 8 appear ing in the period just 
after the outbreak of the fast streamer continue themselves 
as long as 20 - 22 ms . These durations of long streaks ar e 
clearly much longer th&n the durations of the nor mal str eak 
afterglows, therefore , it is evident that the light 
emissions producing the streak images in the Fig . 8 can not 
be attributed to the afterglm~s of zigzag points on the 
fast stre"lrr:er , but !'\nst be Gm,sed by the discharge cl3.rr ying 
strong point sources of light ·which present themselves _fr om 
tbe •. G.J;.;:• t 20 - 50 ms before the outbr eak of the fast streamer 
at se,·er<-~1 zi {;ZRg points of it . As the velocity of the main 
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fast streamer XYZU in F'ig. 8 is extr en,ely high and probably 
exceedes 109 em/sec, so the accurate values of it cAn not be 
deterlllined from the measurement of Photo. 6. For the production 
of a fas~ streamer with the velocity of t his order of magnitude, 
it is necessary to fill up previously the channel o: the succeed
ing fas t streamer with the sufficient density of ion~ of ~he order 
of 108 ion/cc (see bection 3). These i ons must have been 
distributed, in this case, along the channel of the following 
fast streamer XYZU through the period of the preceding discharge 
with point sources of light. ln other wor ds , during the period 
of the discharge accompanying point sources of ligh~ a 
lightning channel, with so low a l uminosity as to make it 
very difficult to r ecord it.with our boys 1 ca~ara , must have 
a lready bridged the point sources, and a gradual disbharge 
must have been maintained through this weakly luminous bridging 
channel . Through this process the necessary ions for the 
production of the succeeding fast streamer n1ust have been 
distributed previously along the channel of the streamer. 
If we over look the large differences exis~ing in the durations 
of point luminos ities, it is not very difficult to notice 
the intercloud discharges which actually have many s t rong 

Fig . 8. 
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point lwninositi es at the zigzag points of their channels . 
These intercl ud discharges ar e usually very rich in 
crookedness . rhoto. 7 represents an example of these 
intercloud discharges . If the number of str ong luminous points 
1.re very l arge , tb.e flash will have the: fornt of a be::~ds

lightning. And , .if the dura tions of luminosities of the 
indbidual beads are extremely long, :md further, the 
portions of the discharge channel which bridge the beads have 
very weak lumi nosities resulting from a slow r ar e of 
nischarge, the boys 1 camera w.;..ll be unab~e to record 
any ~mage other than the str eaks . Sourdil lon( 2) also 
reported the intercl0ud discharges which give the Boys 1 camera 
photogr aph con~osed only of several long streak~, ~hich 
he named the type III cloud di scharge . 
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3 General structure of an intercloud discharge 

. . The first ·stroke of a gr·ound discahrge is initiated 
always with a streamer of the nature of stepped leader, 
coresponding to this, the eletromagnet:lc waveform of it is 
always initiated with the waveform of" a special character, i.e., 
an .Ig section, or a L section. In contrast t o this the 
investigation of the outbreak of a cloud discharge on the 
electromagnetic waveform of it shows that cloud discharges are 
not always initiated with the waveform of the nature of an 
lg or a L section, but many of the cloud discharges really 
initiat8d without this character, inspite of the sufficiently 
high gain of the amplifier of the waveform recorde~ to 
register an lg section or a L section, and further inspite of 
t he fact that the waveforn1 of a ground discharge recorded on 
the same 16 mm cine film clearly initiated with an Ig or a 
L section. The waveforms of cloud discharges obtianed at 
::~mplifier gains o·--.. 20 db have been investigated to see 
whether the w~veforms were really initiated w_th an Ig or a 
L section, the result of which is represented in T~ble 3. 
The table indicates that about 35 % of the recorded cloud 
d ischarges are initiated with a streamer thot ha s more or 
less the character of a stepped leaner, but remaning 65% 
are initiated with a discharge process without any stepped 
leader structure. 

VVe have qlready investigated in Section 2, the existence 
of a intercloud discharge which clearly initiated v1ith a fJ type 
stepped leaoer , and of a intercloud discharge, the photographic 
record of which lacks a clear stepped leader in its initial 
portion and is composed only of dArt leaders, so that the 
discharge seems as if to start wi th a dart leader on the 

Table 3. 

Vvaveform of a I 

Percentage of 
cloud discharge records of Number of 

waveforms 

lnitiated with 
Ig or L section 34.7% 

395* 
Initiated Wlth 
lg or a L 65.3 % 
section 

* The gain of the recorder amplifier 0, 10, 20 db. 
The distances of the discharges 20 __, 60 km. 
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Boys 1 camdr a record . These two observgtional facts lead us 
to the conclusions that many of the intercloud discharges 
really start with a mechanism without the nature of a 
stepp3d leader and are composed o'nly of the fast streamers 
with the nature of a dart leader, Theoretically speaking, 
the fas t streamer like a dart leader generally progresses 
with tne di scharge mechani sm given by Cravath and Loeb(3). 
l'o make the Cravath and Loeb 1 s mechanism to paly an active 
r ol e for the development of a streamer it is necessary to 
distribute previously the ions with densit_ies higher than 
a threshold value along t~e channel of the discharge , 
According to Schonland\4) the ions producect by the 
immediate ly pr eceding return ground stroke in the discharging 
chan~el and remaining in it after the compl etion of the 
stroke reduce their density through the volume recombinatic n 
process of ions dur~ng the period of the stroke interval. 
If the ~troke interval of a groun~ discharge is extr emely 
long, the density of ions remain i ng in the lightning channe l 
at the inst~nt of occurrence of the next ground stroke 
will be r educed to a value lower than the threshold 
necessary for a streamer to advance with Cr avath and Loeb 1 s 
mechanism. In this case the s treamer leading the next 
ground str1ke can not take the from of a dart l earler, but 
it tur ns out to progress with a mechanisnt of a dart- stepped 
leader with a lower velocity. If the ion density remaning 
in the the lightning channel after the previous ground stroke 
is reduced to an extremely l ow value, the streamer will not 
be able to take even a from of a dart - stepped leader, but 
tabke the for m of an ordinary slow stepped leader,(l) whlch 
progresses into the unionized virgin air . Our investigation 
of the photographic record of leader streamers appearing in 
the inter-cloud discharges also has shown th9.t the streamers 
with progressive velocities higher than 4 x 108 em/sec 
usually have a strong tendency of the nature of a dart 
l e ader, the streamers with velocities of about l x 108 Ptiljsec 
represent move or less the nature of a stepped l eade r and the 
streamers wi th ve l ocities smaller than ( 0 . 5 - l) x 10? em/sec 
all must be inferred as being composed of f3 type stepped 
leaders.Following these considerations, the intercloud 
discharges which se~m to start with a dart leader on the Boys 1 

earner~ records as descrlv~d in Section 2 A, must have the 
ions previ8usly nistributed along the channel of the 
:following first stroke composed of a dart leader, in spite 
of th-:J fact that no luminosity can be recorded on the flash 
photo~raph before the outbr eak of the fir~t s~roke . There are 
two possibl e mechanisms which seem to give these distributions 
of ions . The one is thqt the ions accumulated by the mechanisms 
of separation and accumulation of e)ectrici ty in and around a 
thunriercloud incerease its density, so qs to exceed the 
thr eshold value necessary fo r the fo rmation of a rlart leader, 
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!:ind the other is that a gr ac'lu3l dis ch1rge withou t any nature 
of a stepped l eader breaks out before the occurrence of the 
first stroke of a intercl oud cischarge , and en. i ts a very low 
intensity of light which c~n har dly be r ecorded with our 
Boys' camer a . Our s t at sti cA.l e s tim"ltions of the minimum 

• ion densities necessa r y for a streamer to take the f r om of a 
dart l eader give the va ; ue of t he or der of 8 x 107 ion/cc**· 
In contrast t o t his , the dir ec t measurement of electric1l 
charge density inside the active thun•ercloud cells 
carried by .Hoss Gunn( 7) shows that the electricity vii th the 
i on density of about 2 .1 x 105 ion/cc is di stributed ins ide a 
thun0ercloud cell . Therefor we see the rl ifference of the two 
units axisiting between these two values . On the other hA.nd the 
i on density of the e l ectr ical charge center relating to the 
first str oke of a ground discharge hA.s been estimat8d , 
through the discussion in Section 4 of Chapter 111, from 
0.9 x 107 i on/cc to 1.4 x l 07ion/cc, which are nearly 
compqrable with the ion density 8 x l07ion/cc n&cessary for 
t he for mation of a dart l eader. This mean that the density 
of i ons which must be distr ibuted previously throughout the 
whole l ength of a lightning channel to let the following 
streamer to take the from of a da r t leader is compar able 
wi th the ion density at the electr ical charge center 
producing the stroke of a ground discharge . Ho~ever, the 
statistic3l mGA.surement of l ength of the ·visible pA.r t of 
a lightning channel involved in a inLercloud dischnrge g ives 
the mean value 2 . 6 kmt ther efor e it will be very impl ausible 
to assume that a very long volume sbtistir·ally extending 
to 2 l ength 2 . 6 km, which composes a portion of a discharge 
channel previously pr epar ed in the atmosphere to guir1e the 
fol l owing dart str ean1er, i s really filled with ions of the 

* iVJean value of the 10 flnsh lengths on our photogrA.p'lic 
r eco,r:.d . Me"i3n value of the same data gives 2 . 5 km . 

The statistical igv~Ltigation of the stroke inte rvaL~ of 
ground disch~rges \ 5J h,qs shown that the probl:lbility " istribu
tion of stroke intervals repr esents a clear bending at the 
time interval vAlue of about 130 ms. This n.eRns th'1t the 
lightning strokes whose relqt1ng time intervAls do not 

exceed 130 ms all have the same nteehanlSIH of str oke 
initiations . Therefore it wil l be reasonable to consider 
that the maximum t 1me i nterval between gr ound strokes, which. 
n~y not change the nature of a dart leader to a succeeding 
stroke, is statistically about 130 nrs . lf we assume that 
tht coefficient of volume r ecombination of ions is gi ven by 

a =106 following to Meek's book(f) , the ion density 
rewaining in the lightning cha nne l 130 ms after ·the previous ground 
atroke will be 7 . 7 x 107 ion/cc , because the ion censity in 
the channel at time t after the pr eceding ground stroke may 
be expr es::ed as N = 1/ at,. 



density comparsble with th~t inEide a electr ics l charge center , 
Ther ef or inspite of the fqct th~t the gr eater pnr t of the 
recor ded i.nter cloud discharg8s, judged on the Boys ' camer a 
~hotographs , ench seem to s t art with a dArt leader , it is 
ver y prob8ble that i n the reality , they a1 e initiated v1ith 
a mechanism of a ve r y slow j3 type stepped learler or of a 
gr arluq l discharge without any step str uctur e , both of which 
wil l very har dly be recorded with our flash resolving ::::Amera . 
The necessary ions for the fo r mation of the succeeding d1rt 
s t r eamer must be pr oduced And distributed along the channel 
by the pr ocess of these low l uminous ciischar ges not 
r ecor dable with our r-hotogr aphic appar atus . An exqmr_,le of 
these gradual inter cloud cischarges pr eceeding a dBrt le~der 
forming up a cloud discharge hqs alreay been investigated in 
Section 2D . This s t reamer with sever al poi nt sources of 
l i ght emrni ss i ons on it does not ref;r esent a clear ste:pped 
leader structure , however , it mus t have an abi l ity to 
advance into the unionized vir gi n air . Following these 
pos tul ati ons , we may expect tha t An inter cloud dischArge 
will be initiated generally with a stepped l eader that has 
an abi l ity to advance into the unionzied vir gi n air , or with 
a gr adual .snd ver y weakly luminous di scharge which <"ces not 
repr E::sent any chAr 8cter of a stepped l e01ner, howeve r , h<:~~ the 
same ability as the laRder . In some cases, mgny zig- zag 
points on the channel of a very we3kl y luminous dischar ge 
may emit the relatively strong light for mor e than sever al 
ten mi l li- seconrlc, and the strong po:nt lumi nosities at 
zi g- zag points combined with t he weakly luminous channel 
bridging the these point sr:urces way complete a interc loud 
beads light ning . The ions distr i buted along the dischArge 
<hannel , thr ough the process of a stepped leader or a gr adu1l 
discharge, will be left behind in the channel so as to 
nmke it possi ble the str eamer composing the second :::tr )kE:: to 
take the f r oJJ of a fast d.<.:~ rt leader . This will be the 
gener a l structure of ~n ordinary intercloud discharge . The 
differE::nces between a stepped leader anrl a grdual d i scharge 
with point sources of light emissions on it seems to 
consist in the point thqt the forme r t~kes place outside a 
thundercloud anr' the l atter mainly inside the clou-J . The 
observational fa cts which seems to suppor t the above deduction 
wil l be the ~allowing thre8, so long as we consider lli3inly the 
measurerrcent of rr,oving photographi c r ecor ds of inter cloud 
f lashes obta~ned by us. The first , the Air rlischqrges whi<h 
gave the photographic images having spr ead out downArd f r om 
thundercloud bases were all composed of /3 tyf>8 stepped le01ders , 
the second , the number of inter cloud discharge~ , whose Juov ing 
r.hotographs represented nothing other thsn the fast strear11ers 
with the natur e of a d11rt leader, \~ere nrc1ch lg r ger than the 
number of r&cor·s of the inter cloud ~isch9rges which were 
initiated with j3 type stepped l eader s , and the third, the 
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investigAtion of the e l ectr omagnetic waveforms of al l the 
recorded cloud discharges , the majority of which , of course , 
were considered statistirall y to corr espond to i ntracloud 
rlisch:ugef, clearly showed th<~t the nuruber of cloud 
discharges which wer e initiat8d each with a pr ocess without 
Any nature of a stepped l eader were gener ally t wice qs much 
as the number of the cloud discharges which were initiated 
with a stepped leader process (see Table 3. ) . 
Follwoing the above deduction, the n1ajor part of the intr'Jcloud 
discharges should be initiated by a gradu8l discharge 
uiechanism with a l arge time duration without any ster-ped 
char acter. However , the nqture of a gr adual 0ischarge will 
be expected to become clear er, if we can investigate the 
electrostatic f i e l d changes due to these discharge pr ocesses. 
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4. interpretation of atmospheric r adiation pulses 
emitted by s treamer dischar ges 

As ere have alreay investigated in the r,r evious section , 
fast streamers involved in a cloud discharge mu~t generally 
be pr eceded either by the pr ocess of a stepped leader, or 
by the pr ocess of a complex str eamer* in a thunrercloud, 
or by the ionic distribution rema i ning a l ong a discharge 
channe l developed by the preceding f.qst streamer . The 
velocit y of a fast streamer is greatly influenced by· the 
ion density exisiting i n a discharge channel at the moment 
the outbreak of t~e streamer . The investigation of the 
flash photogr aph in section 2 D, has made it clear that 
the velocity of a fast str eamer often attains the value 
l ar ger than l 09cm/sec provided t he density of ions 
previously distributed along a d i scharge channel being 
high enough t o produce it. This velocity of a fast streamer 
more than 1("~9 em/sec is near ly r.ompar able wi th thE; yelocity 
values ( l. 5 ~ 21) x 109 em/sec of r eturn strokes, ~4) and 
belongs to a very high value as a str eamer velocity . 
Therefore a strong-· r adietion pulse may be expected to 
radiate f r om a dart l eader wi th the ve locity · 
this order th~ough the Simi lar mechanism t o t hat of the 
retur n str eamer of a gr ounr:l discharge . The photographic 
image of a r et'!lr n gr ound str oke caught with the Boys ' camer a 
clealy i ndicates that the width of the image decreases with 
the pr ogress of a return streamer from the earth ' s surface 
toward the cl oud base. This means the br l_ght channel of a 
retur n streamer growing upwards from the ear th to the 
t hunder c]oud base . Therefor e electrically the r etur n 
streamer of a ground discharge may be replaced , as a way 
of an appr oximation, with a verticA.lly gr owin.g el e ctric 
current channel , the upper end of which incr eses .its 
altitude from the earth ' s sur face t oward the thundercloud 
with the velocity of a return streamer, an~ the curr ent 
density of which is uniform everywhere along its len'gth . 
As an uniform current density is assumed in this 
appr oximation, the measurement of a return streamer current 
a t the earth 's su~face will be sufficient for the _ 
deter mination of variation in the return streamer curr ent . 
This means that the waveform of a r eturn streamer curr ent 
can be given by the lightning curr ent variation 

* Her eafter a discharge process, which relRtes to a di scharge 
in a thundercloud , and produces gradual fie l rl changes with 
a long duration, and sometimes like l y car~i~s many point 
sources of str ong ligh emissions on its, channel under 
a favor abl e conditions , will be named as a intercloud 
comples streamer . It is very evident that the complex 
streamer is of the similar nature as that of the J - streamer 
appea r ing in the stroke intervals of a ground discharge . 
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corresponding to a ground stroke striking a structure on the 
earth's surface , such as a lightning rod. Taking these 
approximation into account, l et us consider the mode l 
illus trated in the Fig. 9, which represents the return 
strean1er at the t l me t after the start of the streamer from 
the earth's surface . 

Fig . 9 

jdt 11( l ) 

i 
Q E:1rtt'l ~ P ~ 
~ 

r 

Following this model the variat ion of a dipole-moment dp 
in the time interval between t and t+ dt will be repr~sented 
as dp = jdt x 2h , where j( t) and h(t) are the re~urn str eamer 
current and the altitude of the upper end of it a t ti!JJe t , 
from which the following r ela tion will be obtained , 

_££__ = 2jh (1) 
dt 

Gener ally, the e l ectromagnetic field change E produced by 
vertica l dipole .dischar ge can be represented by the sum 
of the thr ee components , i. e ., the electrost atic fi eld chnnge 
Es the induction fie l d change Er and t he radiation fie ld 
ch~nge ER . If we denote the horizontal dis t ance PQ of the 
r eturn ~troke from the obsavati0n station l ying on the 
earth' s surface and the alt tude of dp with r and H 
r espectivel y , qnd further asrume th"t these satisfy the 
conditon r ?) H, the three components Es , E1 1 Eh will be 
r epr esented as follows:(B) 

Es = 
wher e 

1 
-~p , 

El = 1 
cr2 

dp 
dt 
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The widths of atmospher ic r adi ation pul ses which have each 
an appr eciabl e amplitude have been measured on t he 
ele ctr omagnetic wavefor ms of lightning dischAr ges , which 
have been inferr ed t o br eak out a t" distances 10 " ... 60 km 
apart from t he s t ation. Table 4. r epr esent the result 
of the measurement. 

Tabl e . 4 . 

Sor t of Pulse I Rise Tail Tot R.l Number 
measured type width wj rlth pulse datA 
vvaveforms (Median (Median widt h 

va lue ) va lue ) 

** Cl oud discharge Diffe- -- --- 40 p s 616 
r enti a l 

Ig process of a for m 
ground di s charge 

,, 11 26 .US 733 -- ----

heturn str oke I 

voltage* Peaked 10 us 90 us I 100 us 19 
wavefor m of a form 
ground 
d ischar ge 

* The data r eferring t o the Jour nal of the Power a~d 
Weather Coor dinating Comi ttee . / 

** The results of statis~ ic~l measurements of the r adlation 
pulse widths indicate the existence of the minor gr oup 
which h1s the median value 90 ns , other than the major 
gr oup repr esented i n the tabl e . 

Fol lowing the statistical ~esult indicat ed in the table , the 
widths of two sorts of differential type puls.:::s with 
appreciable amplitudes indicqte the median v<J.lues 26 _us and 
and 40 us r espectively . But when.the electromagnetic 
field change of a r eturn stroke involv8d in_a ground discharge 
is r ecor ded with our waveform recorder at a · distance roughly 
larger than 30 km , the peaked type r adiation pulse correspond
ing to return str oke is always more less influenced either · 
by the induction component or by the existence o~ ionosphere . 
Therefor e it is difficult to find out a peaked type pulse ·
which corresponds purely to the ra0iation component ER of 
the electr omagnetic- field change due to a return stroke .and to 
measur e the corr ect r adiation pulse width corre~pond ing to 
a retur n stroke . For this reason we h<J.ve measured the 
widths of peaked t ype voltage- wavefor m pr oduced by ground 
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strokes striking either electricBl power llnes, or some other 
instgllations of this kind instead. The lowermost row of the 
Table 4 represents the voltage pulce wifth. According to 
the theory of the electromagnetic ra rliation from a vertical 
dipole anntena, the main part of the field change E of the 
formulae (2) recorded at a distance larger' than a wavelength 
is occupied by the radiation term ER., if the height of the 
dipole is sufficiently smaller than the wavelength . 
lf we assume the above pulse widths represented in the table 
being identical with the period of the field changes, the 
pulse widths 26, 40 and 100 ).lS in the table must correspond 
to the wave-lengths 7.8, 12 and .30 km respectively. Following 
this, the differential type pulse* invQlved in a cloud 
dis l harge waveform and the peaked typ~~pulse corresponding 
to a return ground stroke may be con9iaered, as the first approximation 
to correspond to the ractiat ion component~' if the two types 
of waveforms are recorded at distance roughly larger than 
10 km for the former case and 30 km for the latter tase -·· 
respectively (see Fig~ 14, Section .30, Chapter II), which -· 
point is indicated in the Table 5. 

Table. 5. 

' DistC~nces, at which the 
Sort of pulse raciation field change .. 

nredominated 

Differential type pulse 
(cloud discharge) 12 km 

Differertial . type pulse I 

I 7.8 ·,km 
(Ig process of ground 
discharge) I 

I 
Peaked type pulse 

(return ground stroke) 
30 km 

1n this case, it is evident that we can replace the field 
change E with the r adiation component Eh as the first 
approximation . In this approximation, we can get following 
representation of ER by using the formrlae (l) and (2) 

ER = _2_ ( ,9j h + j d h ) ( 3) 
c2r dt dt 

This relation indlcates that the pulse width of a ra diation 
field charge .t.R is r eally determined by that of the rela ted 

* As the lightnlng cnannels o1' the grea ter part of r eal cloud 
d i scharges are inferred usually to incline from the vertical 
axis, we must consider the vertical conponent of them in 
most cases . 



cur rent p~lse j , so long as dh/dt does not represent a 
compl es variation . The mean length of the related streamer 
will be given by ( Hn hdh)/Hn = Hn/2, If a r e turn str eamer 
br idges the half of the lightning gap lengt~ Hn/2 at a 
t r emendous speed in an infinitesimal time length given by 
t =O, t =dt , and after this the pr ogress of the streamer 
ceases , and if the current flowing thr ough the lightning 
channel var ies i n accor dance with the function j = j(t), 
then the following approximation will be allowed. 

ER = Hn _ sli_ 
c2r dt 

In this approximation we can see the ER is directly proportional 
to the differentiation of the current wavefrom of a ground 
str oke . Accord i ng to a ~imple t heory of electromagnetic radiation 
from a dipole antenna(9;, it will be evident that the field change 
due to a cloud discharge r ecorded on the earth ' s surface that has a 
good e lectrica~ conductivity can be appr oxi mated with a field change 
produced by t he vertical component of a dipole discharge in a 
thundercloud . So let us consider the model of a vertical intercloud 
so l et us ~onsider the model of a vertical intercloud discharge 
ill ustr ated in Fig . 10 (a) 

8)H 1-

) 

--H _ +\ vd t 
-'o 

r ···H- . 

II-~, 
.(' 

,l . E~~ --~--~----~· > ~ 
Q~P 

r 

( i.l ) 

Fig . 10 

~(~ ,t) 
I t=t ) 

o ~v 
Str eamer head 

~--) 

( t· ) 

.: 

In this ~odel we consider a vertical fast streemer r unning 
upwards from the lower negative charge cente r with the 
altitutde H- to the upper positive charge center with the 
a ltitude Hr . Let us assume that the linear density of the 
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electrical charge along the vertical streamer can be represent
ed by q: q (t, t)as illustrated by Fig. lO(b), where represents 
the vertical iength measureed from the streamer head downwards, 
and t the time measured from the morr1ent of start or' the 
streamer. If the streamer carrying the above charge 
distribution moves with a velocity v upward, then the 
electric current appearing along the streamer channel will be given 
by 

j(~, t) = q(5, t )v(t) 
lf we introduce the electric moment p representing the resultant 
moment of a vertical dipole , whirh is determined by the 
e lectric current j(~ , t) moving together with the fast 
streamer from H- to Ht- , dp/dt will be obtained as follow s , 
after some deformgtions of the relation r epre senting dp/dt 
given in the referenC'e ( lq} considering the electrical i mage 
of the dipole into acjc<J.P_n vt t 
account -~L, 2j (H- +vt - h, t )dh:jv 2jn ,t)d~ * 

dt H- o 

( 5) 

where the streamer is as ~ umed to have uniform veloci ty. 
ln t his case ER and EI will be expressed with respect to p 
as follows. 

( 6) 

where c r epresents the angle of elevation of t he discharge 
a ltitude measured at P represented in Fig. 10. (11.) and 
(l - 82) is the correcti on term of this angle of el~vation , 
when r i s not negligble r elative to H. For example, if 
H = 5 km r = 20 km, then l -8 2 = 0.94 . In this case we can 
negl ect 8 2 , if the appr oximation with the error as much 
as 6% is allowed. Using the formulae (5) and (6) we can 
get following expr ess i ons of ER .:md EI 

[vj(vt ,t)~~t~ dJ] (l ~t2) J 
Ut 

Er = c~2- [..i jq ,t)d ~ (l -e) 
Here , let us cons ider tw1 extr eme cases concer ning J( ~ ,t ) . 
Case l: The case whe r e the approximation j.( ~ ,t) =g(t) v( t) 
= j ( t), similar to that of the r e turn ground streamer is 
allowed. 

( 7) 

*If the velocity v is 
v . t must be repl<?ced 

not uniforn1, but represented v - v ( t) , 
by (tv ( t) r1 t. 

./c 
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( 
d. 

Ert=~~r vj ( t ) + ( vt) ~-

El : c;2L (vt).j(t)) (l 
( 8) 

Case li: The case wher e the l ine9r e l ectricAl density along 
the streau~r rloe s not very with t irue , so thqt 

j(Lt) =qd) . v = j(P 
then , 

(9) 

In the appr oxintl1tion I, if we assume thqt the fast strear..er of 
a cloud di scharge ir.stantaneously bridges the gap length 
~(H.;- - H- ) , l ike the c.qse of a r eturn gr ound str eamer just 
descr ibed above , and after th i s the progress of the 
s treamsr is ceased . I f the streamer current r emaining 
hereefter varies with time t following the r elfltion 
j = j (t ), then ER will be expressed RS 

ER : __ l_(H + - H- ) 0_j_ 
c2r dt 

This i s just the same r elation AS the formula (4) . ln this 
appr oximation the wavefor m ER i s given by t he different iation 
of the waveform of a str eqmer current , independent of t he f act 
that t he str eamer assumes the form of a return stroke of a 
gr ound discherge or the forrr1 of a fast s treamer of a cloud 
dischar ge . However, if we consider the optical structure 
of a fast dart leader , involved in a cloud discharge the 
case II , which assumes a linear char ge - densit y q( ), 
d i stributing i nde pendent of time t along the stream~r 
head advancing with a unform high velocity v as i llustr .qted 
in Fig . 9(b), seems to give an approximati on near er to the 
actual streamer than t he case I . If we put H-= 0 into the 
formulae (5), it becomes to r epr esent the case of a r eturn 
ground streamer . Ther efore i t is very clear that t he fast 
streamer inv_olved in a cloud di schar ge really has an ability 
to emit an atmospheric radiat ion ~ulse, if the ve l oc i ty of the 
streamer relating to the cloud di schar ge is comparable with 
that of a return ground streamer. We shall next inverstigate 
the na ture of an atmos pheric waveform produced by a ground 
str oke 30~100 km apa~t from the observat i on station 
fol lowing the above approximations. Bruce ann Golde(ll) 
showed that the waveform of a r eturn ground s troke current 
can be r epresented by the following r e l ation 
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j=j: ( e-~"-~ ( 1o) ...._, 
Generally, if the e1uivalent resistance R which the input 
terntinal of a lightning voltage waveform reC'oroer has 
against an earthed line , carries no appreciable i nductance 
the voltage output E(t) of the recorder will be propoFtional 
toR x j(t). In this case we can deduce the variation of a 
ground stroke current j ( t ) by n1easuring the voltage waveform 
E( t ) relating to it, The result of the statistical measurement 
of ground str oke voltage wqveforms r ecorded through the 
thunderstrom observations from 1948 to 1956 is represented in 
the lAst row of Table 4 . The current waveform wi t h this rise 
time and the total pulse width can be represented by puting 

a : 4 X 1Q+4 sec - 1, f3 = 2 X 10+5 sec-1 into the formulae(lO), 
These , values are seen to be comprable with the values 

a= 4.4 x 104 sec- 1 , {3 = 4.6 x 1Q5sec-l given be Bruce and 
Golde(ll). 1n contrast to this, the cur r ent waveform of a ground 
stroke, statistically investigate0 by Norinder, has 
appreciably larger pulse width than that given by Burce and 
Golde , Concerning this point, Morri·soJ8J pointed out that 
the Norider 1s waveform can fairly well be represented by the 
formulae (10), by assuming a : 7 x 1Q3sec- l, f3 • 4 x l04sec- l 
Fig . ll indicates the curr ent wgveforms calculated from the 
formulae (10), in which the waveform (I) represents the case 
of f3 = 4 x 104, f3 = 2 x 105 indicating a narrow pulse width, 
and the waveform (ll) r epr esents the case of a = 7 x 103 , 
/3 : 4 x 104 indicating a wide pulse width . ~orrison furthe r 
pointed out in his paper (B) that the gr ound strokes 

Fig. 11. 

• - J :t -id 
J =· e e 
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producing current waveforms with the wide pulse width brenk 
out more f r equently than those rroducing current waveforms with 
the narrow pulse width, ln contrast to this the r esult of 
our statistical measurement of the ground stroke vol tage 
waveforms r epres ented in Table 4 shows the reversed situation, 
i. e ., the latter breaks out more frequent than the former . 
However, at present , it is difficult to determine whether the 
discrepancy either coming from the diffe r ence in the method 
of measurement or from the difference in the occurrence 
probabilities of these two types of ground strokes existing 
between our count ry and England* , As we shall describe 
afterwards , the first pulse involved in a main discharge type 
atmospheric wavefor m,**which can be cons i dered to originate 
from a gr ound discharge roughly more than 300 km apar~ from 
the observat~on) station, statistically has a pulse width of 
about 135 . .us~l2 in the median value. For this reason we 
shall take the current waveform (II) represented in Fig , ll 
into account inspite of the statistical r esult of the 
measurement of ground stroke voltage waveforms having indicated 
the predom~nance of the narrow pulse width. As we shall see 
in the fol:owing discussion, the theoretical estimation of 
the atmospheric pulse width of a r eturn grounn stroke derived 
from the assumption of the curr ent waveform (II) gives the value 
only about 80~s, so it is very clear that the assumption of a 
current waveform of a r eturn ground stroke with much wider 
pulse width is nesessary to explain the actually measured value 
135 .us of t he atmospheric radiat ion pulse wi dth . As to the 
al titude of the top of a return stroke , le t us assume , following to 
Morrison(8), that the altitude h of a return stroke varies wit h 
time as follows -rt 

h = H0 ( l - e )*** 
( - j_ 

where r = 3 x 104sec . Then ER can be derived f rom the 
formulae (J), (10) and (11) as follows. 

~ER =d~ (jh) a[~l -e-rt)(/3 e 

( e- a1t - e{3t ) l 
t - t 

- a e ) - rt 
re 

( 12 ) 

'The value of ER can be obtained by giving in the 
formulae (12) the above numerical value. Further the waveform 
dj/dt can also be calculated in the same way , since the 

** As the main discharge type waveforms selected for this 
stati~tical measurement all have appreciable q.mpli tudes, so 
tne ~aveforms may be concidered statistically to correspond 
to return strokes of ground discharges . 

***As the upward velocity of the return streamer following to 
the first stroke is generally unifor m, the formulae (11), 
strictly speaking, can not be applied to the successive stroke . 

* The difficulty mainly comes from the minorlty of the 
available records of voltage waveforms of ground strokes . 
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differenti8tion of j is given by 

- t 

( b ) 

_Qj_ = Jo ( 
dt 
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Fig. 12 repr~sente the result of numerica l calcuhtions of t he 
fo r mulae (12) and (13), i n which (a) i ndica te the t 1. me dependent 
part of (j an0 nj/dt ) , and (b) indicate those of d(j~)/dt. 
It is clear from Fig . 12 . th ~t the gener al features of the 
two waveforms r epresenting dj/dt a nd d(jh)/dt are , as the 
first approximation , analogous t0 each other, and the 
measurement of the pulse width Lll. of the two pulse wavefonn 
dj/dt and d(gh)/dt in Fig . 12 . gives the va lues 50 ps and 80 

).lS r espectively, moreover the peak 3.mplitune of the wavefor m 
dj/dt, breaks out only 15 ps earlier than that of the waveform 
d(jh)/dt. Ther efore we may consider that the wavefor m of a 
ground stroke, as the fir st appr oximation, can be expre ~ ed 

by t he formula( 4) . Concer ning the mechanism of atr •• ospheric 
radiation , the vertical component dp/dt corresponding to a 
return gr ound stroke and that corr esponding to a iotercloud 
stroke are r e presented simply by the same formulae (5), and 
there are no dif fe r ences existing between these two strokes 
except for the limit of integration of the formulae ( 5), so 
it is evident that the above r esult r e l ating to a ground 
stroke can be applied for the case of a interc loud stroke . 
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The first pulse involved in a train of main-discharge type 
waveforms, which probably originate from the return s treamers 
more than JOO km apart from the observation station,has 
statisticAlly the pulse width of about 1J5~s i n the me~ ian 
value, on the otherhand, the atmospheric r adia tion produced 
by the first return groun0 streamer appearing within a range 
of distances*, at which the light pulse associated with the 
streamer can be recorded with an appreciable difficulty, 
usually gives the wavefornt as illustated in Fig . lJ. (a), 
and the measurement of pulse widthL1( of 15 such first pulses 
gives the vslues ranging within lJO -v 230)lE., the mean value 
of which amounts to 199Ps.Accorning to the above result , it 
is evident that the measurement of pulse widths of r e turn 
ground stroke waveforms recorded at these distance results in 
the overstimat ion of the pulse width of ER component of 
about 1.5 times larger thaq .the true value. The reason of 
this discrepancy seems to come from the influences of the 
t erm Er on the term ER, when the e lectromagnetic waveform 
of a ground stroke is recorded at distances about 50 km 
apart from the observation station. To clear out th is point 
we have calculated numerically the half pulse widths 
Ll-c. Er ;-- ER of a return ground stroke waveforms r ecor ded at 
several distances more than 50 km apart from the discharge 
taki~g the influences of the $1 term into account and then 
obta lned the values61EI i-ER lAtER , the ratio of the half 

pulse width ~1Er + ER, which takes the influence of the Er 
term into account, to the half pulse widthLil,ER = 8C ,us of 
t he ER t erm. The r esult is r epresented in J.' ig . 14. According 
to these estimations , the over estimation 0f the pulse width 
l . 5 times larger than the true VAlue would being produced 
when the distance of the concerning discharge amounts to 
about 75 km. So that it can be conclouded th~t the 
measurement of the half pulse with4(. of gtmospheric w3veform 
of a return ground stroke does not give the true half pulse 
width of the ER component of the waveform, so long as the 
distance of the ground discharge does not exceed r oughly 200 km. 

Fig . 14 

IUJ 200 3Cfl km 

* Probably about 50 km. 
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In contrast to the case of a ground stroke, when the pul ses 
appearing on the atmospheric waveforms of a cloud dischar ge 
are recorded at distances about 50 km apart f r om the 
discharge , they usually take the for m of a differential type 
as illustrated in Fig . 13 (b). The point that the differential 
type pulse really coresponds to the discharge taking the 
form of a fast streamer can clearly be recognized by the 
light pulse* indicated in the simul taneous record of 
luminosity change illustr ated in the lower half in Fig . 13 
(b) . These simultaneous record of the electromagnetic 
waveform and the luminos ity change seems to give the 
verification of the fac t that a faet str eamer really emits 
an atmospheric radiation pul se . 

The atmospher ics radiation pulse involved in the 
waveform of a cloud discharge 10 ~60 km apart from the 
observation staion generally are classifiable into three types , 
each of which includes both positive and negative polarities. 
Fig. 15 ill ustr ate these three types . Following the 
approximation represented by the for mula (8 ' ) , (3), (3 ' ) 
correspond to the case in which the streamer current 
wavefor m has the analogous form with that of a ground stroke , 
( 1), (1 1 ) correspond to the case in which the streamer 
current waveform has the fo r m r everse to that of a ground 
str oke , and (2) , (2 1 ) corr espond to the case in which the 
s treamer current waveform is symmetric::.~l with respect to 
time . 

As we shall see later in Table 3. of Section 3 Chapter V, 
about 64% of the r ecorded waveforms of cloud dischar ges 
are the aggregation mostly of the negative raniation 
pulses wi th the nature illustr8ted by the waveform (2), or 
(3), in Fig 15, of with the intermediate nature between (3) 
and (1 '), so long as the appreciable amplitude pulses appering 
on the waveform of a cloud discharge being taken into account. 
The statisticgl investigation further shows that more than 
50 percent of the recorded negative radiation pulses of 
appreciable ampl itudes, which break out on the clou~ ~ischarge 
waveforms , are classified into the type 2 of Fig . 15 . 
The result of the statistical measurement of the total 
pulse width ~ T (see Fig , 13 (b) ) of the type 2 pulse 

* ~xactly speaking, the light pulse recorded with our 
luminosity change r ecorder does not corr esponrJ to the 
light emission from the streamer itself , but coresponds 
to that from the whole of a streamer discharge . So that 
the peak of a light pulse is r ecorded gener ally at the 
moment somewhat after the dissapearance of the strear11er , 
and the light pulse seems rather to correspond to the 
discharge r emaning after the end of t he streamer . The 
situation is kept the same for the case of the fast 
streamer appearing in a cloud discharge as well as for 
the case of the return streamer involved in a ground 
discharge . (See Fig . 13) 
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waveforms has 3lre1:1dy been given in Tab~e 4 . 
Following the principle which der ived tbe for mul1:1e (9) , the 
total pulse width.d T is to be rle termined by the c'lur ation of 
the streamer current, therefor e i t will be r easonable to 
consider that LJ T may be g i ven by _j T= L/v*, wher e L 
represents the length of the linear charge dis tribution 
along t he streamer, and v the velocity of the strGamer 
progress. The Table 6 r epr esent the l engths of several 
sorts of s(t.r{3amers e stimated from the rel3tion .J T: L/v . 
~chonland 4J showeo in his paper relating to the 

Fig. 15 

( 1 ) ( ;:: ) ( 3) 

(1') ( 2') ( 3') 

T1:1ble . 6 

Sort of streamers ..JT v L 

Return gr ound streamer 
4 x lo9* (successive stroke) 100 ,US 4000 m 

Fast dart str eamer 40 )lS >109 > 400 m 
(cloud discharge) 

Step streamer l eading 
>109 a ground stroke 26 )lS > 260 m 

* The values given by -Schonland ( 4) 

* The total pul::e width L1 T may not influenced so severely 
by the term EI ss the half pulse width ZiT be ing influenced 
by it. 
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photographic investigation of lightning flashes, th'lt the 
measuren,ent of the length of the highly lun,inous part of 
a step streamer that composes an element of a stepped leader 
preceding the first ground stroke gave the mean value 24 . 6 
rn, while the measurement of the length of the highly 
luminous part of a dart leader leading a successive ground 
stroke gave the mean vqlue about 40 m. These values given 
by Schonland are only l/10 of the lower limit.of t he streamer 
length given in the Table 6 . These discr epancies probably 
partly come from the overstim~tjon of the total pulse width 
~T of a differential type r adiation pulse caused by the 
short propagation distance (10~60 km) of the atmospheric 
waveform, however, the main part of them 01ay be attributed 
to the fact that the effect ive l ength of a streamer 
contributing to the radiation of an atn.ospheric pulse is 
very longer than the optical lengh of the streamer which 
emits strong luminosity an0 gives the luminous image on 
the photo~raph~c record of it. Table 6 further indicates 
the length of a return ground streawer amounting roughly to 
4 km, which is the length being enought to bridge the 
distance between the earth ' s sur eface and the negative 
electrical charge center in a thundercloud, and which seems 
to support the fitness of the model of a ground stroke 
illuLtrated in Fig. 9 .* As descr ibed briefly in the above 
discussion, the effective length of a dart strearrer or of 
a step streamer contributing to the emission of an atrr.ospheric 
radiation pulse should be considered to be very short 
compaured with the discharge gap length. To know the variation 
in the effective lengths c;>f individual step streamers, 
which construct a stepped leader appearing in a cloud 
discharge, in accordance with the developn1ent of the 
leader, the widths of individual differential type r;ulses 
forming a lg type pulse train involved in a cloud discharge 
waveform have been measured on 10 waveforms of the 
disch.arges , and then the relative pulse vvidths thus obtained 
for each of the Ig type wavefor ms have been averaged among 
those rel3ting to the same pulse order in a lg type puls~ 
train, the result of which is represented in Fig . 16. lt 
is eveident from the figure that no mate r ic<Jl variations 
in the rell'ltive pulse widths c'ln be detected except for 
a little decrease with the increasing pulse order, which 
means the effective lengths of step strean,ers contributing to 

* The value 4 km in Table 6 h.qs been obtained by assuming 
the c·J.rrE;nt waveform with a narrow pulse width (see Fig . 
11 . ), which r esult in the smaller value of ~T. If we 
assume the current waveform with the wider pulse width, 
1.nstead, .LJ T will take the value .3 "v 4 times l'lrger than 
ttat of the narr ow current waveform . In this case the 
electric current must continue its flowing through the 
J~irr,e l ength ( 2--..... .3) x l0-4 sec, after the r eturn streamer 
has bridged the d isch8rge gap . 
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the e mission of an atmospher ic radiation pulse decreasing 
a little with the progress of the Ig disch~rge i n a 
thunde~·clouct . 

We slv1ll next investigate the amplitude of the ER term 
following the streamer model illustrated in Fig . 9 . If 
we follow the approximation r epresenten by the for muhe(4) 
or (8 1 ) , the pulse width of ER must be proportional to 
(dj/dt) max . Therefore , the value prop·ortional to (E}t) 
max, as the first approximation , c;:m be obtained by 
putting the rw3.xmum current value jmax and the rise tiwe 
L31measured on the streamer current waveform (see Fig . 
lO(b) ) into the approximate.relation 

dj/dt ~ jmaxL1.1 . 
F· ,r the case of A return ground stroke, the rise time jl. of the 
current vnwGform givE::n in Table 4 isLIT= 10 us, and the 
weasurement of the maximum current jmax observed in our country(l3) 
gives the most frequent value jmax = 60 x 103 amp. ~0 that the 
radi8tion field ~ret produced by a r etur n ground stroke will be 

Eret a jmax/lii. = 6 x l09amp/sec ( 14) 

For the case of a fast dart ~eader, Tabl e 4 gives the total 
radiat ion pulse width AT = 40 JJS. If vie assume the current 
waveform of a dart leader be wg usually syJHmetrlcal with 
respect to time t , the first approximation will give the 
r elation 

LJ( ~LJ T/2, which r esults in LJ Y = 20 )ls . The peak VR.lue 
jmax of the current waveform of a dart leader will be esti1uatE::d 
as follows. Let us assume that the magnitude of eledtrical 
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charge trancsferr ed by a dart l eader pr eceding one of t he 
successi ve strokes of a ground discharge is stAtisticAlly 
equAl to the mean value QLl = 1.4 coul as inr ic<~ted in 
Table 26(b) Sec tion 5B , Chapter 11 . If we tgke the 
durati on of a dart l eader , which st~tistically has the 
progres sive velocity 5. 5 x 108 em/sec as a megn , being 
qual to the over all meAn 0 .9 ms of the v1lucs indicated 
ln T3.ble 18 in Section 48 , Chapter II , mt.an duntion of 
the dart l eaders which h3.ve the progressive veloc:ty 
as lArge as 2 x l09cm/sec will be glven by 

Ti .. 0.90 X $. 5 X 108/2 X 109 = 0 .25 illS , 

Ther efore the mean e lectric current along a rlart streamer 
will be 

QLi(l'i : 1.4/2 . 5 X 10- 4 = 5. 6 X 10J amp. 
Fur tht;; r jf we a s sume the peak v<~lue of t he current waveforrh 
beinp tv,ice as large as the mG'ln V'l lue of l t, fol l owing t o 
the analogy of the curr ent wavef orm of a return ground stroke, 
the peak current value of a dart leader will be given by 
jmax : 11 , 2 x 103 amp. Taking the above estim.qted values of 
L\1 and jmax lnto account, we can estlnta te the value 
pr oportionql to amplitude of the atmospheric r adiation 
pulse emitted by a fas t dart streamer as follows: 

Edart cl-.. jmax/ LJl = 5 . 6 x 108 amp/sec (15) 

From the relation (14) and (15) we can get 

~dart/Eret = 5. 6 x 108/6 x 109 : 0 . 093 
To compare the estimated value with the obser ved values , we 
have measur ed the amplitudes Er of differ enti al ty~e 
r adiation pul ses wh ich were r ecorder on the electr omagnetic 
waveforms due to a few sort of non- ~round stroke proce sses 
probably having occurred at distances 40 .....,__.. 100 km apart from 
the station , and then ca lcul"lted for eac h .t::r the ratio ErjEret, 
where Er e t is the mean r aniation pulse ampli tude Aue to 
r eturn ground strokes recorded on the same 16 mm ci ne f iln. as 
the r ecord of the r espective Er pul st... . The etatisticA] 
r esult of t he es timation of Er/Eret values is r epr esenter:3 i n 
Tsble 7 . In the case of dart l eaders , it becon,es evident 
f r om the table th'lt the theoretical v9.lue can roughly be 
made equal to the observed value , if we as~un1e the veloc' ty 
of a dart leader being 2 x 109 em/sec. Judged from the 
configur ation of individual atmospheric r ad i ation pulses , 
the :1qture of a dart streamer involved in a cloud dischRrge 
and l~ha t of the f!lst streamer appearing i n the junction 
process of a ground discharge seem to be identical with 
each other exception for the fac t thqt these two streah~rs 
s t atistically emit the a truospheric r adiation pulses of 
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opposite polarities with each other. Further the r elative 
ampitudes of these two are, as indicated in the table , nearly 
e1ual with each other. Considering these points, it wil l be 
resonable to conclude th.::~t the fBst str eamers occurring in a 
junction process, whirh takes place in a thundercloud during 
the period of a ground stroke interval, generally have the 
nature of a dart streamer , however, the nirect ions of -
progression of the streamers involved in a junction proc~ss 
of a grounn discharge are statistically reversed f rom ·those 
of the fast streamers involved in a cloud discharge . 

Table . 7. 
. -~ 

I\elative 
Ground discharge Cloud discharge 

amplitude Junction ! Stepped Dart leader 
process leader 

Er/Bret* 0 . 092 0 .050 0.10 

Number of data 736 
J 

179 702 

* Median value 

Concernlng the step 
strean1ers, the Table 4 gives the median pulse winth L1T= 26 
nticro-sec, so thAt it follows .11: = LJT/2 = 13 micro-sec. 
As it is not possible At present t o estimate the magn~tude of 
electrical charge transferred by a step str eamer , and to 
obtain the observed vAlue Er/Bret directly, becaure of the 
short age of the data suited for the purpose, we shall intend 

- I 
I 

to estimate the electrical charge indirectly from the following 
method. 

Let the mean value of the. linear electricRl charge demi ty 
be q, and the mean progressive velocity of it be v, then we get 
t he relation 

Estepo(q.v/1.3 x lo-5 (16) 

Using the .formula ( 14) and the value 0.05 indicated in Table 
7, we can est mAte Estep value as foJlows. 

q.v/1.3 X l0-5 • 0 . 05 X 6 X 109 
Therefore we get 

j = q.v = 3.9 x l09amp. 
If we assume v = 5 x 109 em/sec following to ~chonland,(4)then 
we get q = 8 x 10-7 coul/cm. Further let us a~~me that the 
total length of a stepped leader preceding the first ground 

* 0 .83 represents the correction factor t o elintinate the 
error caused by the inclination of the discharge chqnnel 
from the vertical axis. 
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stroke will take the value 3.5/0.83 = 4.2 km* following to the 
result r epresented in Table 16 in Section 4A, Chapter II. 
Then the total electrical charge transferred by all of the 
step streamers will be 

Qll - 7 5 11: qL: 8 X 10- X 4.2 X 10 : 0 .34 coul., 
provided the overlapping of the step streamers with each otherbeing 
neglected. Following the result represented in Table 26(b) 
of Section 5B, Chapter II, the total charge transferred by 
a stepped leader will be given by QLl : 2.6 caul , so that 
the electrical charge transferred by a pilot streamer must 

be Q1 Ll = 2.6- 0.3 = 2.3 caul. Table 8 represents the 
result of the above estimations. Following these results , 
it is evic.ent that the electrical charge transferred by step 
streamers, in ( pite of their strongly luminous charasters, 
occupied only 13 % of the electrical charge transferred by 
the non luminous pilot streamer asso<iated with them. 

Table 8 . 

Total electrical charge 
contributing to the 
first leader (QLl) 2.6 caul. 100 % 

Total electrical charge 
contributing to the 2 .3 caul. 88 . 5 % 
pilot streamer (QLl) 

Total electrical charge 
contributing to step 0.3 caul ll. 5 % 
streamers (QLl) 

-
If the electromagnetic waveform corresponding to the first 
leader of a ground discharge breaking out within a distance 
roughly .l km apart from the station is recorded under a 
favorable conditions with the waveform recorder with a long 
enough time constant, e.g., 40 ms, in comparison with the 
duration of the electr omagnetic field changes the waveform 
will give nearly the corr ect electromagnetic field- changes 
corresponding to the fine structures of discharge mechanisms 
of a stepped l eader. An example of this kind of waveforn1s is 
illustrated in Fig. 17. 
The figure clealy inr icates that the mA.gnitudes of the step 
electrost3tic field changes which probably correspond to 
each of the step streamers are g~nerally smaller than t hose 
of the continuous electrostatic field changes which prese~t 
themselves in the intervals between two successive step 
field changes, and therefore which must corresponc1 to the 
pilot streamer advanclng cnnti nuously throughout the process 
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of a stepped leader. This point seems, as the first 
approximation, to coincide with the above result given by 
Q11 Ll/Q'Ll ~ 0 . 13. To confirm this point further, the 
magnitude of a step field change Ll Estep and the continuous 
field change~ Epilot appearing in the interval between the 
relating step field change and the immediately follo~ing 
on have been measured on the waveforms of stepped leaders, 
and the valueAEstep/ .LlEpilot · i e the ratio of ...1 E t t . , , . • , u s ep o 
the relAtlng.,JEpilot, has been calcul8ted for each L!Estep 
value. Foll owing the result of these estimations, it 
has become clear the values of the estimated r atios are all 
included in the range of numerical values 0 . 2 - 0 . 5. 
Therefore .A Estep/ .L!Epilot = 0.13 
estimated half theoretically in the above discussion, seems 
somewhat to be too small in comparison with the observed 
value. One of the principa l r eason of this discr epancy may 
be attributed to the neglection of over lapping of the 
individual s t ep streamers with each other, however, the 
decision of this point should be postponed to the future 
investigations. If v;e consider the mechanisn1 of radiation 
of the electromagnetic waves f r om a vertical dipole discharge 
which is represented by the formula (2), the electromagnetic 
waveform corresponding t o a discharge taking the process of 
a stepped leader should be interpreted the with a grouping 
of the model waveforms illustr ated in Fig . 18. The investiga
tion of details of the stepped leader waveforms illustrated in 
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Fig . 17 (the record obtained inside the field reversal 
distance) and Fig. 19 (the r ecord obtained outside the 
field reversal distance) shows that the polarity of the 
step radiation pulse Ea and that of the continuous 

Stap field 
change 

v 
.L. '' --y 

~ nside the field 
t'0V Grsal distance 

c a J 

Fig . 18 
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I' 
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Fig. 19 

-· 

0 
~~---·· 

1 (;(: I' s ( 1 953. 8.12. -8 db) 

( Record outside the field revcr-...al disbnce ) 
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electrostatic field change L1 Epilot taking place between two 
successive step field changes roughly coincide with the 
theoretical epectations illustrated in Fig. 18 . However, 
the polarities of the individual step electrostatic field 
changes L1Estep on the waveforms are seen not always to 
coincide with the theoretical expect8tlon as illustrated 
in the figure. This may p13rtly come from the fact that, 
strictly speaking, the approximated formulae (2) can not 
be valid for such a case as the distance of a ground 
discharge is comparable with the altitudes of the discharge. 
However, if we consider the point that the polarities of 
the step radiation pulse ER and the continuous elestrostatic 
field change ~Epilot roughly concide with the theoretical 
expectR.tion, it will be reasonable to consider that th(il 
disagreement of polarity of the step electroststic field change 
with the theoretical expectation would mainly be attributed 
to the magnitude of I L!Estep 1 being smaller than the lower 
limit of the amplitude measurement. If the above estimated 

value L1Estep / Lli;pilot = 0.13 tell the real situation, the 
estin.ation of the true value of .Lllistep will become very 
difficult because of the small amplitude of the step 
electrostatic field changes recorded with our waveform 
recorder. 
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5 Gerueral character of a clourl discharge deduced 
from the record of electromagnetic 

field changes 

Because of the difficulty to photogr aph the lightning 
flashes occurring imide a thundercloud , it is very difficult 
to make clear the structure of a intracloun discharge, on the 
contrary to the case of a intercloud discharge. At night when 
a thunde:-cloud was floating over hearl, we had n1any times l he 
experience that the curtain lightnings, which nid not produced 
any luminom; phenomens other than the glows of the overhead 
portion of the cloud base filling up the whole sky, were 
observed much more frequently than discharges accompany-
ing visible flashes . I t was not seldom that most of the 
discharges br eaking out in a thuncercloud 10 - 20 km ~part 
from the observation station were composed only of curtain 
lightnings. Of cou~e , it is evident that the percentage 
number of discharges whose flashes are intercepted by cloud 
bodies should increase with the increase in their distances 
from the station. This must result in the increase in the 
number of curtain lightnings. However, despite of this, the 
experience described above seems clearly to indicate the 
point that statistically the number of intr acloud discharges 
really predominates the numberof intercloud discharges and of 
air discharges . Therefore the statistical investigation of 
the nature of discharges including all kinds of non-ground 
lightnings inveitably result in studying the nature of 
intr:e1cloud discharges . Following these views , v1e have 
separated the r ecords of atmospher ic waveforms , lightning 
flash luminosity changes, and electrostatic fie ld changes, 
all produced by cloud discharges, from the records 
corresponding to ground discharges, and investigated the 
above sorts of cloud discharge records, thrJugh which the 
structure of intracloud discharge may statistically be 
expected partly to become clear. The situation will not 
be changed, as the first approximation, even if the record 
of discharges includ~ng all sorts of lightnings are 
investigated instead of the records of cloud discharges, 
because the occurrence probability of gr und discharges is 
generally much smaller than that of clouct discharge (see 
Table 1, Section l, Chapter T1' . 

(a) Time int-erval between tv,o successive lightning 
disch11rges: 

The time interv<1ls between two successive lightning 
discharges, including not only ground discharges but also 
cloud discharges , generally represent different probability 
distribution from a thunclerstrorn to another, if' the sm"lll 
diffe r ences existing be tween the individual distributions 
are to be taken into account. However , if we neglect these 
rather small differences existing in the probability 
distribut_ons representing pecuriarities of individual 
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thunderstroms , the gener al character of the distribution 
based on the data of lightning luminosity changes can be 
represented by the curve (I) of the Fig. 20 . 
The statistical mean of the discharge intervals estim::~ted 
f r om t he inclination of the curve (I) are seen to be composed 
of the two values, i . e ., the value in the range 3 - 20 sec 
corresponding to the major group of the discharges and the 
value in the range 50 - 100 sec corresponding to the minor 
gr oup of them . Of these two groups, the major ity group 
has been r ecorded in every thunderstom , while the minority 
gr oup has not been recorded in wuch of the observed thunder
storms . An example of the probability distr ibution of discharge 
time intervals obtained through a thunderstom that lacks the 
minority group is illustr·tted by the curve (II) indicating 
the result obtnined f r om tho data of the luminosity changes . 
The statis~ical result of the investigation of C~ re~ords 
is represented by the curve (:II) of the same figure , which 
g.i.ves the statistical me·m value 2 . 7 sec as indicated in Table 9 . 

Tabl e. 9 

]). I 

.:Z..seh Statistical mean Median Number of 
. l:l,r{]i value .:Z.!]t e value data 

Me tho e>.rv 
of 

<:i.) 

measure men Majority Minority 

group group 

Lightning 
** luminosity 11.4 sec* 65 . 5 sec 10 . 2 sec 2226 

change(PM) 

(CW) 
Atmospherics 2.7 sec -- 1.8 sec 306 

~lectrostatic 
18 .0 sec 13 .3 sec 1763 

field chanf~M) 
50 .0 sec 

1 
*Mean of the statistical mean values ranging 3 .9"-- 16.7 sec, 

and obtaLned . from the distributions corresponding to 
individual thun~erstroms . 

** !VJean of the ntedian values r anging 3 . 7...._ 16 .2 sec, and 
obtained from the distributions corresponding to 
individual thunderstor ms , 

This value is somewhat smaller than the m1n1mum value 3.9 sec 
of the statistical mean obtained from the d::~ta of lightning 
luminosity charges . As the sensitivity of the CW method of 
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recording is generall y higher than tha: of the luminosity method 
so the former will catch the more minute discharges than the 
latter will do , and further in the me:.hod of CW r ecordings, the 
waveforms are recor ded on a running :6 rnrn film of 160 feet in 
length in about 4 minutes, which makes it impossible to 
record many lightning discharges with long t ime intervals on 
one film, therefore it is very natural thRt the pr obability 
distr ibution of dischar ge time intervals measured on the 
CW recor ds is composed only of the par t representing a shap 
l inear inclination which gi ves tr.e smaller statistical mean 
correspondLng to themajority group. ln contrast ~ - this 
the statistical r esult obtained ~rom the ink-written r ecords 
of electrostatic field-meter, wh t ch is not suited for r ecord-
ing small scaled lightning discharges be cause of its low 
senp, itivity, has the character r epresented by the curve(IV) 
in Fig. 20 , which gives the statistical mean 50 sec that 
cle~rly corresponds t 0 the minority grnup giving the long mean 
value represented by the curve(l) of the same figure. Follow
ing t he above deduction , the short discharge time intervals seems 
statistica lly to corr espond to the majority group of lightning 
discharges which have a small scale , while the l ong time 
intervals to correspond to the minority group of discharges 
which have a large scale. On the other hand, the ink- wr itten 
record of an e l ectorstatic field- change, which correspond to a 
lightning discharge appearing within i distance l ess than 5 
km , enables us to measure the tlme necessary for the 
electr ostatic fie l d t o recorver its initial value after the 
occurrence of the field change due to the related lightning 
disch8rge. Probability dis t ribution of field r ecorvery 
time thus obtained r epresents roughly a linear relation not 
illustrated here, from the inclination of which we c.qn est ;_mate 
the statisticql mean of it . Tabl e 10 represents the result 
of this estimation . 

Table 10 

~t ttti.st . Statistical Median value Number of 
11q.z J.cq mean value data I.Jes 

Field-
recovery 

Electrostatic 19.7 sec 24. 6 sec 74* 
field-recovery 
time** 
* The major part are occupied with ground discharges 

** Ink-written records 
Comparing Table 10 with Table 9 , we can easily see that the 
time length necessary f or the r ecovery of a step electrostatic 
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field change J:.roduced by a lightning discharge is the 
intermediate between the two categories of discharge t1me 
interval values. Hence it is evident th~t in the case of 
short discharge t lme intervals the succeeding discharge 
breaks out statistically before the completion of r ecovery 
of the charge dissipated by the preceding one. 
This may limit the magnitude of the ~lectrical charge 
discharged by the succeeding one . On the contrary, in the case 
of long discharge time intervals the ·suc ceeding disch8rge 
breaks out "statistically after the completion of recovery of 
the charge ~issipat~d by the pr~vious one , hence the scale of 
the succeeding discharge may not be limited by the 
incompleted recovery of the charge dissipated by the previous 
one . These two facts seems also to support the above views 
that the majority gr ound of lightning disGharges relati ng to 
short discharge time intervals probaQly corresponds to those 
with small:scales, while the minority group of the discharges 
r elating to long discharge tine intervals correspo~ds t o those 
with l arge scales. 

(b) Duration of a lightning discharge : 
The statistical nature of the duration of a lightning 

discharge is not so complicated as that of the discharge time 
interval. Fig . 21 r epresents the several cases of probability 
distributions of lightni ng discharge durations . As the 
first approximation , they all can be represented their 
inclinations each by a straight line. Curves (I) and (II) 
are the ~robability distributions obtained from the data of 
atmospheric waveforms corresponding to lightning discharges 
having appeared in the range of distances roughly less than 
100 ~m, and correspond t o the ground discharges . anrl the 
cloud discharge& r espectively. 

Curves (lii) and (IV) are the distributions obtained 
respectively from the measurements of atmospheric waveforms 
and f ram those of lightning luminos ity changes , and both 
are the s tatistica l results including ground discharges as 
well as cloud discharges , all having been recor ded at 
distances roughly l es s than 30 km apart from the station. 
Curve (V) is the sitribution obtained from the records of 
lightning luminosity changes corresponding to all lightning 
discharges having occurred within distances roughly l ess th8n 
10 km. Tabl e 11 r epresents the statistical mean and t he 
medLan of the discharge durations obtained from the data 
giving the curves in Fig . 21. 
The table clearly ind i cates thAt the duration of a ground 
discharge is generally longer than that of a cloud discharge , 
this seems to mean that the magnitude of electrical charge 
dissipated by a ground discharge is statistically lar ger 
than that dissipated by a cloud disch8rge process, i , e ., 
the former usually has a larger scal e than the latter, if 
the mean discharging 
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I 

St a tis t i cal Median Number of 
mean va lue va lue data I 

_j f 
t 

Atntospheric 
Gr ound 0 .88 se c 1. 30 sec 187 di schar ge 

wavefor m 
Cl oud 
dischar ge 0. 64 sec 0 . 74 se c 1195 

A t mosphefi c All lightning 0 .80 
waveform TA) dis char ge s 

sec 0 .94 sec 427 

Light ning}Tp ~ ~ll ~~htning I 
0 .22 sec 0 .44 sec 328 i luminosit fV l.SC a ges . 
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rates* 
of the two do not differ appreciably from eBch other. Curves 
(III) and (lV) have been introduced to see t he dif:erence in 
the statistical mean values resulting from the dif:e r ence · n 
the measuring methods , BecBuse of the high sensitivity of the 
a tmospheric waveform r ecor der the durations of lightning 
discharges measured on the CW r ecords give tht larger 
statistical mean value than those obtained from the data 
of lightning luminosity recorder which generally has a 
lower sensitivity than the former r ecorder . This is the 
tendency roughly coinciding with that indicated by Curves 
(lii) and (IV) in l'.ig . 20 . Further this may partly come from 
the fact that the high sensitivity r ecording method actually 
oatche::; the minute processes involved in a lightning discharge 
and inevitably gives statistically a long discharge durati0n, 
however,it may also be evident th~t we must take the following 
point into accouOt: Because of the high sensitivity of the 
recorder, the lightning discharges occurring in a wider range 
of distances from the station are to be r egistered with it, 
which will increase the chance that two indepe ndent discharge~. 
appe ~ring in t he above range of distances part l y overlap with 
each other with respect to the time . This may result in 
the s t Atistical increase of apparent durations of the 
recorded lightning discharges , If we consider these 
two factors, it will be probable to deduce that the discharge 
dur ations estimated from the data of atmospheric waveforsm 
statistically correspond to the group of upper threshold, 
while those estimated from the data of lightning luminosjty 
changes statistically to the group of lower threhold . 
Follwoing these views, the t rue statisticRl duration of a 
lightning discharge, in which attention is period to the 
minute discharge processes associ9ted with it, must be the 
intermediate between the above two extreme cases. Hence 
let us assume here t hat the corrected statistical discharge 
duration Tc corresponding t o all lightning discharges is 
gi.ven by the mean of the two values TA and TpM ind::.cated 
r espectively in the third and the f urth rows of Table 11 . 
The corrected statistical dur.qtion of a grr.und discharge 
and that of a cloud discharge will be given by mul tiplying 
each of the two Tc/TA values , respectively r elatlng to the 
two discharges by the values indicated r espective l y in the 
first and the ~econ rows of the corresponding colun~, in Table 
11. The r esults of this estimation are shown in Table 12 . 
The statistical dur ation of a lightning discharge obta,ined 
in this table be tho duration which takes minute d:;.sch'arges 
occurring in the initial p~rtion as well as in the f i nal por tion 

~ If Q and T represent r espective ly the quantity of t he 
0lectricRl charge dis.sipated by a ~ightnit;Jg dischar.f!ei 
and the duration of it the mean d1scharg1ng rate Wll · be 

' r epr esented by Q7r. 
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Table 12 

Sort of Method of Statis tica] Median Number lightning estimation mean value value data discharges 

Corrected 
value (Tc) 0.51 sec 

All 
0.69 sec 855 

discharges 
Atmospheric 
waveform 0.80 sec 0.94 sec 42.7 

(TA) 

Gr ound Corrected 0. 56 sec 0 .95 sec :L87 dischar ge value 

Cloud Corrected 0 .41 sec 0. 54 sec 1195 
dischar ge value 

portion 
of it into account . To see this point further, we shall 
investigate the statistical durta tion of discharge deduced 

of 

from the magnetic tape records of the electrostatic field 
changes due to lightning discharge . Relating to this~ we have 
measured the discharge duration TFJVJ and TpJVJ respectively on the 
records of electrostatic field changes and on those of lightning 
luminosity changes , both r egistered simultaneously on one 
magnetic tape with a str eo- tape-recorder (see Fig . 1 Section 1, 
Chapter lV) taking the minute discharges associated-wit h the 
main part of a l;ightning discharge into account 'rhen we- hav:e 
calculated the ratio TFMjTPM for each of the recorded discharges . 
From the probability distribution of these ratios we can 
obtain the median value (TFJIJJ/TPM)Med = 1.67 . Next , we shall 
cons i der the statistical mean TFM of the discharge durations 
which will be obtained wher, we measure the r ecords of 
electr ost8tic field changes corresponding to all sorts of 
lightning dischArges. This may be obtained by adopt ing the 
procedure of multiplying (TFNJ/TPM)St, the statistical mean 
deduced from: :the above medi a.n ( TF:N/TPM') !V,ed, i* by the _v:p.lue 
TpM represented in the last r ow .of the Table lL · -The. first 
row of -Table 13 r epresents the r"esult of these estimations . 

* Gener -ally, if the probability distr ibution has: a linear 
relation, the ratio (Statistical mean/med~an) will ' 
approximate ly be 1.4. So that we may assume the r elation 
( Tn·Vl'PM ) St = l. 4 x ( TF!Vi(I'PM) Nled . 
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The second and the third rows of Table 13 have been 
obtained through the same procedure as the estimation of 
the last two rows of Table 12, using the value TpM given 
in Table 13 instead of the value Tc that has been adopted 
to obtain the values indicated in the last two rows of 
Table 12 . Therefore the values represented in the last two 
rows of Table 13 are respectively the statistical durations 
of a ground discharge and a cloud ct iscb~rge, both estimated 
from the data of the electrostatic field~meter. 

Table. 13 

Method of Sort of Statistical Median 
measurement discharges mean value value 

All 
lightning o. 52 0 .74 sec 
nischarges sec 

.C:lectrostatic Ground 
field-meter* discharge o. 57 1.n2 sec 

sec 

Cloud 
discharge 0.42 o. 56 sec 

sec 

*Record on magnetic tape. -

Comparing Table lw with Table 13, we can see that the 
statistical mean values and ' the median values indicated in 
the last two rows of the two tables coincide fairly well with 
each other . . Considered from these points, it w1ll not be 
unreasonable to deduce that the :t :ime ·durations of lightning 
d is charges , in which attention is paied to minute secondary 
discharge processes, may roughly be given by t he values 
represented in Table 12. As the main part of a lightniqg 
discharge, however, shoud be considered to produce a strong 
luminosi'ty; so the time duration of the main ·part of a 
lightning discharge may be given by the duration of light
ning luminosity changes produced by a discharge occurring 
at a distance close to the station. when the luminosity 
changes due to a lightning dischArge is recorded with a 
recorder adjusted to a sufficiently high gair, at a distance 
20 - 30 km apart f rom t.h~.discharge, it is not unusual that 
they are composed of the mixtures of the two charac·teristic 
lumin~.sity changes, i. e ., the continuous luminosity change 
and the pulsive lumincsity change. The time length of .a 
Continous luminosity change usually increases with the decrease 
in the diatcone of the discharge from the station . Especially 
~hen the distance of the discharge reduces to less than 10 km, 
1t becomes not seldom tha t .more than 90% of the tota l 
duration of a lightning discharge is really . 
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occupied by these continuous luminosities, According to what 
the above f act indicates it is evident that the intensity 
of the continuous luntinosity is generally so weak that we 
can not catch it with our l uminos ity change recorder unless 
the discharge does not break out close enough to the station. 
Conversely, if the maj or part of the luminosity duration due 
to a lightning discharge is occupied by l ong contonuous 
luminosities, the distance of the dischar ge may statistic9lly 
be estimated at less than 10 km . Curve (V) indicated in 
Fig . 21 is the pr obability distribution of the dischar ge 
durations obtained from the records of luminosity changes 
due to lightning di schar ge, which includes long contimuous 
luminosities . From this curve we can get the statistical mean 
and the median values. The statistical time duration of 
ground discharges and that of cloud discharges can be 
calculated in the same way as the case of Table 13 , using 
the above statistical values i n t he plRce of Tc ind ic~;~ted 
in Table 12, The re sult of this estimation i s given in 
Table 14. ~hen we intend to investigate the general 
mechanism of a lightning dischar ge, · it will be needed 
to take only the main part of it into account . The values 
represented in this table will be suited for such purposes. 

Table 14 

Methoc'l of Sort of Statisti- f111ed ian Number 
measurement dis - c-'31 mean value of data 

charges value 

All 
lightning 0.22 sec 0.48 sec 328 
discharge 

Lightning Ground 
luminosity di scharge 0.24 sec 0 . 66 sec 187 
change 

Cloud 
discharge 0 . 18 sec 0 . 38 sec 1195 

(c) General shape of atmospheric waveforms produred by a 
clour discharge: 

Vihen the electromagneti.c waveforms of a ground discharge 
are recorded at a dis t ance l ess than 30 km from the 
dischar ge, they generally have the shape illustrated in Fig . 
2(t) of Section l, Chapter II, i .e., they are composed of a 
series of characteristic pulse groups m11rked with Ig L1R1, 
L2R2,L3R3, •. •.• which r espective ly correspon(1 t o each Jf the 
ground strokes. Besides this; the electrostatic pulses marked 
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with ~S1,ES2 ,~s3 , •.. . • are scattered between two successive 
LR type pulses. ln contrast t o t his , the wavef orm of a 
cloud discharge recorded at a distance comparable with the 
former generally has no LR type pulse and is composed only of 
a series of the electrostatic pulses lllarked with ~S1,ES2 , 
ES3, •... • , as illustrated in Fig. 22 , in which (a) 
represents the wavefor m of a cloud discharge r ecorded at 
a distance le ss than 20 km from i t. The luminosity changes 
simultaneously recorded together with the electromagnetic 
wavef or ms as, i llustraten in F ·g 22 (a), clearly indicate 
the exist~nce of a light pulse exactly corresponding t o 
each of the £S pulses , which tells the fac t that each ES 
pulse r eally corresponds to a minute discharge that 
accompanies a light pul se emission. If the minute dis charge 
producing a ES pulse is recorded at a distance 20 - 40 km 
apart f r om t he discharge , the ES pulse will turn out to 
take the complex structure composed of a super position 
of a gr o·1p of differential type pulses on a simpl e 
e lectros t at ic pulse. Fig . 22 (b) gives the examples of 
s uch compl ex ~S pulses . As the simultaneous . record of 
lightning luminosity changes illustrated in the Fig . 22(b) , 
on the other hand, indicates thg t the light pulses each 
actually correspond to a complex ~S pulse , hence i t is very 
clear that a light pulse does not corr espond to each of the 
differential type radiation pulses, but correspond to the 
who l e of a compl ex BS pulse . if the dist.<J.nce of a lightning 
discharge is i ncr eased roughly beyond 50 ""-60 km, the ES 
pulses wil l become hsrdly to be r ecorden on the atmospheric 
wavefor ms , and the atmospheric waveform corresponding to 
each l ight pul se appear1ng on the r ecord of lumino~ity 
changes corr,es out to t!J.ke the fo rJI1 of ER pulse composed 
of a group of sever al differential type pulses . This 
point is illustrated by the ex•ur.ple ER:i._ ER2 ... • . of Fig . 

' ' 22( c) . ln this case, the whole atmospheric wAveforms due to 
a lightriing discharge are clearly composed of an aggr egation 
of these~ pulses, i . e ., aggregation of groups of the 
differential type r adiation pulses . A light pulse t hat 
rea l ly corresponds to a group of differential type r adia
tion pul ses is clearly niscernible in this case too. The 
inves tigation of exact correspondences between the two , 
simultaneous records giving the Fig . 22 ( c), cle.<J.rly 
indi cates the fBct the the maximum of a light pul se 
general ly appeqr s afte r the disqppiarance of the correspond
ing electromagne tic radiation pulse . So that the light 
emission from a fast discharge process pro~ucing a 
radiation pulse - probably a fas t stre.<J.mer pr ocess - must 
be much weaker than the luminosity r e l.<J. ting t o the slower 
discharge occurring in association the fas t processes -
probably a discharge process producing a loca l glow of the 
internal portion of a thunde r cloud, This latter slower 
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process of discharge may be the main cause to produce an 
ES pulse. This is just the. same conclusion as what has 
been described breifly in Section 4 of this chapter , 
concerning the light emission from ground a stroke. The 
electrostatic field changes due to a cloud discharge 
usually do not represent anything other than slow and 
relatively simple variations which are illustrated in Fig . 
1 of Section l, Chapter IV . As we have alr eady deduced from 
the investigation of Table 4 in Section 4D, Chapter III , the 
greater portion of these slow electrostatic field changes 
due to lightning discharges in thunrter-clouds can be 
interprete~ by the simple mo0el of a vertical dipole 
discharge . Following this result, the ~S pulfes as well 
as the ill pulse:::, both appearing on the electromagnet ic 
waveforms of cloud discharges recorded at appropriate 
distances, should be considered to have their origins in 
the minute local ~ischarge processes appeari ng fro~ time 
to time in association with a large scaled disrharge 
proces8 in a thundercloud ~ which can be replaced by the 
discharge of a huge vertical dipole . A loc1l discharge 
of this kin~ , as a whole, will produce an individual 1S 
pulse on the e lectromagnetic wavefor m of a l ightning 
discharge, if the local discharge appears near to the 
obse:::vation station, while a group of fast minute strea n1ers 
invo~ved in a local discharge proces<: wi.ll produce a group 
of differential type radiation pulses which as a whole , 
from up , an ER pulse on the waveform, i f the loc3l discharge 
is recorded at a distance larger than the former case. 
(see Fig . 18, ~ection 4 Chapter IV) To know the nA~ure · 
of minute discharges producing these ~S pulses, we have 
measured the time interval between t wo successive 1S 
pulses '1 the r ecor d of CVv, and tried to obtain the 
probability distribution of them , The r8sult is indicated 
by Curve (I) and (II) of Fig. 23 , which respectively 
correspond to cloud discharges and ground discharges* . 
As there is no appreciable difference existing between 
the two curves, it will be evident that the mechanisms 
of the discharges producing .IC;:::> pulses do not differ 
appreciably from a cloud discharge to a ground discharge . 
It is very clear th?.t Curves (I) and (II), like those in 
Fig. 20, are composed of the two parts of inclinations , 
which indicates the existence of the major i ty group of 
local discharges that has the short statistical mean 
value of time intervals ranging 10 - 20 ms, and the 
minority group that has the long statistical meqn value 
of time intervals ranging 120 - 150 ms. Curve (III) 
represents the prob8bility rlistr ibution of time intervals 

* TitHe interval between an .t:,S pulse and an adjacent lR 
typ8 pulse has been omitted in this measurements. 
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betw0en two success ive ground stroke s involvt d in ground 
discharges, and has been obta ined from the analysis of da t a 
of the Boys camera photograph of the discharges . It is ve r y 
clear that Curve (Ill) fair ly wel l co i ncide with the part of 
Cur ves (I) and (II) , which corresponds to the majority 
group . Hence the local di scharges which pr oduce ~s pulse s 
r e l a ting to short time intervals , must be considered to 
possess the dischar ge mechanism r oughly identica l with that 
of the strokes composing a ground discharge in many 
r e s pects . Table 15 r e presents the stati stica l mean and the 
median , bo t h obta ined from t he cur ves illustra ted in Fig . 23 . 

Table 15 

Sort of time Statistical mean Jv:edian Number inte rvals va ue 
va lue of data Shor t Long 

value value 

Ground stroke 
interva l 21 ms 6.7 ms 223 

ES Ground 
pulse dis- 13.0 ms 125 ms 10 . 2 ms 16e6 
i nterva charge 

Cloud 10 .0 ms 146 ms 8 . 6 ms 3913 

I 
dis -

I I char ge l ! 

As i llustr ated in Fi g . 22 (b) the ER pul se , a gr oup of 
appr~ciable radiation pulses , l s gene r a lly r e(or deo 
super posed on a J:;S pu l se , if t he s ensitivity of the short 
range waveform r e c0r der and di stance of the l ocgl ~ischarge 
a r e suited fo r ob taining such a compl ex .t:.S pul:::e . Ther efor e 
the probability dis t ribution of the time int erva l s between 
the two successive Eh pul ses , whi ch cAn usua l ly be ob ta ined 
on the r t:cor d of atwospheric Vl".lvefornJS origi n<J t1.ng from 
lightning dischar geE 60 -100 km apart f r om the station , 
shou ld statistically be i dentical w1. t h t he yrobability 
r) i s tr ibution of time intervals between the two success ive 
~b pulses , wh i ch usually appeRr on the r ecor d of 
atwospher i c wavefor ms originatwg f r om lightn i ng dischar ges 
l ess t han r oughly 50 km apF.lrt fron1 the station . Th::.s poi nt 
is indi cated i n Fig . 24 , in which Curves ( I) and (11) ar e 
the pr obability distr ibuti ons of ER pulses and respectively 
corr espond t o ground disch3 r gGs and to c l oud discharges . 
The gener a l tendencies of these two distributions ar e 
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seen roughly to coincide with thAt of the short tLme interv"ll 
portion of the BS pulse distribution r epr esented by Curve (IV), 
which is identi cal with Curve (II) in Fig . 23 , and ~epresents 
the case of ground discharges. Because of the complexity 
of structure of atmospheric wsvef~rms r ecor ded within the 
range of distances, 60-~100 krn it is very difficult to verify 
the existence of the minority group of local discharge s , which 
relate to the long statistical time intervals, on the ER 
pul se interval distributions, which take all Eh pulse intervals 
appearing on a record of CW into account . Hov;ever, if we 
neglect the ER. pulses which qre not composed of a group of 
appreciable radiation rulses on a CW r ecord of atmospherics 
due to discharges 50 - 150 km apart from the statioc, the 
n1easurement of t i me intervals between the r emaning ER pulses, 
each composed of a group of a~preciable radiation pulses , 
gives the probability distribution represented by Curve (III) 
indicating the case of cloud cischarbef . The comparison of the 
two Curves (III) and (IV) c learly indicates that the 
statistical mean time interval r oughly i dent ical with that 
of the minority group measured on the· probab~lity distribution 
of ES pulse intervals , can also be obtained on the 
distribution of ER pulse intervals , if the ER pulses 
appearing on the atmospheric waveform record of a lightning 
discharge are selected with r espect to their amplitudes. 
The above statistical facts seem to indicate the poi~t that 
the majority group of ES pulses r epre senting shor t time 
interva ls ar e produced by s mall scaled local dischargee and 
the minority group of ES pulses representing long time in
tervals are produced by large scaled local rlischarges 
accompanying a group of a few appr eciable fast streamers . 
Table 16 represents the statis't.ical me:1n and the median 
obtained from the curves represented in Fig . 24. 

Table 16 

Sort of Sort of Statistical mean !11edian Number 
pulses discharges vaiue value of data 

Minority Ma j ority 
group group 

R pulse Cloud 120 ms 46 ms 2207 
group discharge ---

I 

ER pulse Ground 32 ms 15.9 ms 224 
dischArge ---

(group) 
Cloud 23 ms 10.4 ms 1175 
discharge - --
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(d) Polarities of electrostatic field changes and those 
of ES pulses and ER pulses: 

~hen the electrostatic field changes due to a lightning 
discharge are recorded with an electrostatic fiel0 - meter , 
we generally see that they usually do not r epr esent 
anyting but the gradual variations which indicate a slow r ate 
of discharge processes ,with the exception of stepwise field 
changes mainly corresponding to individual strokes composing 
a ground discharge . And, it is somewhat difficult on the 
record o~ el ectrostatic field-meter to detect the existence 
of minute field changes which correspond each to ~S pulse 
or to a ~R pulse appearing on the atmospher ic waveforms 
simultaneously recorded with the record of electrostatic 
field changes. This point is indicated by the SLmultaneous 
r ecords of electrostatic field changes and atmospheric 
waveforms illustrated in Fig. 25 . 

Fig . 25 

( 1359. 8. 7. 18h 32m) 

Atm os{il:lric wavofor m 
~+ ( 20 c1 b ) 

14! /J/f/m!III!J//)J() lf!li#IIJ!i!J/71/Jiiillll!!/l!/ I /J/1 !'"' 
... 1M mil• 
0 

Ele ctros tatic 
field. Change 
~ 

Time--~)~) 

100fTIS 

( A + 20 db) 

This situation may partly come from the difference in the 
sensitivities of the two recording methods and parly from 
the difference in the recording f r equency r anges of the two. 
However, if a ~S pulse is r eally produced by a local 
discharge composing a minute part of or a minute secondary 
part of a large scaled cloud discharge representable with a 
vertical dipole model, it will be very natural to consider 
that the direction of a minute local discharge will generally 
coincide with that of a l arge scaled dipole discharge 
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representing the whole of a cloud discharge . Fig . 26 (a) 
represents an idealized case , i n which a stepwise field 
change due to a l oca l dischar ge is super posed on a graduAl 
field chAnf,e corresponding to a lar ge scaled dipole 
discharge occurring in the sRme direction as the local 
discharge . 

Fig . 26 

Large scaloo Local discharge 

dipole discrarge ~ 
I I 
I I 

~ I 

ES~ 
. I : 

I I 

ER p;lse ~i : 

-------~~' ~ 

( 0 ) 

( b) 

( c) 

As the time constant of our short range waveform recorder 
is not long enough to be able to r ecord a stepwise field 
change without any serious distrtion , so the field change 
due to a local discharge can not take a stepwise form but 
will be deformed so as probably to have the for m of a ES 
pulse like the one illustrated in Fig. 26 (b), anr'l. the 
polarity of a ES pulse will become generally to coincide 
with the polarity of a field change due to the relating 
large scaled dipole 0ischarge statistically occurr_ng in the 
same direction as a locAl discharge . Following the r esult 
obtained in the above discussion, the fo rm of a ES pulse 
produced by a locAl discharge will be changed into the 
form of a ER pulse, if the distqnce of the local discharge 
is increased roughly beyond 50 km, anrl further , the 
discharge involves the process of fast streamers. Concerning 
.this po~nt, the coincidence of the three occurrence 
probability di_s tributions (I),(II) and (lV) given in Flg . 
24 clearly indicate that several remarkably fast · 
strea11.ers usually bre<J.k out during the process of a local 
discharge as one of th~ elementary processes co~~osing it . 
Following these ideas , the dir ection of e lectricity 
transfer produced by a fast streamer will statistically 
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be coincide with that of the electricity transfer prcduced 
by the r emaining portion of the local ~ischerge pr ocess 
giving a ES puls e . The Fig . 26( c) illustrates an idealized 
ER pulse whose polarity coincide with that of the gradual 
field change due to a large scaled dischar ge . The Table 17 
(a) indicates the corelation between the polarities of 
gradual electrostatic field ch&nges due to a lightning 
discharge and those of the En pulses appearing on the 
at ntospheric waveforms simultaneously recorded ~llong with 
the forme r changes, and the Table 17(b) the corelatio~ 
between the polarity of a ES pulse and that of a ER pulse, 
both overlapping with each other on an atmospheric waveform. 
The Tsble (a) in0icates that the obPerved per1entage of the 
case 1 in which the polarities of the two corresponding r ecords 
are reversed with ea ch other , is r ea lly equal to zero , and the 
Table (b) also innicates the r eversed polarities to occupy 
only 11.7 % of all the exarrtined polnrity combinations of the 
two correfiponding pulses These ~re the observat i.onAl fAc t s 
which stat~stirRlly coincide wLth the above expecta tion 
deduced from the possible s tructure of a m~nute discharge 

Table 17 (a) 

! Nmty 
relation Ssme Mixed Heversed 

polarity pohrity polarity 
simultaneous,\ 
records of 
fjeld changes 

I I I 

rolariti?S of I I I 
I I I I ER pulses on 

+I It 
I - --t- -an atmospheric - ~ . ·- -t, ;- ~ - ~--~ I : I I I I 

waveform I 
I I I 

I I I I 
I I 

Polarity of I I I I gradual I i 
I I 

e lE:ctrostatic -t o* 1o -t I+ I 0 I 0 + I - - I I field change I I I 
I I I 

I 
I 

I I I 
I I I 

Number of 
36 0 

cases 9 

f'recen tage 80 % 20 % 0 % 

+ The symbol 0 indicating the r ecord, on which it was very 
difficult to determine the polarity, 
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Table 17 (b) 

"olarity ! 
corelation Same polarity Reversed 

Sort of 
I 

polarity 
corresponding 
records .. 

I 

rolarity of ~s pulse I 

+ -t I 
on an atmospher ic I - -
wavefor m I ! 

Polarity of ER pulse I I 

on an at mospheric + I 
I + -- -

waveform 
I 

I 

Number of cases 224 30* 
f-· 

Percentage 88.3 % 11 .7 % 
---

* Ma~y-of the ER pulses inclurled in this space· have the 
forms which make it diff icult to determine the 
polarities of the pulses. 

producting a ~8 pulse or a ift pulse on the atn,osphe ric waveforms 
due to a lightning discharge . These minute disch3r ges have 
been termed the loc~l discharges in the above inve[tiggtion . 
Following the above result~, it will be possible: to :nfer 
the probable structure of the gradual electrostatic field 
changes due to a Jightning discharge , and to know the 
moveucnt of e lectricity produced by the discharge , if we 
measure the polarity variations of 2S or .i:ili puh:es, with the 
progress of a discharge on the atmospheric waveforms 
produced by it. 
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6 Gradual discharge process in a thundercloud 

(A) Electrical charge transfer resulting f r om a cloud 
discharge 

The electrostatic field changes produced by a cloud 
dischqrge are generally very gradual and usu~lly do not 
represent any appr eciable stepwise structure. The Fig . 25 
in the previous section illust rates an example of electrostatic 
field changes due to a cloud discharge, which indicate this 
point . As we have already investigated in Section 4D, Chapter 
III, many of the cloud discharges generally pr oduce each the 
simple electrostatic field change resulting from a simple 
movement of electricity in a thundercloud . Hence it becomes 
possible to approximate a cloud discharge with the model 
of a vertical dipole discharge . Moreover, if we consider the 
general rr.odel of distr ibution of electricity inside a 
thundercloud illustr ated in Fig. 1, Section l, Chapter II , 
the structure of the greater portion of cloud discharges 
may be interpreated with the discharge processe breaking 
out between the upper positive charge distribution P and 
the lower columnar negative ch3rge distribution n representee'! 
itl the figure , except for the fma ll portion Jf cloud 
discharges which have a reversed polarity to the above case . 
Following thi5 idea, let us asEume the di5charge of a 
positive electrical dipole pn located on a vertical axis 
ns illustrated in Fig. 27, and consider the electrostatic 
field Es due to the dipole measured at the observation 
point P on the egrth 1 s sureface , distanceD apart from 
the point Q lying on the earth 1 s surefqce just beneath 

[MHt'S 
sur1.:1ce 

the vertical dipole 

Es 20+ H+ 
= (H~ t-D2) 3/2 

Fig. 27 . 

pn . Then ~s will be expre~serl as follows: 

20- H- 2Qt 20 
(H~+ D2)3/2 : -6"2-f(x-t) - -u--f(x- ) 
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Where Q , Q-, and H , H-, are respectively the magnitude of 
electrical charges an~ the altitudes of the two charge centers 
p and n, and f(x) is represented by 

f ( x) = x 
(l + x-r2 -:-) -:::-37=2 , x-r = H+ /D , x-=H-/D 

I n the above exprefsion of Es, the term f(x+) or the term 
f(x-) must be treated as a variable function in accordqnce 
with the discharge being Advanced by a positive streamer, 
or by a ~egative streamer. The electrostBtic field Es 
at the moment , when the dipole discharge has proceeded the 
half Tiay, will be represented as follows: 

For the case of a positive streamer disch9rge, 

:G 's 

For the case of a negative streamer discharge, 

~ ~ c -~--f(x~) -2~- f(~) 
D u - - D2 D -7 

where ~ =x=H/D the relative altitude of the streamt::r head 
advandng the discharge gap pn from p to n (a positive 
streamer), or from n top ( a negative streamer). The 
e lectrostatic field change produced by the above dipole 
discharge wj ll be : 
For pos i t ive steamer discharge 

L) Est= :!!; ' s-1-- Es = -~~t t f(~) - f(x-t) } 

For nega:.ive streamer discharge 
' 

..Ll E8 _ : E 1 s

wher e x- s_.1 <x + 

f(~) j 
t 

and ~ decreases from x to x- in the formula ( l) 
~ ince2ses from x- to xt in the formula ' ( 2) 

( l) 

( 2) 

Thert::fon~ we cen see that the ch-?tnge of the electr ostatic 
fie l d rlue to a vertical dipole di:::chRrge is ~sternd.ned by 
the term g i..ven by f(~). It is evident that the polority of 
Es will become positive or negative 0ccording as the range 
of t he "!aria ble f ;· given by H+ / D ~ ~ ~ H- /TJ r eally occupies 
what po·('tion of the curve illustr atec in the Fig . 28 . If 
the distance of a discharge from the observation station 
is ad2c.;na t e , the nnge of the vari -:1 ble ~ wlll incluc1e 
t;;.l//? (the f i e ld r evers0 l distance) wh i ch give s the 
~axi~1m of the curve i11u~trated in Fig . 28 . ln such 
cases the formulae (1) and (2) r espectively te ll th3t a 
positj_vc streamer muf.·~ produ ces a maximum gnd 8. negative 
str eamer must proiluce q minimun1 , Therefore i f v1e consirJ.er 
the r ecords of electrostatic fiel~ changes due to lightning 
dis charges havlng been ob:::erved in the r egion 0f their fie l d 
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reversal distances and investigate the numher of the fie l d 

Fig . 28 

> 
~ 
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change records each representing a maximUJu and that of the 
f ield change recor ds each representing a min imum, then 
we can obtain the occurrence probabilities respect ively 
of the positive and the negat ive streamers which produce 
lhe gr adual fi eld change , the characteristic of a non
gr ound discharge . The result of this investigation is 
represented in Table 18, whi ch indicates that the 
gr adual electrostatic field change due to a ground discharge 
generally has the simpler structure than that corresponding 
to a cloud dischar ge . If we take the stepwi se field change 
produced by a ground stroke outside of account , 92 % of the 
recorded gradual electr ostatic field changes , each resulting 
f rom a "junction process 11 involved in a ground discharge , 
have each a maximum on themselves , whil e the recorded 
field changes , which have each a minimum on themselves . 
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Table 18 

Sort of 
Cloud Ground 

Type of discharge 
discharge discharge 

gradual electro-

static field-changes 

Simple Maximum type 67.9% 92. 0 % 

change Minimum type 6.6 % 2. 2 % 

Complex change* 25.5 % 5.8 % 

Number of data 53 87 

* The field change that has more than two extreme values 

occupy only 2.2 % of. all the recorded gradual field chan~es , 
each corresponding to a ground discharge , and representing a few 
extr eme values on it. Considering the possible error probably 
occurring in the pro9esses of r ecording and measuring the 
electrostatic field changes, it will be reasonable to conclude 
that nearly all of the junction streamers - the streamer produc ing 
a junction process - involved in gr ound discharges and 
producing each a simple gradual field change must have a pos'itive 
polarity . In the case of ground discharges the records of 
complex field change which can not be interpreted by the 
process of a simple vertical movement of a single junction 
streamer , clearly occupy only 5. 8 % of all the r ecorded 
gradual field changes due to ground discharges , while the case 
of cloud discharges i ndicates that the r e cords of _such complex 
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field changes occupy as wuch as 25 . 5 % of all the r e cor ded 
gradua l field changes . Th i s obse'rvational r esult seems 
c l eArl y to indicate thAt the greater por tion of the junction 
s treAmer processes each involved i n a ground dischar ge ar e 
gener ally simpl er than those eqch i nvolved i n a cl oud disch9r ge . 
Fur ther, t he case of a cloud discharge indicates t hat the 
r ecor ded di scharges , which ar e advanced each by a positive 
slow str ea mer giving a maximum on the r ecord of elec t r os t atic 
fie l d change , really occupy About 68% of all the recorded' 
c l oud discharges , And compose the major ity group of them . 
On t he other hand , t he r ecorded cloud diEcharges, which 
ar e advanced e1=1ch by a mixtur e of posit ive qnd negAtive slow 
s treamers giving few extremed on the r ecor d of the field 
change , also occupy as much as 25 . 5 % of all the recorne~ 
cl oud ~is charges , so that the mixed process of positive and 
negative str eAmer s composing the minorLty group a l so can 
not to be negl e( t ed thor oughl y . Following these facts , 
the cloud ctis r har ges may be di vi0ed , at l east , into the 
fo l lowing two categor ies , i. e ., the major .. ty gro'~P of 
simple dischqr ges which are .sdvanced each by the pr ocess of 
a positive sl9w str eamer, and t he minority group of 
complicatec dischar ges which ar e advanced each by a mixed 
pr ocess of positive and negative slow str ean,ers pr obabl y t he 
pr ocLSS of 1 mid- gap str eamer th"lt wi l l be descr ibed later 
i n Section 7C , Chapt er IV . 

(B) Compl ex str eamer insi de a t hunde r cl oud 
We have investigqt ed i n t he pr evious p3r agr aph (A) the 

fact thAt the main part of a cloud dischar ge is generslly 
composed of the str eamer process which pr oduce a gr adual 
electrostatic field clwnge , and further studied that 
in many cases, the s treamer s of this kind has a positive 
polar l ty , and accordingly they can be r egar ded as t o posess 
the charf:lcter simil ar to Lha t of the junction str ean.er s 
sppenring in the i nter vals between strokes of a ground 
dischar ge . Her e let us intend to estimate the progr essive 
velocity vc of the pos itve str ean.e r in <.~. thunderc l oud , 
compos i ng the ma i n par t of a cl oud dischar ge . Let the 
statis t ic3l l ength of the separ ation of the t wo char ge 
centers composing a ve r tical di pole be 3. 2 km fol l owing 
Wor kman (14) , and take the medi an value , 0 .38 sec , of 
the dur8tions of cloud dischArges given i n Table 14 
Section 5, then i t follows Vc = 3 .2 x 105/3 .8 x l o-l: o . 84 
x 106 em/sec . As to the progr essive velocity of a junction 
str eamer occurr ing in the str0ke interval of q gr0un~ 

discharge , the aver aging of the V3lues of a l titude differ ences 
betw~en two success ive grJund strokes (1 , 11), (Jl,lii) , •.... 
(VIII , IX) r epr esented i n Table 19 of ~ection 4B, Chapter II 
gives the value 0 . 2 km and t he s t a t is t ico.l me:m of t he t i me 
i nterv.qls bet v1een the tv;o successlve strokes given by the 
prob~bility distribution cur ves illustr ated in Fig . 20 of 
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Section 4B Chapter II is 20 ms . So that the velocity vJ 
of a junction streamer will be VJ = 0 . 2 x 105/20 x lo-3 

= 1 x 106 em/sec. So the conclusion Vc ; VJ can be obtained. 
It is now evident that the slow streamer composing the main 
part of a cloud discharge generally has the natures similar 
to those of the junction streamer appearing in the stroke 
inter,v~l of a ground discharge with reg~rd not only to its 
polarity but also to its progressive velocity . The velocity 
value 1 x 106 is a actually still lower than the lowest 
observed velocity 5 x 106 em/sec of the beta type stepped 
leader described in Section 2B of this chapter . Honda (15) 
pointed out in his paper that a positive streamer generally 
has a velocity about twice as large as that of a negative 
streamer. Our comparison of the progressive velocities of 
positive streamers with those of negative streamers, both 
obtained from the data of indoor experiment of spark discharges, 
also clear ly confirmed this point, according to which(l6) a 
positive streamer generally has a larger progressive velocity 
thA.n a negative streamer , if the experimental conditions 
producing the two streamers are kept the :-arne with each other. 
However, the case of an actual cloud discharge indicates, 
on the contrary, th ~ t the positive slow streamer that 
composes the main part of a cloud discharge statistically 
has the velocity only equal to a franction of the lowest 
observed velocity of a stepped leader which has a negative 
polarity. These contradicting facts existing between 
experimental spark ~ ischarges and lightning dibcharges seem 
to be attributed to the fact th<Jt the slow streamer process 
appearing in a thuncercloud is not composed of single . 
streamer but actually has a complex structure constructed 
from a group of a large nun,ber of sn1all positive stre,qmers, 
each of which probably has the nature actually confirmed 
in the experiment of a spark discharge . The. streamer of a 
complex structure that prob8bly includes a large number ~f 
minute streamers in it may have, as a whole , an average 
velocity of a vE:ry low val~e., which can be denuced from the 
nature of the gradual e lectrostatic field change due to 
a cloud discharge, in spite of the high velocit ~es of the 
minute component streamer~, so long as the component 
streamers break out intermitently through-out the gradual 
discharge process. Following this postulation we shall 
term the slow streamer compso Lng the main part of a cloud 
disch~rge, as well RS the junction stre3mer appearing in 
the intervals between two successive stroke of a ground 
discharge, 11 the complex strearner 11 in a thundercloud. 
In the sense· th3t a complex streamer is constructed from 
a number of minute component streamers appearing intermitent
ly throughout a non-ground discharge process, this streamer 
contains some aspects of a corona discharge . 
In fact, several kinds of statistical characteristics relating 
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to a cloud discharge can really be interpreted by a model that 
assumes a cl?Ud discharge thoroughly composed of a corona 
processe.(l6; If the velocities of minute component streamers 
are sufficiently high , a complex streamer of a corona like 
character should produce a great many radiation pulses, each 
corresponding to a component streamer, randomly occurring 
through the process of a gradual electrostatic field chAnge. 
Therefore if the distance of a complex streamer process f rom 
the observation station is appropriate, and if the gain and 
the frequency characteristics of the short range wavefo rm 
recorder are suited for r ecording the radiation pulses 
produced by component stre"lmerf, then the radiation pulses 
should be registered on the atmospheric waveform record of 
a cbud dischr:lrge throughout the period of the gradual 
electrostatic field change innicating the existence of q 

complex streamer. However, we hAve not succeeded till to 
the pre~ent to confirm the existence of t he ranrlom 
repetition of sm.<>ll radi"ltion pulses appearing throughout 
the period of a gradual fielrl change. The reason of this 
will be either of the following two: our waveform recorder, 
which is designed to record the electr omagnetic fiel d 
changes composed from Fourier components distributing in 
the frequency range 1--.... 100 kc, is not cf-lpable of r ecording 
the r adiation pulses corresponding indivir:!ual minute component 
streamers, or the velociLties of the minu ~_.e component 
streamers ar e not sufficiently high so RS to pro~uce each a 
sharp radiation pulse. Because of the shortage of the 
reliable data suited for the investigation of the above point, 
it is very difficult to determine which of the two factors 
being the more important. 
Following the idea of a complex streamer which continuously 
develop a cloud. disch3rge fo r ward , the luminosity recorder 
should ragister the continuous luminosJty exsisting 
throughout the period of a gradual electrostatic field 
change which indic·ates the existence of a complex streamGr. 
As the continuous luminosity, however, generally hGs a weak 
indensity, so it is usually difficult to caLeb it with our 
luminosit y recorder unless the sensitivity of the recorder 
being FJ.djusted to a sufficiently high degree and.t.h,e 
d i scharge to be r eocr ded being located close tq the 
observ."ltion station . Table 19 represents the number of 
records of cloud disch3rges which involve each a continuous 
lum".nosi ty with a cJurRtion longer than 100 ms meRsured on 
the sirnul -caneous r ecords of the luminosity and the electrostatic 
field changes ~ue a clou~ discharge appearing close to the 
station* . 
The re sult indicated in Tabl e 19 shows thRt our luminoEi ty 
recorder is incapable of recording the continuous luminosity 
in spite of its high gain, so lon g as the cloud discharge 
producing the continuous luminosity does not break out within 
a cistA.nce roughly less than 5 krn from the r ecord tng st<'ltion . 



Tab1e 19 

Di stance f r om Gr ade of .ttecord of cloud Number of 
cloud electr o- dischAr ge containi ng examined 
di schA-r ge static -l<· conti nuous l umi nosi- dHta 

field- changE longer than ty 
100 ms 

.t-ercen- Number of 
tage recor ds 

0 - 5 km Lar ge 100 % 11 11 

5 - 10 km Medium 76 % 19 25 

10 - 15 km Small 11.1 % 2 18 

. 

* The gain of the electr ostatic field- meter: - 10 db 
The gain of the l uminosit y recor der : 20 , 30 db 

Further see the point th3t how lar ge por t i on of a l i ghtning 
dischar ge dur ation does the continuous lumi nosity duration , 
occupy the total flur ation T t ot al and the continuous l uminosity 
dur ation Tcont have been measured on each l uminos i ty record 
corresponding to a light ning discharge appea r ed wi thin the 
distancG l ess than 15 km from the station . The s t atistica l 
result of investigation of r atio va lues Tcont/ Ttotal , 
caluculated from the above data, has been repr esented in 
Tabl e 20 , which indicgte thqt the rati os are lying in a 
wide range of values 0 . 01 - 1 .0 and the part of ratio values , 
which are larger than 0 . 8 , occupies only 7 . 6 % of all the 
examined records . However , if we take the point into account 
that the distances of lightning discharges giving the data of 
Table 20 distr ibute in a wide range as l arge a s 15 km from 
the station , it will be very probabl e that the large r portlon 
of a total luminosity dur1tion corresponding to a lightning , 

-J< The continuous luminod ty r ecor da b] e with our luminOE. i t y 
r ecorder seems no t a lways to come Jrom the light emis sion 
from the advancing he~d of a complex streamer in a thun~er 

cloun , because the light from this portion will gtnerally be 
disturbed by the opac cloud body . Ther efore , especially 
when a thunderc l oud covers the overhear1 portion of t he sky, 
the gr eater part of t he continuous luminosity recor ds caught 
y,ith our sppar atus , at least, may be c0ns ider ed to r esult 
from the light emiss i on of the overhead portion of the rloud 
base . 
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Table 20 

Ra t io of Di stance Distribu- . l ightning !IJ uwber of 
luminosity lightni nd t i on di s char ges examined 
dur ations discharge r ange of · pos sessing t he data 

the. r adio r a tio l ar ger 
va1ues t han 0 .8 

: 

Per - Number 

centage of data 

Tcoot/ 0 - 15 
Tt ota l kn1 

0 . 01 - 1.0 7 .6% 12 157 

i ndependent of be i ng a ground dischar ge o~ a c l oud 
discharge , will rea l ly be occupied by a continuous lurninosi ty 
in most of the r ocor ds of l uminosity changes , provided that, t he 
first , th8 distance of a ~ischqrge f r om the s t at i on is shor t 
enough , the seond , the sens i tiv i ty of t he r ecor der is 
suffciently hi gh, snd the third , the conditions of the light 
emiss i on from a dischsr g0 in a thunderc l oud i s fabour able for 
recording the conti nuous luminosity change . te hsve a lready 
de s cribed in Sec t ion 2D of this chapter the na t ur e of an 
i ntercloud disch'lrge , whose channel emits the weak light 
conti.nuously throughout a relat ively long period occupying an 
appreciabl e por t i on of a lightning ~uration , and which has 
sever3l point sources of strong l ight emi ssions on i t s 
channel. Thi s kind of s l ow continuous process of a inter cloud 
discharge will probabl y be the possibl e appear ance of a 
complex s treamer described i n thi s sect ion . 
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7 Fine structure of a cloud discharge 

(A) Local discharge 

As we have already ·investigated in the previous section, 
the main part of a cloud discharge and the part'of a ground 
discharge exclusing the process of ground strokes are generally 
composed of the slow process of a complex streamer, during 
the life of which thelocal discharges described in Section 
5 break out intermittently. The statistical character of t he 
time intervals betv1een two suC;cessive local discharges , 
independent of being accompanied by a cloud discharge or 
by a ground discharge, fiarly well coincide with thPt of 
the time intervals between two successive ground slrokes -
involved in a discharge to ground (see the l'ig. 23 Secti'on 
5) , from which we can deduce the resemblances .. of .th-e mechanism 
of a local discharge in a thunderc loud with th~t of a ground 
stroke. The point, whether the small discharge in a thunder
cloud will end as a local discharge in the cloud or will 
grow to a dart leader to lead q return ground stroke, it 
will depend on the density and the exteht.of the volume 
of the locally acc-umulated electricity. Fo1lowing 
the results obtained by Malan and Schonland(l?) the proce~s 
of a junction streamer conecting two successive ground strokes 
will be as follows: When the process of a gr0und stroke 
involved in a multiple ground discharge has completed, a 
conductive discharge channel is stre t ching upward from the 
earth's surface to the dissipated negative charge center 
related to this ground stroke, so tha t the negative charge 
accumubtion, which is located just above the dJ.sch:oirged 
center and occupies the lowermost portion of the relat ing 
negatively charged column existing in the cloud , will 
inst<J.ntly induce the positive electricity around the upper-
end surface of the dissipated charge center t hr ough the 
intermediation of the r emaining conductive channel connecting 
the center VJi th the earth 1 s surface. As the mean saparation 
of the two charge centers producing two successive strokes of 
a ground discharge is only 0.2 km (see Fig. 21, Section 4B , 
Chapter li), the negative charge accumul ~ tion at the lowermost 
portion of the negatively charged column and the positive charge 
accumul8tion induced by the former at the uppermost porti on 
of channel of the previous ground stroke will build up a 
strong negative .electrost"tic field, by the action of which 
a complex positive streamer- the junction streamer with 
a positive pol,uity-will be started from the induced positive 
charge accumulation and stretch upwards. ~hen the advancing 
ramified head of the complex streamer reach the lo-wermost one 
of the negative charge centers scattered along the ve r tical 
negatively charged column, several dart strea n1ers w:..ll start 
successively from the upper negAtive charge center tAking 
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the opposite direction to the complex streamer advancing 
upwards, and travel downwar ds along the disch~rge channel 
built up by the complex streamer. If the charge accumubtion 
at the lowermost portion of the negatively charged column 
is sufficiently high enough so as to ·adv2nce one of the 
dart streamers further along the r emaining dischar ge channel 
having been built up by the previous return ground stroke, then 
a minute dart streamer, which happens to statisfy the 
condtion most favorrable for the further progress, will grow 
to a huge scaled d~rt leader and lead the next re turn stroke. 
On the contrary, in the case of a cloud disch~rge the both 
elec trades of the discharge are located vertically within 
a thundercloud, and statistically the upper electrode is 
charged with positive e1ectricity, whil e the lower one 
with a negative electricity. This is the dipole polarity 
just r everse to that of a ground disch~rge. As the two 
electrodes relating to a cloud discharge Are composed each 
of a volume charge distribution, the two electrodes must 
be consider ed to be equivalent with each other. This may 
inevitably result in the production of a positive complex 
streamer stretching downward f rom the positive e l ectrode 
located in the upper portion of a thundercloud*. The 
positive complex streatner thus · produced will advance 
downward along the negatively charged column extending 
vertic~lly beneath the positive electrode, and 
nentralized the column from the upper-end to the lower-end 
of it , 

I f the supposedly ramifield head of a pos itive complex 
streamer growing downward reaches one of the negative 
charge centers scattered along the column, the continuous 
disch~rge advanced by the process of a complex streamer 
will be activated locally, which _r esults in the production 
of a small scaled local discharge in this moment . The 
local dischar ge thus produced will give a ~S pulse on the 
waveforms of a cloud dischgrge recorded at distances less 
t han 50"' 60 km apart frorn the station. At this moment a 
group of appreciable but small scaled fast streamers** 
may break out in accordance with the e l ectrical conditions 
producing a locql discharge and will give a group of 
radiAtion pulses forming a BR pulse on the atmospheric 
waveforms of a cloud disch~rge r ecor ded at ~ distqnce lying 

* * Fallowing the discussion given in Section 4 . the probable 
length of these fast strr-amers would be 0. 5 ---..J 1 km. 

* In the case of an artificial s park disch~rge pro, uced 
between two metal electrode s , a positive str eamer 
gener ally hq· the tendency to grow mor e easily than 
a negative s treame r can do it, if the discharge 
conditions of the two '1re kept the same with each 
other. 
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in the range 50 - 150 km apart from the discharge . Following 
the analogy of a junction streamer process involved in a ground 
discharge, the fast streamers which break out in the process 
of a local discharge occurring in a cloud discharge will 
be nothing other than the negative dart streamerswhich 
progress upward and are d~rected toward the inside portion 
of the complex streamer head advancing downwards . This point 
will be touched once more in the following discussion . If 
the scale of a local discharge happens to be remarkable, 
some of the fast streaJT.ers which are included in a local 
dischar ge and give each a radiation pulse will hAve a chance 
to grow to a huge scaled dart strear11er, and construct a 
componer:t cloud stroke involved in a multiple cloud discharge . 
Further , if a portion of a huge scaled dart streamer extends 
through the outer- edge of a thundercloud, the streamer may be 
photographed by the flash r esolving camera 3.S a component 
flash of a multiple cloud lightning discharge. Following 
this i dea, the number of radiation pulses involved in A 

ER p1.1lse, or in a complex ES pulse, must represent the 
nUI11ber of r em!Olrksble fa s t streamers breaking out in 
association with a local dischargo . The stati sticAl 
investigation of the number of remarkable radiation pulses 
involved in the wsveform of a local dischar ge gives the 
median value 2, which point is indicated by Table 21 
suggesting the exist ence of, in average, 2 fast r emArkable 
streamers per local discharge . 

Number of R pulses per 
ER pulse 

Tabl e 21 

Median value 

2 

Number of data 

1425 

'----------------------------~------------~--------------~ 

:·· . 
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T'a ble 22 

Sort of 
discharges Cloud di scharge Ground dischArge* 

DJ..s 
ES tOil] 

pulse 
ce 

0-8 krn 8- 20 20- 60 0-8 km 8- 20 20-60 polarit y km km km km var iati on 

-t- + 57 .8% 45 . 7% 24 . 5% 17 .6% 45.2% '62 . 1% 

Si mpl e -t- - 31.4% 8. 8% 7 .9 % 17 .6% 14.6% 13 .9% 
var iation 

·- + 3.8 % 16. 2% 16 .9% 8 . 3% 15 .9% 5. 6% 

2.2 % 13 . 1% 39 . 6 % 39 .8% 14.6% 8 . 3% - · -

Complex variation 4.8 % 16 . 2% 11.1% 16 ,7% 9 .7% 10 .1% 

Number of dr:~ta 185 160 33 108 82 108 

*iS pulses existinf::: betweep two s•1ccessive LR type pulses, 
which correspond to ground str·okes lf'lter than the first, 

--

hqvo been measured on the CW r ecor ds of ground disch8rges . 
tho tl,< typ~_ G ·- <Jnd .. r.ms t corr espcnd t o the r ecord of t he 
c l ootr c.s tst i c f i e l d cn;Jnp,c due t c a lir,ht oi ng d ischcrge bre ~kinr 
out outside the f i e l d r eversal r egi on* 
surroud ing the recording station, and the type + ~and - + must 
correspond to t he recor d of t he fie l d change due t o a dischar ge 
breaking out inside the f iel d r eversal r egion, pr ovided t he 
d ischt:~rge being repr esent able with a vert i ca l di pole: model . 
The estimati on of di s t ances r epr es ented in t he table has been 
made from t he consideration of the recor di ng gain of the shor t 
r ange vmvefor m r ecor der and f r om the average amplitune of the 
r ecorded ES pulses, hence the distance values only have a 
statistical meaning . One of the outs t andi ng evidences the 
table indicates is that, in the case of cloud discharges, the 
va r iation type is seen predominating over the variation type 
- - in the short distances, while the type - - conversely 
predominating over the type in the long distances , and in 
contrast to this , the case of ·ground discharges represents j ust 
the reversed relation. On the otherhand, the polarity of 

* Following the model illustrated in the Fig, 27 , Section 
6A, the field rever sal region will be given by J2 . H- ~ D ~}2. H. 
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(B) ~S and ER pulses appearing on the atmospheric waveforms 
Following the result obtained in Section 5, the polarities 

of the 1S pulses, of the ER pulse s , and of the gradual e lectrosta
tic field changes, all recorded simultaneously, ar e statistical
ly coincide with each other. Ther efore it becomes possible 
to infer statistically the probable apprearance of the 
electrostatic field changes , which may be produced by a 
complex streamer, from the investigation of the polarity 
variation of these pulses on the 1tmospheric waveforms with 
the development of theconcerned niPcharge. The polarities 
of ES pulses or of ili pulses appearing on the atmospheric 
waveforms due to a lightning discharge generally represent 
a very complicated variation during thedeveloprr~nt of a 
discharge. Hence it is always very difficult to find two 
atmospheric waveforms on which the polarities of ES p~lses 

or of 1!1]:{ puhes vary in a complete:ly identical manner with 
the development of the r elating dischB-rges . However, if 
small differences in the 1S pulse polarities may be ignored 
and merely the pol3rity variation characteristi s represented 
by the majority of t;S pulses are taken into account, it may 
be possible to determine the type of the variation of LS 
pulse polarities with the deve lopntent of the r el'1ting 
l ightning discharge. Table 22 r epresents the perc6ntage 
numbers of the records which belongs to each one of the 
five categorles of the polarity variation type of ES 
pulses measured on atmospheric waveforms recorded at 
several different distances from the reiliating lightning 
disch~rges. . ~ 
The category r11arked as 11

. simpl e variation" includes the 
lighthil1g discharges which can be 'interpntect.Jeach·by the 
vertical movement of a positive qr a negative complex . 
stream~r, i.e., the cloud dischar ges represen.ta'ble with a , , 
vertical dipole discharge, and the category m~rked ::~s "complex 
variation" includes the lightning discharges which can not 
be interpreted each by the simple vertical movement of a 
complex streamer, i.e, the complicated cloud dischqr ges 
not r epresentable with a simple verticql dipole discharge . 
The two types-+ -t-and - - r epresent eque~lly the case .in which 
the £S pulses appearing on the Clfl r ecord of a lightning 
discharge have e1ch an i denticql polar ity throughout 
the ciischarge except for mi.nute po l arity fluctuations 
occasina.lly !=ippearing on the CVv r ecord . The types+ - and 
- +repr esent the case in which the polar ities of £S pulses 
on the reEpective record of e~ l ightning ~is ch~rge vary 
r espectively once from-tto- or from - to+with the develop
ment of the respective dischar ge , so l ong as the minute 
flue tua tions of the polarities ruay be ignored . Fol J owing 
to the: coincidenc6 principle of the polar ity of bS pulses 
and that of the gradual ele ctrostatic field change , both 
obt:uned simultaneously ;concerning the saute lightning Uscharge, 
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~R pulses are in a relation rough l y to coincide with the 
polarity of £b pulses , provided these two sorts of pulses 
being recorded coincidently at two places lying at 
respectively appropriate distances from a common lightning 
disch~rge , So thAt polarity var iation of ER pulses with the 
development of a lightning discharge, measured on the 
atmospheric w11veforms due to a rel13tive ly far dist<=mt 
disch'>rge, must be expected statistically to coincide 
with the polarity variation of ES pulses, measured on the 
waveforms due to a discharge appear ed at an appropriate 
distance from the station. The statistical result of the 
investigation of polarity variation of ER pulses corresponding 
to lightning discharges 40 - 150 km distant from the station 
is given in Table 23, which repr esents, though roughly, the 
simil9r tendencies with those of the respectively 
correspond::..ng columns of Table 22, so long as the small 
difference may be ignored. When the head of a positive 
complex streamer that progresses inside a thundercloud with 
a slow velocity , makes contact with a highly charged center 
of negative electricity , the velocity of the streamer 
head may be increased sudenly at this moment for a very 
short time length in 13 remarkable degree. For this 
reason, v1e may r0place the proce:-s of a local discharge 
with a small but sudden locAl displacement of the electricity 
accumulAted in a point like shape* 
Let thE:: c'1rth 1 s surf·He be expressed by xy- plnne , r:md the 
vt:rtic" l direction by z-'l.xis, onc1 F!SSUl1le thrtt tht:: Dl"'(,miturle 
of An JC,::C pulse is given by the electrostatic field change 
resulting from the movement of a point electric charge q from 
the point Q(x,y, z) to the apjacent. point Q + dQ . If we assun1e 
the opposite point electric charge.-q being located at 
the image point Q (x,y ,- z), the vertical component of the 
electrosta tic field, which the point e lectric charge q 
produces a t the observA.tion point P( ~ , 'l , 0) lying on the 
earth's surface, will be given by 

Es = 2qzjr3 
where r2 = (x - ~)2 ;- (v _1L)2+ z2 . 

Hence the vertical component of a e lectrosta tic field change 
Es produced by the displacement d of the point electric 
charge q will be 

~ Es = .LlQ( z/r3) d (] 
wher e d?I:s(dx, dy, dz) = (a (3 •y )dj)_ . 

( l) 

* Generally a disch"lrge c':'ln be approximated by ·a movement of 
pos itive or negative el ectric ity concentr3teo in a small 
volwne. 
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TabJ.e 23 

~~~i~c~arges 
·-----,---------------, 

\_ Distance 
----------t;R -----------.........._ 

pulse polarit~ 
__ variation -............. 

+ + 

Cloud discharge 

40 - 50 km. 
--
9 .3 % 

Gro~nd discharge* 

I ·-

40 - 150 km. 
.. 

57. 3% . ' 

Simple 
variation --j-- -- 8 . 5 % 30 .~~--J 

-- t- 15.2 % 1.1% I 
0 .0-%1 

---- -
I 53.7% - --

-
C0mplex varia t ion 13.3 % 11.2 % 

-

I a 375 
I 

89 Number of dat 

"* 'l!:Ft pulses existing between two successive LR type pulses, which 
corres1--ond to grouncl strokes lB.ter than the first, have been 
measured on the CW records of ground discharges . 

This value is equivalent to the t wice of the electrostatic field 
which is produced by an e lectric dipole* composed of a point 
charge q plne at point Q + dQ and an opposite point charge -q 
placed-at polnt Q, and therefore possesEing an. electric moruent 
p = q.dllying in the direction given by (a#. 'Y ). Th~ 
conefficient 2 comes from an image dipole introduced to let the 
elec trostatic field due to the dipole pair to take the vertical 
direction to the e3rth 1 s furface, when it is measured on this 
surface . The generality of the formula (1) will not be G;isturved, 
even if the position of the loc'll Jipl e is given by "Q( a ,o' h)' and 
t ne dir ection 0f it by (cos_~ , cos ).l, cosy ) . (see Fig . 29) . 
Let us take the expression ctij(cos"A. . cos .u, cOS)J) . dj and 
calcuate the differential formul~ {1). The r esult obtained 
under the assuruption cos Y ~ 0 will be 

) ( '> 2 2 
Ll Es = _2g_gl cos ) I ( > + 3/2 h ~os "A-) -t ( JL r 3/2 h cos JLl -) 

r5 ~ cos V cos Y 
_ h2_9_=. cos

2_V -~) ( 2) 

4 cos2 r _j 
* fn the followings this wLll be te rmed as "the local dipole". 
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Fig. 29 
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The generality of the fo r mula ( 2) vnll not be lost, even 

though the direction of the local dipole is taken in the ~z
plane so A.s to mA.ke co f. p = 0 . In this case the formula ( 2) 
will be somewhat s implified as follows: ) ) 

, , / )2 2 2 9 - cos-}r' A Es : 2qdl cosv \ ( z -t-3 2 htg )) -r 1._ - h- --.-z--: '1 (
3

) 
r5 ll · 4cos-v) 

1:-'utting__,.c,s : 0 into the equation 
reversal boun0ary as follows: 

(~ t 3/2 htgY) 2 -r\-2 : h2 

(3) we cqn_get the field 

9 - cos2!J 
4cos2'"\7 

This is a circle whose center is ~laced at ( -3/2htg(', 0 , 0 ), 
and who-se radius is h = h J 9 - cos t/2 cos 1.J . As the dir ection 
of a local dipole approaches to a horizontal direction, the 
angle \1 will increase to Jt/2 , hence the position of center of 
the c1rcle will be displaced horizontally away from the 
local d ipole , which results in the increase of the radius 
h. F1g . 30 represents the horizontal projection of a 
local dipole on the xy.plane an~ the fie ld reversal bounda r y 
circle relQting to it . 
In the figure p" represe;,nts the horizont~11 projection of a 
loc8.l dipo le, C the c e nte r of the field reve rsal circle . 
fhe polar1ty of~ ~s, when the observation station is ~laced 
inside the field reversal circle or when it is placed outside 
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Fig. 30 

y 

X 
- --- -----t 

the circle, will coincide v,ith the polarity of ,L1Es, when 
<t,i) = (0, 0) or (t , ?J = nrn ' 0) is put into the 
equation (3) respective l y (~ .:£.represents a large value). 
That is, the polarity~ Bs can be determined by the 
following for mul ae : 

For field changes inside 
the r eversql circ l e 

For fie l d changes outside 
the reversal circle 

LIE s 
'\ 

= - 4qd;~ cos~) 1 
7 ( 5) 

= 2qdj cosv ;1}(.<) j 
As the r el'1tion qd.:{' .... cos~~ ~o (where q.>O) will be conc l uded in 
qccordance with a local ~lpole respectively ~irecting upwards 
or directing downwar ds with reference to the horizontal plane, 
so i t becomes poscible to determine the relation of the upward 
of downward direction of a locql di~ole to the polarity of ~S 
pulses (identical wit h the polarity of~~s) recorded inside 
or outside of the rever sal cir cle by using the fornmlae( 5) . 
The r esult of this investigation is repr esented in Table 24, 
The table also includes the relation between the sense of a 
local dipole and that of a compl ex streamer being concerned 
with the for~er i. e ., the relation which would be r elaized 
i f the di:-ections of the tv,o coincide with each other . 
Following what the table indicates, it is very clear that the 
sense of a vertical dipole representing a cloud discharge 
developed by a complex streamer (see Fig . 27 , Section (A) 
and the sense of a local dipole associated with the dis
charge Rre always eeversed with each ther . If a local 
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Table 24 

Sewse of a Correlation of the ES pulse polarity due to 
local sense of a local a local dipole 
dipole discharge with --

the sense the sense lnside the I Outside the 
of the of the 

reversal I reversal related i 
I related negative circle I circle 
positive complex 
com~les streamer str arner 

Upv1ard Same heversed 
sense sense sense + -

I I - -
Downward Same ~versed 

ense + -sEmse sense 

I \ 

dipole lies in a horizontal plane so that cos 11 = 0, we must 
consider the following formula (6) i ns t ead of the formu la (2) . 

Es = 6gdl ( ~ h cos~ -t-lth ccs ;U }. , (6) r5 
The genera lity of the formula (6) will not be lost even though 
the assumption cosp: 0 is adopted, i. e ., the direction of 
a· local dipole becomes identical with that of the vector ox. 
This simpEfies the forrnul,q ( 6) RS follows 

.L] Es :-6 3Q.L_ ~ h ( 7) 

In this cqse, y axi§ given by ~ - 0 represents the fie ld 
reversal boundary (see Fig . 30) . The relation of tht 
direction of a horizontal loc:1 l dipole to the polarity of 
the corr esponding ES pulse will be obt<J. i ned by investigating 
t he pol8rity of formula (7), the re sult of which is indicated 
in TRble 25 . 

Table 25 

Direction of a ES pulse polar ity due to a 
horizontal dipole hori~ontal local dipole 

~ < 0 } ') 0 

Paralle l to ox! - + 
Reverse to ()")( + ...... 
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As the probability of a local dipo l e t~king ne~rly a horizontal 
direction wi ll be remarkF.bly smaller than that of the dipole 
taking non-horizontal directions, we sh~ll assume ccsV ~ 0 in 
the following discussions . As we have already investigated, 
center and radius of t~e field reversal circle ar e given by 

R = h Fcos2v'/2 cos V 
C( - d, 0, 0):.-=.C( - 3/2 htgy , 0, 0) (8) 

Genera lly , a loc<>l ' discharge will break out, \~hGn a complt!s 
Streamdr composing the maJn part of a non- ground discharge 
makes contact, in its progress , with a local charge cent clr 
of e lectrici ty accumulate~ to a remar kable degr de. So that 
the directions of the produced local dischqrges will be very 
vari ~ble from a local dischar ge to another accor ding 
t o the magnitude of accumulated charge, tc the shape , auc'l 
to the r elative posit i on of the loc3l c.harge center. For 
the sake of simplicity, l etus assume here that the direction of 
a local dipole t akes a constant inclination given by \.1 = const., 
but as t o the azimuthal ang l e , it can take any value equally. 
Then the formulae ( 8) become to indicate that the radius R of 
the field r ev0rsal circle and the distance d of the center of 
the circle from the origin 0 of the Cartecian coordinates, which 
coincides with the horizontal proj ection of the local dipole 
(see Fi~. 30), will be kept at constant values independent of 
the azimuth of the lccgl dipole . Therefore the observation point 
P on the earth 's surface, distanceD apart from the lo~al rlipole , 
Will come out being placed insirle or outside the reversal circle 
in accordance with the azimuth of the lncal dipole . Let the probability 
that the point P is incluned inside the r ever s8l circle be 
p, and the probability th~t :r· if e:xcluned outside the circle be 
p', then a simple calculation shows that p and p' = l -p 
Cf:in be expressed by the follow ng relation 

p = l p ' = 0 K > l D( ( fi - d) 

p = t 1 -1 · cos K 
7( 

p ' = l cos- 1 K - (R - D ) ~ D 
I 

"' (R +d) 
7( 

where K : (2h2 - D2)/3Dhtgv/ = (R2 - d2 - D2)/2dD 
Fig . 31 illustrated the function p and p '. 

If p : p ' : 0. 5, so that the observation point comes to a 
pos i t.ion where the pro ba b:i.li ties that the pas i Uon is 
incltlded of excluded respectively ins i de or . out side of the_ 
circl e , ?.re equal with each other, then the r elation D = j2.h 
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F i g . 31 

0 =-'- c~·c: +K r- 7C l:~ 

P= I- p' 

I 

_____ P~\~ p~ 

10 K--

R+J R-d >'-· 

will be concluded . This is t he similar relf:l.tion to th<~t given 
by t = H/D = 1/)2 (see Fig . 28 , Section 6A) repres~nting the 
relltive f i el d r eversal di stance r esulting fro~ the vertical 
electr icity t r ansfer taking the form of a comples str eAmer 
that produces a cloud dischArge repr esentAble with o 
ver tical electr ic dipole . Let us assume thRt the .J.::S ~mlse 
due to a ~ischarge of a l ocql dipole with-an-altitude h is 
observed at an Arbi trAry point on the eR.rth 1 s surface , 
distAnce D apArt f r om the 1ipol e horizontally, then the _ 
comp~Jrison of polArity of the r ecor ded .t,S pulse when D >J2. h 
is satisfied with th"lt of the ES pulse when D<.f2 . h is SAtisfied 
will show the r elation thqt the pr obability, ~e ES pulse 
pol .qri ties of the two cases bei.ng r eversed v1ith each other , 
is l ar ger th11n that , the .t,S pulse polqr ities of the t wo 
being idntical with each other . If \,e denotE- the Altitudes 
of the posj tive and the negative charge cen t,ers concer ning '3. 

cloud disch~rge by 11tand H-respectively, the 0l titude h of an 
ind i vidual loc'1 1 disc h9.rge must satisfy the relAtion H- \h\H-;-. 
~o thBt the r~gion of field reversal cistances in a st3tisticAl 
sense will b8 given by J2.H - ( D(j2.H + . Following V'IOrkman 
and his colleBgucs( 14) , Jet us arsume thto altitudes II- and H--t 
of a cloud ctischargE:: center being 5.2 km 'lnd $ . 8 krn resl>ective
ly , from which the rel'3tion 7 . 4 km (_D ZB.?. km wi ll be 
concluded . Hence it will b~ evident thAt the polarities of ~s 
pulses corr esponding to the distAnce D (<8 km :mil t hose of ES 
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pulses corresponding to the distance D)) 8 kn1 should 
statistically be just in a r eversed r e lqtion with each other . 
This is the r elation which actually interpret the observational 
result indicated in Table 22. 

Generally in the actual cloud disch<J.rgE:s , however, the 
altitude h, the inclinationYfrom the vertical axis , and the 
horizontal distance D, of a local dipole will be changed as 
the concerning complex streamer progresses continuously. 
Therefore the probability that n successive ~S pulses 
appearing on the atmospheric waveforms of a cloud discharge 
all have an identical polarity must be given by 

n. j1 
p = lf pi T ]f-pi ( ll) 

I 
where Pi and Pi are the functions respectively identical with 
the functions p qnd p ' , but the vqlw:o s of vAriables of them 
are dependent on i. So that they can be written as 

Pi = p(Ki) , Pi = p' (Ki) : l - p(Ki) 
Following the r esult of a stat1stical investigation, the number 
of ES pulses per waveform rlue to a lightning dischArge 
amount roughly to 21 in t he median value, as Table 26 
indicates . 

Table 26 

Sort of Cloud Ground All lightning 
discharges discharge discharge discharges 

Number ES 
pulses in-
eluded in a 21 24 . 5 21.5 liF;htning ids-
charte wave-
form sedian 
value 
Number of 

194 data 
76 270 

Considering this observational fact , l e t u assume n = 21 
in the relation ( ll) , qnr1 further 21 pair values of (hi, Vi) 
having been given. Then putt __ ng the above 21 pr->ir values 
(hi , Vi) into the equation ( 8) we can get 21 pair values 
of ( Ri, di) from vJhich 21 values of (Ri-tdi), 'lnd those of 
(R i - di) will be obtained . 
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Next l et us assume th3t these in total 42 pa i rs vatues arranged 
accord,:mce with t he ir magni tude will be r epresented a s 
f ollows : · 

1 I 1 I I II II II II II 

Rlt d).. ) R2t d2 ) •.••• R21+ d2l) Rl- dl) R11 -d2) •. j R21 - d21 

For che D values vJhlch st11tisfy the r elation 

I I ) II 
R2l -t d2l > D R II - d 

1 1 ' 
we can get the following r~lstion by using t he fo r mul a (l~ 

IKil = IR~ - d~ - n2 \ /2d~D < 1 

where ( i = 1, 2 , 3, .... 21) 
Ther efore if t he obse r vation point is pl aced in the r Ange of 
distAnce expreEsed by the above r elation tha t limi ts the 
D v<Jlue, Pi <..1 must be satisfied for al l i values , so that 

.21 · It 1 d 2.1. ' 1 will re&ult . Hence we c11n gel 
'; p~ ' ' an fl Pi '\l* 
following conclusions from the forir1ula ( ll) 

P ~ O 

I 1 II 
wher e R21 + d21) D ) H.J. - dl 
ln contr ast to this, according as the obser vq t ion po i nt being 
placed iL r ange of 'dis t ances r epr esented respec t ively by the 

rel ation D) Rl ;- d)_ or by the relation D < R~ l - d;
1

, the 

relation Pi : 0 , Pi : 1, or the re l Ation Pi : 1, Pi : 0 
will be concl uded respectively. So that the following . 
conclusion wi l l be obtained: 

p l 

wher e D) :tl + d~ 

Therefor~ the curve which t~e _pr obability function? 
repr esents will takE: the fr0m illustrAted by the generAlized 
figur e in Fig . 32 , which clearly indicates the point that 
the rEgion of D practically corresponding t9 0 <.)· ( l , th<~t 
is , the rt gion of D, in which an a ppr~.c ia ble number of 
light ring d sch~rges pro 'ucing 3t mospheric ~aveforms fall 
ing into th8 -t +variation type or into ·_ the - - vari.<~tion type 
of cS pulses are to be recorded mixed with nn appreciabl e 

* For example 

P{: ( 0 .9) 21 
concluded. 

even though Pi = 0 .9 for all i values, 
21 I 21 

· 0 . 1, so that ·· 1-- p; = (0 . 1) ::...o will be 
• 1· --
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number of discharges producing waveforms falling into the ~
variation type , or into - + variation type of t he ES pulse , 
must be limited to a very narrow range . So that it is to 
be expected that hearly all of the waveforms recorded i n. the 
range of near· distances, or those recorded in · the range of 
long distances , statistically become to fall r espectively 
into the i- +variation type or into the - · - variation type 
and almost of all the waveforms recorded in the r ange of 
medium dis tances come out to fall into +- mixed variation 
types. In contrast this, the investigAtion of E.S pulse 
polarity variations measured on the actual atmos pheric 
waveforms of lightning l ischarges i ndicates that the 
columns r epr esenting the distances 8 - 20 km in the Table 
22 are occupied chiefl y by the lightning discharges which 
give the waveforms falling into++variation type, or into 
- - variation type , despite the. fact that dis tance range 
8 - 20 km probably corresponds to the fie ld r eversR l 
region in a statistical sense* , and therefore many of the 
discharge waveforms contribu t ing to these columns should r e
present+ - mixed variation type of ES pul~e polarities . 
This is incompatible with the above t heor etical expection 
that P ~ 0 should result, when the dischar ges break out 
in the range of field r eversal distances . On the contr ar y to 
this, the columns of the 0istance range 0 - 8 km in the 
same table, the case of short distances , ann the colurr!Tls 
of the distance r ange 20 - 60 km, t he case of long distances, 
a r e occupied chi efly by the lightning discharges which 
give the waveforms r epresenting no variation of cS pul se 
polarities throughout the dura~ion each discharge . This 
point really coincides with ths above theor~tical 
expectation that P ~ 1 must be conrluded when the discharges 
break out in the range of short distances, or of long 
distances. The principal cause of the fact that the 
theoretical expectation does not coincide with the 
statistic~l result of the a ctual measurement of waveforms , 
so long as the range of medium distances being concerned, 
seems to be attributed to the point that the assumption that 
a l ocAl dipole can take any azimuth with equ8l probability, 
is not applicable to the actual case . 
Considered from this point , the local discharges breaking 
out during the process of a lightning r1ischarge should not 
be inferr ed to change their dir ections randomly f+om a local 
discharge to anothe r, but must be pr esumed to take roughly 
a fixed direction throughout the process of' a lightning 
discharge . V~e have a·lready invest !.gat ed in Section 5 
that the polarity of electrostatic fie ld changes due 
to a complex streamer proceEs of a cloud dis ch8rge 
statisticqlly coincide with those of ES pulses appearing on 
the a tmospheric waveforn.s produced by the same dischar ge 

*See foot note in the following pqragr aph C, (a). 
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Fig . 32 

')1 

P= //p 

1.0 

0 

I 

ll 
+ 1/r/ 

I j, 

(Refer to Table 17 (a), Section 5) . Hence, it will be 
very nntural to infer thqt the loc<:~l f1 ischArges generally 
have their directions roughly agreeing with th11t of the complex 
str ea1uer composing the main part of a lightning dischArge 
thr oughout the process of it.* 

lf v,e take small fluctuAtions of ~5 pulse pobrities into 
account , there are ~·me observ<:~tlon3l evidences indicatlng 
th<~t sorrJe of the large nun,ber of locfll disch1rges 
included ln a lightning discharge actually have the 
dir ections r entarkably devia ted from the nteAn v8lue in many 
cases . To see th i s point mor e ex~ctly , we h.qve inve ~tigated 
the exi stence of small fluctuations of ~s pul~e polar ities 
appearing on the atmospheric waveforms , which origin!'lte 
f r om lightning di sch!'lrges. occurring in the r ange of short 
distances or the rAnge of long di stAnces, anr1 further , 
which do not represent any variation of ES pulse polarit
ies in a r ough sense . The result of t hi s investigqtion is 
represented in Tabl e 27 , which indic!'ltes thAt nearly 
half or tho rbcorded lightning dischar ges represent each 
some fluctuat i ons in the ~S pulse polarities which 
probably result frorrt the rerrtarkl'l.ble ch'3.nge in the dir ect1.ons 
of loc!'ll rlischarges. As indicated in Table 27 , the 
investigation of the number of sruall fluctuations of ~S 
pulse polarities per lightning dischArge suggest that the 
----------------------------------------------------------------~ 

* The rel!'ltion between the sense of a corr,plex streamer 
·:md th:=!t of a loc::~l dipo l e has been r epr esented in 
f8ble 24. 
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Table 27 

Fluctua- ttvariation - -var lotion All 
tion of type of t:.S type of r:s lightning 
E.S pulses 
pulse 

!Pulses discharge 

polArity 
I 

Cloud !Ground. Cloud !Ground 
dis- dis- rl is- dis-
chargE charge ch'!rg-e cg.arge 

Number of exi;;.t 151 66 94 11 322 

da ta 
non 181 35 107 36 359 

I 

-

dir ections of l ocal dischgrges involved in a ground discharge 
statistically fluctuate more fre~uently thAn those of a cloud 
dischar ge , and that gener ally the waveforms due to lightning 
discharges occurring in short distances represent more f r equent 
fluctuations in Eb pulse polar ities thAn those due to disch~rges 
occurr ing in l ong distances . The latter seems. to corne from the 
fact thAt s~all ES pulses will become not to be recorded on the 
atmospheric wavefor ms in accor dance with the incr ease in 
discharge distances, because the ES pulse will be attenuated 
ln proportion to l/r3 with respect to the distAnce. Fur ther 
the compar ison of the polarity fluctuations between the four 
types of £b polarity variations , given in Table 28, clearly 
shows that the variation type++and -- produce statistically 
the smaller number of fluctuations thBn the variation type 
t- - and - "t actually do it . Generally a peking , the principf-ll 
causes of these polarity fluctuations of E~ pulses may result 
from the temporar y but complicated changes in the ' irection 
of a dischar ge channel in a thundercloucl - probably the 
change in the direction of a complex strearr.er -, or from the 
ramifying, into various rlirections, of the advancing head 
of a corr.plex streamer , which mgy result in temporary 
direct ion changes of the di s.charge e;hanne 1 given by a 
complex str eamer . To produce the polarity change of a 
~S pulse, it i s neccessary to intronuce the polarity change 
of the term qd l cos v in th\;j equation ( 3) , o'r to introduce 
the qzinuth change of a local dipole , so as to l et 
obser vation point p to be displaced from the in firle toward 
the outside of P field reve r sAl circ l e , or displaced f r om 
the outside toward the inside of it . 
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Table 28 

Variation Number of dssirnilar polarity ES pulses per 
type of lightning c3isch8rge (lviedian value) 
ES pulses 

Clour1 discharge Ground discharge 

0 - 8 20-60 Number 20-60 
Number 

0 - 8 km km 
km* km of data of data 

... 

+- + 0 0 262 1.8 0 • 1'21 

-t - 4.9 2.3 lll 7.0 2.3 47 

- + 1.3 0.7 89 5.5 5. 5 25 

- - 0.3 0 178 2.0 2,8 65 
' 

* The estimation of the discharge distances has been made 
from the adopted gain of the recorder and from the 
magnitude of electrostatic component appearing on the 
waveforms , so that the distance v<:!lues indicated in the 
table have not any meaning other than a statistical one . 

Fol lowing this idea, the observ.':ltion point .P gener ally must be 
located at distances sufficiently apart from the field r eversal 
circles esch corresponding to an individual loc ~l discharge, 
so longas as t?e polarity variation types ;· 1- and- _are cc.n~erned 
Therefore , these cases, a loc~l discharge seems not to be 
capable of producing a polarity change of an t:S pulse, unless 
the direction of it makes a remarkable fluctuation from the 
mean direction of the individual locsl discharg~~. On th~ 
contrary, in the cases of the variation type-t - and -+the 
observation point P must be located statistically at relatively 
near distances from the reversal circles, so . that small fluctuation 
in the direction of a local discharge will be sufficient to 
produce the polarity ch"lnge of "'n ES pulse on the atmospher ic 
waveforms of a lightning discharge . Therefore the observational 
fact that the lightning discharges falling into the variation 
types -t t<1nd - - pepresent each only a small number of 
fluctuations in ES pulse polqrities on their atmospheric 
waveforms, seems to l earl us to the conclusion that the 
directLons of individual lor"ll f isch':lrges, whlch break out 
during the gradual process of a non-ground discharge process, 
generally are kept the same throughout the process of a 
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lightning discharge and hence, do not r e present statistically 
any remark~ble fluctuation through the process . 
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(C) Mechanism of a cloud discharge 
(a) Discharge process of a compl ex streamer: 
It has been made clear f r om the discussion in the previ ous 

section that the local discharges appearing in the process of a 
lighting discharge usually do not r epresent any considerable 
changes of their directions throughout the process of a 
discharge, <md th.qt their directions must be considered 
approximately to coincide with that of a complex streamer 
composing the main pnrt of a lightning discharge. 
Considering this point, let us assume a lightning discharge 
which is compo:o:ed from a complex streamer accompanying · 
aoubt twenty local discharges , all directed to the common 
vertic'1l axist. * Vvhen we attempt to approxim:~te a discharge 
in a thundercloud, regarcless of being a cloud disc·harge or 
junction process that contributes to a ground discharge, 
with a disch"lrge model of a vertical dipole, the altitude 
and the electric moment of it must be considered to take the 
value being different from a discharge to another , Therefore , 
for the sake of a statistical i nvestigation let Uf assume 
that an aggregation of various vertical dipoles, which 
correspond to individual lightning disch1rges, are arranged 
on· ? vertical axis. Then the point charges resu l ting from 
individual dipo l es will be distributed on a section of the 
vertic~l axi~, which actua1 ly corresponds to the distribution 
rnage of the possibl e dipo l e altitudes . 

Fig . JJ 

H7 eq 0 

H6 5q -q 

Hs 4q -2q 

H4 3q -3q 

H3 2q -~q 

H2 q -5q 

H1 0 -6q 

* For the c::~se of a posit ive complex streamer , the local 
dipoles should be assumed to tqke thE: identical 11 sense" 
with.. ·that of the streamer, •md for the case of a negative 
coruplex. .. streamer the locql dipole:s should be asr.umed 
to take the reversed "sense" to that ')f the streamer . 
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If the number of individual vertical dipoles are numerous , the 
arranged point charges will from a liner distr ibution of 
e l ectr icity . further if we consider the mech:mism of the 
verticRl electricity separ ation which is accomplished by 
a violent ascending air str eam existing in a thunriercloun , 
the linear densities of positi ve and negative electricities 
may have the c~ istributions to decrease from the two opposing 
charge centers towar ds the dir ections facing with each 
other . Follow~ng this idea let us assume a pair of statistical 
linear distr ibutions of the two opposite point chqrges as 
ill ustr ated in Fig . 33, in which point charge pairs (0 , - 6q) , 
(q , - 5q) , .. .. , (6q , 0) are located at altitudes Hl , H2 
. • •.. , H7 , respectively . We shall further assume thAt lm 
individuel disdlAr ge taking place bwtween two opposing point 
charge centers involved in the above linear distribution 
a lways has a positive pol arity, i . e . , for example, the 
negative point c~arge -6q at the alt itude H1 discharges with 
each of the positive char ge centers each containing electricity 
~ q, located respectively at the altitudes H2, H3 , ... , H7 • 
In this case total nuwber of discharges will be ,;__ i :: 21. 
If we r ecor d the e l ectr ost at i c fie l d changes due 'to these 21 
discharges at t he 8 obser vation points P1 P2, ..... P8 
which ar e di stribut ed along the earth ' s surface , and satisfy 
the conditions ~iven by 

D1< /2.Hl( D2<J:i.H2 ( j-2 H ( D . . . . . . 7 8 . 

then the polarity variation types of the gradual electrostatic 
field changes recor ded qt these 8 points, and accorcingly the 
variation types of ES pulse polarities at these 8 paints must 
have the occurrence probabilities represented in Table 29 with 
respect to these 21 lightning cl ischarge~. The row(a) of the 
table represents the case of discharges each developed by 
a positive compl ex stre~mer, which bre~ks out from the positive 
electrode of q positive vertical dipole representing a 
discharge in a thundercloud and progresses downwards along the 
axis of the dipole , and the r ow (b), on the other hand, 
repr sents the case of discharges each developed by a 
neg~:~tive complex strearr,er which breaks out from the negative 
e lectrode of a positive vertical dipole and progresses upwards 
Along the axis of the dipole . Table 30 ha f been introduced , for 
the sake of a comparison , to show the case of discharges 
represent 1ble with negative ver tical dipoles . This can 
be obtained by reversing the pol ar ities of the point electric 
char ges q indicated in F;ig . 33 . Hence, the r ow(a) of Table 
30 , likewise to th3t of Table 29 , represents the case of the 
discharges each developed by a positive complex streamer 
star t ing from the positive electrode of a negative vertical 
dipole r epresenting a dischar ge in a thundercloud , and the 
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Table 39 (Pos itive ver t i cal dipol e) 

Polar i :,y ~. 
i 1 

of 
streamer ation types\ Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 Dg of ES pulse 

polarity 

i 

-t- + 21 15 10 6 J l 0 0 

(a) + - 0 6 10 12 12 10 6 0 
Positi ve 

- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- - 0 0 l 3 6 10 15 21 

t- + 21 15 10 6 3 l 0 0 

(b) + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Negat ive - + 0 6 10 12 12 lfl 6 0 

- - 0 0 1 3 6 lO 15 21 

Tabl e 30 (Negative vertical dipole) 

Po1qri t y Distance I I 

of Vari- I 
stre~mer .qtion type Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 I of ES pul se 

pol arity 

+ + 0 0 1 3 6 10 15 21 

(a) T - 0 6 10 12 12 10 6 0 

fositibe 
+ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 -

- - 21 15 10 6 3 1 0 0 

+ + 0 0 1 3 6 10 15 21 

-t- - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) 

- · -+ 0 6 10 12 12 10 6 0 
Negat ive 

- -- 21 15 10 6 3 1 0 0 
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row (b) represents the case of the discharge developed each 
by a negative complex streqmer starting from the negative 
e lectrode of a negat:lve vertic.'3 l cipol e . The compar ison of 
these two tables clearly indicates the following two points . 
I n the first phce, the statisticAl tendencies which t he polari
ty variation type-+ iand - - would r epresent with r espect to 
the variation in the dist:mces D, ar e deterntined by the 
polarity of vertic~l dipoles r epr esenting individual discharges 
and are independent of the polarity of compl ex stre -mers 
developing them, and in the second pl ace , the statisticl 
tendencies which the polarity var iation types t· - and-+ 
represent with r espect to t he variation in the distances 
D, ar e determined by the polarity of complex streamers 
developing individual dischnrges, and are independent of 
the polarity of vertical dipoles representing them . 
Following the above point of view , we have compared t he 
statistical tendencies of tho pol arity varia tion t ypes 
-+~nd -- indicated in Table 22 with those represented in 
Table 29 and 30 , and arrived at the conclusion that 
generally a cloud discharge c~n be approximated with a 
discharge of a positive vertical dipo l e existing in a 
thundercloud and a ground discharge , on the contr ary, 
can be approximated with a discharge of negative vertical 
dipole existing in a thundercloud so long as the influences 
of the individual ground s trokes involved in it are i gnor ed . 
Smith(l8) described in his paper the r esult of his 
statistical investigation of the polarities of verti c~l dipoles 
r epr esenting cloud discharges and those of the complex 
strean,ers contributing to the dischArges . According to this 
72 . 3 % of all the recorded cloud disch8rges were composed 
each of a positive vertical dipole , And the remaining 27 . 7 % 
were composed each of a negative vertiral dipole . On the 
other h~nd , the mode l of a vertic1l dipole aggregation 
given by us has indicated the point that the statistical 
tnedencies which the polarity variation t ypes ..- -rand - - of 
ES pulses would r epr esnt with r espect to the variation i n 
the observation distances D, ar e thoroughly deter mi ned by the 
polar ities of individual dipol es , and they ac t u1l ly r epr esent 
a completely r eversed character when the polar : ty of the 
concerned dipoles is r ever sed . Ther efor e , if we consider 
8 case in which t he var iation of .l:.E nulse pol arities with 
the development of a discharge is investigated on each of 
the atmospheric wavefo rms due to a discharge group, which 
is composed from a mixture of cer tain number of positive 
and negative dipol es , then i t will be expected that t he 
statistical tendency whi ch each of the polarity variation 
types of ES pulses -for example , the four types indica.ted , 
in Table 29-would, represents, will be g iven by a group of 
numeric~l values which can be obtained by multiplying the 
r espective va l ues indicated i n the corresponding spaces of 
Tables 29 and 30 by the r espective factors r e presenting the 
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mixing percentage of positive and negative dipole discharges , 
and then by adding the pair values obtained through the above 
multiplication. If we imagine that a practically useful 
table representing the case of a mixed group of positive and 
negative dipoles has really been constructed from Tables 
29 and 30 through the above procedure, then the table should 
have the spaces which correspond r espectively to the space 
representing the case (distance Dr, type -r t-) and to the space 
fepresentcng the case (distance Dg, type-- ), given in Table 
29, and represent the percentRge value in which the fOSitive 
dipoles have been mixed. Further it should i nclude also 
the spaces which correspond respectively to the space 
representing the case (distance D1, type - - ) and to the 
space representing the case (distance Dg, type -r +) given 
in Table 30, an'"' repre~ent the percentage vqlue in which 
the negative dipoles have been mixed. Because Table 22 
m~:w gener8lly be inferred to repre ' ent the case of a 
mixture of positive and negative dipoles, the above 
procedure of estimqtion of the mixing percentages will be 
applicable to the case of Table 22 that represents the statist.i cal 
result of actual observations. Following this idea J.et us 
assume th 0 t the·mean of the numerical values given in the 
spaces which correspond to the cases (distance D1, type+ 1-) 
and (distance Dg , type - - ) given in Table 22 actually 
represents the vAlue proportion8l to the number of positive 
dipoles and the mean of the numerical v "l lues given i n the 
spaces, which correspond .to the cases (distance D~, type - - ) 
and (distance Ds, type-t -t-) given. in the same table r epr esents 
the value proportional to the number of negative dipoles. 
Then we cen get the percentage number of the positive 3nd 
the negative dipoles relati ng to all cloud discharges . 
This point is indicated in the Table 31. According to 
this 73.7% of the examined cloud discharges ar e representable 
with positive dipoles while 26.3% are r epresentable with 
negative dipoles, which is the r esults coinciding f8irly VJell 
with the statistical percentage values obteined by S!J.i th . 

Table 31 

'\ ....;_S ort of dischqrge Cloud discharge 

.~·e•-;;; ing metho\ ES pulse Electrostatic 

p~----\ polarity field change (Smith) 

Positive dipole 73.7% 72.3 % 

Negative dipole 26 .3 % 27.7% 

Number of data 323 54 
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However, so long -'lS we l i mit our consider Ations , qt least, to 
the interpretation of statistical ch3racter s of the two 
polarity var.Lation types + t- and - -, it will not always nt:lcessary 
to aSSUlr,e a dipo l e aggregBtion composed of a mixture of 
posi tive and negative dipoles . For example, if we consider the 
uncertainty in the estimation of distances, and the fluctuAtion 
in the directions , f r om a ve r tic3l axis , of the individual 
discharges , and estimate' thes·e quantities 
adequately , the _assun:ption of a group of dipoles which 
each have an identical polarity will be sufficient for 
expl aining the statistical result given in Table 22 , as the 
following discussion will indicate . However , the re sult 
obtained by Smith , as a clear observational evidence , also 
should not thoroughl y be ignore , so that it will be very 
reasonable to infer that the actual aggregation of cloud 
dischArges is the mixture of these two factors in certain 
proportions. 

Following the above investigation, the polarity, of 
a complex streA-mer contributing to a cloud disch,rge may be 
estimqted from the statistical tendencies of the pol1rity 
variation types T - and - + of .1!.0 pulses , in addition, 
Table 29 and 30 clearly inrlicate that the greater part 
of atmospheric waveforms fglling into the polarity var .ation 
types-r - and-taro recorded ge nerally in the r egion of medium 
distances D4 and D5. Hence , if we investigate the occurr ence 
percentage of the polarity variation types 

1 
_ and_ + of .ES 

pul ses on the atmospheric waveforms 0ue to ightning 
discharges breaking out in the range of medium distances , the 
result will be the statistical determination of the polarity of 
a complex streamer . Let us consider a region of distances 
distributing roughly 7 - 20 km* , whch may statistically 
include in it a great portion of the number of field reversal 
regi0ns each corresponding to an acutual cloud ·:.' ischnrge , Bnd 
investigate the recorded percentage of cloud discharges which 
occurred in this region of distances and accordingly produced 
the atmospherics waveforms falling into the polarity var iation 
types + - and - + of r..S pulses . Table 32 r epr esents the result 
of this investlgation . * * 

**As the number of' dota giving thE: r esult of this table is 
much larger than that giving the r esult of Table 22 , so the 
former table will give the less reliable result than the latter . 

* Vwrkman and his coJ J.ca<.lges descr lbea in tneir .L'eport ( .14; 
that the positive, and the negative elbutric charge centers 
composing a dipole of a cloud discha rge have the a ltitudes 
resnectively 5. 2 km and 5.8 km in we ighted means, hence the 
statistical field reversal region corresponding to cloud 
discharges will be 7 . 4 - 8 . 2 km pr ovided the horizontal 
component of the dipole heing i gnored . However, if the 
effect of the horizontal component of it is to be taken 
into account , the r egion will be extended and include much 
wider r8nge of distances . 
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Following this t3.ble the compl ex strean1ers each contributing 
to a dischA.rge within a thundercloud, r egardless of being a 
cloud discharge, or a junction process involved in a ground 
discharge, must be postulated l argely to have the positive 
polarity. 

Table 32 

ES pulse Pol arity of 
polarity complex Cl oud Gr our.d 
variation stree.mer discharge discharge 
type 

+ - +- 60 . 3 % 60 . 5 % 

- · + - 39 .7 % 39 . 5 % 

Number of 318 81 
d"l t a 

Th is is the t endency roughly coin ciding with what h"ls a lreay 
been lndicgted in Table 18 of Section 6A, representing the 
result of polarity measurement on the r ecords of e l ectrostatic 
field chqnges obtai ned with our fie l d-meter. However , if 
we attach some import ance to the de t ails of the t wo tables , 

it is evident tha t for the case of gr ouna discharges, t he 
discrepancy between 60 . 5 % given by the .ES ,pulse method and 
92 .0 ~ given by the el ectros t atic field-mete1 method is by 
no means negligible, while for the case of cloud di sch"lr ges , 
the values 60 .3 %, given by the ~S pulse method and 67 .9% 
given by the electrostatic field-meter method can actually 
be regarded as be i ng identical with each other. This may 
partly come from the fact that a ground dischar ge gener ally 
has A. more complicated structure than thst of a cloud dischnr ge 
so far as t he ~0 pulse polarities being concerned (cf . Tabl e 
28) , and partly fron1 the fact that ES pulse method infer s 
lndirectly the polarity of e l ectrost ati c fie l d changes due to 
a compl ex streamer by investigating the polarities of local 
discharges associated with the strean1er. lf the latter 
factor were more impor tant the coinci dence of the two methods 
i n t he case of cloud discharges might be r a t her superficial one . 
As we investigated already , it wqs not impossible for us to 
make the s t atistical characteristics given in Tables 29 and 
30, i . e . , the results deduced f rom the assumption of simple 
aggr egation of ver t ical dipoles illustrated in Fig . 33, to 
coincide with the ac tual stat stical result given in Tabl e 
22 i n a rough sense . Follwing this,it i s evi dent th3t ntay 
deduce the conc l usion that statistically a cloud cti schqrge 
is the dischar ge of a positive dipole in a thunr ercloud and 
a ground dischar ge, if t he portion of ground str okes may be 
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ignored, is the dischArge of a negative dipole in the 
cloud. Hov1ever, if we attempt to compare T'3.ble 22 with 
Table 29 and 30 more strictly, some small discrepancies 
existing between these two may not be ignor ed . 
For example, the columns r epresent ng the distances Dl and 
Ds of Tables 29 and 30 include the spaces which give the zero 
statistical values, however, the observational resul t given 
by Table 22 has no columns which include the spaces indicating 
zero values . . 

Considering the uncer tainties existing in the actual 
e stimation of discharge distances given in Table 22 , 
let us make the distances represented by D1, D2 . . .. . , Ds 
in Tables 29 and 30 more rough so a s to bring the 
theoretical expection nearer to the observed r esult, and 
denote thorn as follows: 

The rearrangement of Tables 29 and 30 following these 
divisions of di scharge distances will result in Table 33 . 
The remarkable feature which Table 33 indicates is that the 
columns corresponding to medium distance DM each give a 
maximum for the .case of the polarity variation typet _indicated 
:i,n the rmv of positive complex streamers and f or the case of 
the polarity varia~icn tne- +indicated in the row of negative 
complex streaners . 
This is a r emarkable characteristic which the aggregation of 
vertical dipoles would represent . The cornparisbn of Table 
33 with Table 22 shows that the polarity variation type , which 
corresponds to a r ow of the type + --Or a row of the t ype _ + 
and r epresents a maximum in the medium distance , ean not be 
found in any row given in Table 22 except for that representing 
the type- +in the column of ground dischar ge . If we attach 
large importance to this point , the result will be as follows . 
The vertical dipole discharges which may be inferred actually 
to t~ke pl ace should be limited to the case of negative 
dipole discharges which are developed each by a negative 
comples streamer and correspond to a particql group cf 
all recorded ground discharges, so that it would bo very 
difficult to interpret the other cases of dipole 0ischar ges 
with the model of a vertically locateddipole* . 
Table 33 indicates further that for the case of positive 
dipole , the spaces representing the case, type 
+ +-, dist:mce Dn , '3.nd the case, type - - , disVmce DN , and 
for the case of negative dipole , the spaces representing the 
case, type ~ ~ ' distpnce D~ and the case, type --, distance 
Do, all hve a statistical value amounting only to 1.6 %. If 
we compare these V'3lues with those represented in the 
corrc;:; ponding spaces in Table 22 , 'Ne cAn eas.ily see t hAt in 
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Tabl e 33 

1-ositive Negative 
dipole dipole 

Polarity ~e of complex ' 

strean,er s DN DM DD DN Divi 
polarity --,\ 
variation tyre 

+ + 73.5 21~5 1.6% l.if 21.% 
(a) 

+ 25 . 6 57~0 25.4 % 25~4 57.5 Positive -
polarity 

+ 0 % 0 % 0% 0 % 0 % -

1.6% 21.~ 73.0% 
% % - - 73.0 21.5 

+ + % 
73.0 21~5 1.6% 1.6% 21~5 

(b) + - 0 % 0 % 0 % O% 0 % 
Negative % % % % of 

polarity - + 57~0 25.4 57.0 25.4 25.4 
% 

21~5 73~0 ?to (J/ - - 1.6 21~5 
'---·-~ ·--· _ _. -

* I n T~ble 22, ther e are four cases which fal l into the 
categories of the polarity variat ion types + _ , or _+, 
however, t he three out of these four caaes have the 

I 
D· D 

73B 
25. 4%· 

0 % 
a: 

l.67o 

73 .5 

0 % 

25.4% 

i 6% . 

s t atistical distributions r epr esenting no maximun1 i n the· 
medium dis t <.mces 8 - 20 km. These ,-'l istributionf' wi t h no 
maximums ar e generally very di ffe r en t from that which c ;m be 
expec t ed statistically from t he model of a vertical dipole . 
lf we attempt to interpret these distributions with the 
model of an ~ggreg1tion of vertical dipoles , it will be: 
nec0ssary, for exampl e , to assume a numbt!r of ai'lr'itional 
positive vertical dipoles at two p1irs of altitudes (H1,H2) 
and (H6,H7),in addition to the vertical aggr egation of dipoles 
illustrated in Fig . 33 . The vertical di stribution of point 
char ges t hus obtalnt!d, however, m~y r esult in the extrao~dinary 
high electric charge densities located at the both erids of t he 
ver t ica l di stribution of the point e l ectric charges illustr at
ed in Fig . 33 . Th i s would make the statistic3l dist ribution 
of electricity along the vertical direction a thunderc loud 
a very improbable one . 
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many cases the observed values are rem1rkably smaller than 
the correspondin~, theoretically expected values. Concerning 
this poin~, our trial effort to let the above theoretical 
values approach a little nearer to the actually observed 
values, has also indicated that the difficulty of this 
attempt would not be removed unless the model of a vertically 
located dipole were not abandoned , One of the most principal 
reasons why it is difficult, under the assuntption of vertical 
dipoles, to make the statistical tendencies which the theory 
expects to approach nearer to the observational r8sults in 
regard to some details, seems to come from the following 
f 8cts . The condition necess8ry for a loc~l dipole to take 
a vertic~l direction , being put into the formulae (8) will 
give the r esult R =J2. h, d = 0, so that cent<::r of the · 
fie1d reversal circle will be located at the posi.tion 
just beneath the verticAl dipole . This will t end to limit the 
possible polarity variqtion type~ of £S pulses to the 
categories d~noted by-t-+ anq - -, so long as we consider the 
two ·observation ranges reEpectlvely given by D<../2.Hl 
and,D)j2,H7 (refer to Fig. 33) . . These being combined will 
construct a range of distances, which can include th€ -greater part 
of the actually observed disch~rge distances . 
Therefore, to improve these points , it is necessary to 
deviate the direction of a local dipole from the vertical 
axis ·and to l et the center o'f the field r eversql circle be 
displa,ced by the distance d from the position just beneath 
the dipol~-, and to wake the radius of the cir cle to take so a 
l"lrge value as it becomes cornp'lrable with the dlst"lnces being 
considered in Table 22 . Concerning this point, let us adopt 
the model of an inclined di_pole representing a d.ischarge . 
within a thundercloud given by Vvorkmqn and his colleagues (14) 
on the basis of their thunderstor rr. observations' and assume 
the dipole altitudes given by H- = 6 km , Ht- : 7 km and the 
horizontal separati on of the dipole electricity given by 3 
km. In· contrast to a rather complicated distribution of 
point electric charges illustrated in Fig . 33 representing 
the case of vertical dipoles , we shall asLume , in this c~st, 
that all the cloud discharges concerned can be represented 
with the model of an inclined dipole whose vertic~l and 
horizont1l separs tions of electricity· are statistic11lly 1 km 
and 3 km r espectively . The direction of loc<:J.l clischqrge:s are , 
of course , similarly to the case of a vertic~l dipole , to 
be assuffied to coincide with that of a co~plex stre~wer 
developing a non-ground stroke lightning ~ischarge , Fig . 
34 represe~ts the relative p. siti ~n of the two field reversal 
circles and the horizontal projection of the concer nir.R 
inclined l ocql ~ipole on the earth ' s surface . 
The aspect of an incli ned dipol e in the verticql plane 
including it, is illustrated to the left lower - cide of Fig, 
34. If we denote the positions of the two electrodes of a 
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dipole respectively with 1 and 2 , the two illustr ated 
circ l es (l) and (2) which repr esent the two field revers~l 
boundaries given by the local dipole discharges breaking 
out respectively at the two points l and 2 , will give the two 
extreme positions of the possibl e field reversql circles 
corresponding to all pos sible lo c~l discharg6s which take 
pl ace in the process of a cloud dischqrge repr esented by 
the dipole whose electrodes are located at the points l and 
2. ~o that the field reversa l circles which relate to all 
possible l ocal discharges which break out in the proces ~ of 
a cloud discharge, must be placed between these two circ l es(l) 
and (2). Considering the above nature of the two circles, we 
shall term the circles (l) and (2) th8 outer and the inner 
field r ever3al circles respectively, and the region lying 
between these two circles the field reversal region . Pl 
and p2 indicated in the figure r6present the horizontal 
proj <:::ctions of the two downwar d local dipoles locaten 
respectively at the two points l ~nd 2 . The figure represents 
the cqse of a cloud disch8rge, in which q positive incline r'! 
dipole is discharged by a ~ownward development of a positive 
complex strearner . The regions which limit the observation 
distances 8re given by the four concentric circles with the 
center located at the mid·' le point between Pl .qnd p2 • Vihen 
the complex strean1er advances from the point l to the point 
2 holding its direction constqnt, the field reversal CLrcles 
each corresponding to a local discharge appearing in the 
process of the inclined dipole discharge will be displaced 
from the pos Lt ion of the circle (l) t o the pos t tion of the 
circle (2)* . Therefore if the observation point is plnced 
.nside the inner r eversa l circle or placed outside the 
outLr reversal circle, the ~s pulse polarity veriqtion will 
fall respective ly into the type+ +or into the type--, and 
if t he observation point is inclur'led in the field reversnl 
region located between the two circles, the LS pulse pol3rity 
var i~ tion will f Bll in to the type - -t- or into the type + - . 
When the inclination of a dipole from the vertical axis 
becomes considerable, the center of the field reversal circle 
will be displaced for more than 30 km from the po~ition of 
the horizontal projection of thu dir-ole as the ex3mple 
illustrated in Fig . 34 indicates. Consequently the position 
of the horizontal pr ojection oi' the dipole will be locAted at 
an inner point close to the periphery of the field reversHl 
Circle . This makes it possible that an observation point 
located at a distance less than 8 km or a distance lying in 

* If the advancing direction of a complex streamer is r eversed 
and the discharge of a dipole is advanced from the point 
2 to the point l, then the field r eversal circles will be 
displace~ from the position of the circle (2) to the 
position of the circle (1) . 
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a range roughly covering 20 - 60 km, really cernes into the 
field reversal re~ion . Hence, let us assume thqt the 
lightning dipoles which each have a constant inclin~tion and 
a constant horizontal separation of dipole charges, both 
,identical with those of the lightning dipole illustrated 
to the l eft l ower side of Fig . 34 , take any azimuth with 
equal probability , and further that the occurrence 
probabi l ity of lightning discharges per unit 9rea is 
everywher e constant , then the probability th~t the atmosphe r ic 
waveforms recorded in a certain region of the observation 
distances actually fal l into a cert1in type of ~S pulse 
polar ity variations, will be propor tional to the area which 
is cut from the r egion* relating t o a certain polarity 
var iation type and included in a c8rtain range of the 
observation distances. Therefore the stqtisticl 
tendencies, which the four types of tS pulse polarity 
variations would r epresent in connection with the change 
.L n the observation distances, mny be determined from the 
measurement of area of the individual r egions which 
correspond each to a certain polarity variation type and 
to a certain range of the observation distances at the same 
time . The result of this measurement is given in Table 
34. 
A r emarkable char acte ristic of this table is that the 
polarity variation types+ -and - tof t:S pulses do not 
represent any maxmum in the r qnge of medium clis tances in 
contrast to what the same ty~es in Table 33 indicate . 
Another r en.arkable point is that the spaces in Table 34, which 
correspond to the r espective spaces in the TabJe 33, which 
are included in the rows representing the polarity variation 
types+~and - - and indicate the value 1.6 %, really give the 
valut:s appreciably larger than this . Hence, it i s evident 
that Taqle 34 reslly gives a r esult somewhat nearer to the 
observational result represented in Table 22 than what 
Table 33 indicqtes . Compqring the theoretical expectation 
indicated in Table 34 with the observqtional r esults given 
in Table 22 regnrdlng the above point , it becomes possible to 
C'onclucle that so long as Table 22 being concerned, the cloud 
dischnrges which pro~uce the atmospheric waveforms falling 
i nto the polarity wtr iation type+ - of the ~S pulses m·'3.Y be 
interpreted with the il ischnr ge mechanism of a positive dipole 
developed by a positive complex streamer , and the ground 
nischarges which produce the waveforms falling into the 
polsairty variation t ype ~ - of the ~S pulses may be 

* One region out of the three , i . e . , the inward region i nsi(le 
the inner field reversA.] cir cle, the outward region outs1.de 
the outer field reversal c irc~e , and the field reversal 
region placeo between the out0r and the inner field 
reversal circles . 
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Table 34 

. . 
i i I Positive dipole i Negative dipole 

Polarity : I 1\~ of I 

complex 0-8km ~ 8~20krr 20-60 ·0- 8km ~8-20km j20-60 
streamer km km 

I I 

% % % % % 
I 

~0 
+ + 45.8 42.6 14.4 31.8 51.2 80.0 

% % % % % % 
(a) + - 22.4 6 . 2 5.6 22 . 4 . 6.2 5.6 

Positive 
- -+ O% O% O% O% O% O% 

% % % % % % 
- - 31.8 51.2 80.0 45 . 8 42 . 6 14. 4 

% 
42.i 

% % % % 
+ -+ 45 . 8 14.4 31.8 51.2 80 . 0 

(b) 
I + - O% 0% O% O% O% O% 

Negative ' 
% % % % % % 

- -t 22.4 6 . 2 5.6 22.4 6 . 2 5.6 

% % % % % % 
- - 31.8 51.2 I 80,0 - ~5.8 42.6 14.4 

_j 

interpreted with the discharge mechanism of a negative dipole 
developed by a positive complex streamer. .. 

The statistical tendency which the polarity variation type- T 
given in Table .22 represents concerning the cloud dischArges, 
however, represent a somewhat complica~ed character in contrast 
to • other typeB. Hence, t_he ·difficulty of :j,.nterpreting this·. 
tendency may . not to the removed unle ~- s a dipole discharge to 
assume a more complicated structure. Concerning the polar~ty 
variation type-~ which the cloud discha~ges represent , _Table 
22 give the percentage valued which ar:e ~ncreas~d with:the 
increa•e in the observation die tances . 1herefore to make'the 
theoreticaL percentage values to approach to the observed 
statistical tendenc~, it become neces~ary to gi~e the · inner 
and the outer field reversal !. circles such r e lative positions 

. ' that the part~al area,which is cut f r6m the fi eld reversal 
region and included in a certain r<mge of the observation 
distances , ~ay be increased 8S the observation• nistances 
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corresponding to the above range increase. This would mean that 
the difference between the radii of the two field reversal 
circles should be considerable. The fir st relation of the 
formulae(8) clearly indicates the two possible ways to give 
largeR value, i. e ., the one is t o obtain a largeR by making 
h large, and the other is to obtain a la!'ge ·R by increas·ing 
the inclination ~of a local dipole. Following the former 
idea, let us attempt to increase R by increasing h under the 
assumption that the inclinationY is kept at a constant value 
e~ual to that illustrated in Fig . 34. ln this case, however, 
we are obliged to assume an unreasonably large h value which 
can not be applied to an actual thunderstrom. Therefore the 
reasonable way to ·obtain the two remarkably different R 
values will be to give the inclination of the two local 
dipoles, which correspond r espectively to the outer and the 
inner reversal circles, the considerably different values with 
each other . Hence let us assume a complex s treamer that 
developes a cloud discharge, to change its direction once on 
half way of it, and to become more parallel to the horizontal 
direction in the second h~;~.lf period of ·the discharge 
Further we shall assume that the altitude of this doubly 
inclined dipole may be given by H- = 6 km, H+ = 6 .9 krn, and the 
horizontal separation of the dipole electrodes by 2 km, and the 
inclinations int he first half and the second half periods of the 
discharge by tgV1 : 3 .75 and 'tg\"2 = 1.5, respectively . 
then the outer and the inner field reversal circles relating 
to this dipole rlischarge will take the relative positions 
illuEtr ated in the Fig . 35 . In this case, it is shown cleArly 
that the fie l d reversal region held between the two circles 
is remarkably wider than that illustrated in Fig . 34. The 
measurement of the areas on Fig. 35 has been made in the same 
way as before, and the statistical result of it is represented 
in Table 35 tha t corresponds to.Tabl e 34. C.ompar .ng the rows 
which represent the variation type -+in this table wi tb the 
row which represents the same vAriation type~*and is included 
in the column of cloud discharge in Table 22 , we may a rrive at 
the conclusion that this type of ~S pulse polqrity variations , 
which the cloud discharges produce, ~hould statistically be 
attributed to the discharge process that can be represented by 
a dipole discharge developed by a negative complex streamer. 

Following an attmpt to interpret the statistical results 
given in Table 22 , of the observations, without assuming an 
aggregation of lightning discharges r epresented by a mixture 
of positive and negative dipoles, we have postulated , in the 
above discussions, the possible discharge mechanisms appearing 
in thunderclouds . The knowledges about the possible structures 
of lightning discharges in thunderc l oud, thus obtained, are 
sammarized in Table 36 . 
Following what the table indicates, it is evident that the 
cloud diEcharges statist1cally have the character which cAn 
be interpreted with the assumption of a negative dipole in 
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Table 35 

~---
OSl lV8 lpole r~egative dipole 

Polarity Distance I i i of E0 pulse I ' complex I 
polarity 0-8km 8 - 20 20- 60 0- 8km I 8-20 I 20- 60 

streamer variation km km km I km 
I type ' 

------· 
% a! I 

37J 
% 

49 . 6% 72.2% + + 54. l 2.1 34. 0 
t-

(a) 
13.1 25.~ 11.7% 13 .1% 

rr; 

I 
11.7% 25.7 

/0 

+ -
Positive I 

I 
I - + O% O% O% O% O% O% 
I I 
I % % % % % rJ! 7o 

- - 34. 0 49.6 72 . 2 54. 3 37 . 3 2.1 

% % % % % % 
+ + 5~ . 3 37 . 3 2 . 1 34 . 0 49 . 6 72 . 2 

(b) 
+ - O~o O% Negative 

o~; O% O%. oct ,o 

% 7o % % % % 
- + 11 . 7 13.1 25 . 7 11 . 7 13 . 1 25 . 7 

~ % % % a' % 7o - - 134 . ~ 49 . 6 37 .3 2 . 1 72 . 2 i5L •• 3 I ' 

thundercloud, while t he ground discharges have the char~J cter 

which can be interpret8d with the assumption of a posi t ive dipole 
existing in the cloud, and further, th1t both the2e d i pol es 
may be inferred , in some casec, as being developed e ach by 

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

I ,. 

I 
I 

I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
"] 

a positive con,plex strearr1er, while in the other cases, they must be 
posutulate d as being developed each by a negative complex streamer. 
Concerning this point , Table 32 already has given the occurring 
percentage of positive dipoles each c]ev'eloped by a positive 
comple..< strearr.er, tbe percentage of the same pol,ni ty d:..po l es 
each developed by a negat i ve complex strearr.t: r, thE: percentage 
of negative dipoles each developed by a pos2tive complex 
stre: amE:;r, and the percentage of the same polarity dipoles 
each developed by a negative compex str eamer and f rom this, 
we have arrived at the conclus ion that the g reater p3rt of 
cloud discharges and junction rrocesses of ground dis charges 
must be inferre d as being developed by positive complex streamers . 
However, it woulrl be difficult to obtain the exact va lues of 
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Tabl e 36 

~ort of Polar.Lty of Polar ity of Character or 
lightning dipole complex lighning 
dischar ge s treamer dipole 

Cloud Positive Singly 
inclined 

discharge . Positi ve 
Negative Doubly 

inclined 

Ground Positive 
Singly 
inclined discharge Negative 
Vertically 

Negative directed 

these occurrence pe r centages , unless we would use a sufficient 
number of re l a i ole data obtained from the direct measurement of 
a certain nature of a complex str eamer , e . g . , the e lectrostatic 
·fie ld chanpe measurement, instead of the data obtained from 
the indir ect method of BS pulse pol<Jri ty measur ernent . This is 
the point that has already been pointed out in the discussion 
of TFJble 3~ . 

Concerning the inclin"ltion of a dishcarge channel , the only 
one case which -can be interpreted -with a ver tical dipole model 
is the ground dischqrge developed by a negative complex streamer, 
and accordingly the oth~r three cases must be onside r ed statistical
ly more or less being wclined from the vertical axis , and in 
some cases, the inclin · tions will become consi0erable in 
accordance with the degree of horizontal shift of the two 
opposite rharge centers in a thum1ercloud relative to each 
other . Further the table shows the point th8t the cloud 
discharges generally are more inclined f r om the ver tical axis 
toward the horizontal direction than the ground discharges do 
it~ 
As to points whether some of the cloud discharges statistically 
can be represented by a negative dipole n.oriel , and whether 
s ome of the grounri discharges statistically cAn be represented 
by positive diroles ll•odel, it will be difficult to expect some 
definite··ccnclusion from the indirect method of ES pulse 
measurenents on the records atmospheric waveforms whose 
propagation distances could not be estimated anyho\'1 in a 
exac t way. 1n this connection , a numbe r of reliable data 
of e l ectrost atic field changes due to lightning discharges 
wil l be the key point to solve the question, provided that 
the estimation of discharge distances vd ll be made exactly . 



(b) Fine structure of a loca l discharge: 
Following the r esults obtalned in the previous par agr aph, 

a complex s treamer developing a l ightning di scharge in thunder-
cloud always takes the direction roughly i dentical with those 
of local discharges occurring i n associati on with t he compl ex 
streamer . If ~e use a more the r oetical expr ession, a dlpo l e 
r epr ese nt i ng a l ightning dischar ge i n thundercloud and the lo cal dipole~ 
associated with the former always have a common dir ect ion , 
but the senses which they have always are r eversed with each ~;'"~ 
other . Therefor e the advancing direction of a positive 
complex streamer always coincide with t he sense, as we ll as 
the direction of the local dipol es, while the advancing. 
dirt:ction of a negative complex streamer always is in a r eversed 
relation with respect to the sense, as well as the dir ect ion 
of the local di pol es . 
We shall describe i n this paragraph few problems, which have 
not been described in the previous paragraphs concerning the 
character of a local discharge , for example , the polarity 
of the str eamer * developing a local discharge . We have alr eady 
obtained several observational results concer ni ng t he Lature 
of a local discharge through the statistical measuremer.ts 
of ER pulses, as well as of ES pulses on the atmospheric 
wavefor ms due to lightning discharges, from which we have 
de r i ved the cons l usion that a l ocgl r1 ischarge mus t be a 
discharge which has a consider ably l arge di schqrging rate , 
however , whose scale is relatively small , so that appreciably 
l imited in a small locali t y . A loc~l discharge, thr ough 
appred ably small in i t s scale , would be A type more or l ess 
associated ~ith a complicated gr~up of minor streamers , as 
the dischar ge br eaks out in the atmosphere w:thin a thundercloud 
under a barometric pr essure not largely diffe r ent from one 
atmosphere . The r efore if we succeeded to record the 
electr ostatic field change due to a local di scharge at a 
postion located on the ear th ' s surface near to the field 
reversal circle relating to the local dipole disch~rge , the 
r ecord of it should have a maximum or a minimum in accor onace 
with the local discharge be1ng developed r espectively by 
a positive streamer or by a negative strearr1er, where the corception 
of the above streanter has been introduced to explain the 
resultant effect of the probable processes developing an 
actu1l local discharge, so that it may be the one which 
really includes so called str eamer processes as well as 
non- str eamer pr ocesses . We shall call this sort of a 
str eamer representing the re sultant effect of a local 
discharge '' the local streamer 11 in the following discuss ions . 
As the short r ange waveform r ecor der of atmospher ics we have 
adopted in our thunderstorm observations inclurles the main 
amplifier system with a r e latively short time constant (for 

* An assumed streamer representing the resultant effect of a 
local discharge . 
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exan1ple, JOO micro sec.), so it will be dHficult to r ecord 
with our waveform recorder, the e lectrostatic field change 
due to a local discharge w"thout any distort•on because or 
the relativeJy slow speed of the ~:.tepwise field change. 
Consequently the stepwise electrostat1c field change due to 
a local dipole discharge will be deformed appreciably so 
as to take the form of an ES pulse as illustrAted in Fig . 
22 (a) in ~action 5 of this 'chapter . flnoreover, if the ture 
field change due to a local discharge exhibits an extreme 
value on the record of it, and , if the magnitude of the net 
field change recorded in the first half period before the 
occurrence of the extreme value is smaller than the 
magnitude of the net field change recorded in second half 
per iod after the occurrence of the extreme value , then the 
ES rulse appearing on the atmospheric waveform~ will take 
the shape illustrated in Fig . 36 (cf. the expl anation of 
Fig . e given in.bection 3A , Chapter II). Hence, the ~s 
pulse will fall into the j: type or into the - type according 

Fig. 36 -+ 
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as the corresponding electr ost:'.ltic field chA:nge really exhibits 
a maximum or a minimum rt;Spectively .· As we have A.lready 
lnve~tigated , the locql nisch1rges inclu~ed in a lightning 
J ischqrge in thundercloud h1ve statistically the direct ~ons 

which are held roughly parallel to that of tne cr.irr.plex 
strean1er throughout the proc;ess of the disch··rge . tlov·,ever , 
if we investigate the details of variation of the ~5 puJse 
polarities on the atmospheric waveforms of B lightning 
discharge, nearly half of the recorded lightning discharges 
really r6present n1ore or less soUJe fluctunti.ons in the· i'>S 
~ulse ~clarities (refer to Table 27) . This indicate~ the fact 
that the dlrect ons of the individu8l locql dischar~es 
inc luded in a lightning disch·wge exhibit each a -·eertain 
dev i ation from the mean direction . if ~he fluct~ation in 
the dir~ction of an individual locgJ ~lpole disch8rge is 
adequate, the field reversal circle corresponding t o the 



local dipole w ll paEs a point on t he earth' s furface very 
c lose to the observation point . ln this case the pr obabtlity 
that the electroststic fie l d change due to t he l ocal discharge 
may exhibits a maximum or a minimum will be . 
increased cons iderably , and hence , the number of ES pulses 
which take the shape illustrated in Fig. 36 will be i ncreased 
on the records of atmospheric waveforms . We have classified 
the fluctuation character istics of ES pulse polarities into 
the fo llowing three types: the type which has no polarity 
fluctuation , the type in which the f l uctuations performed 
between ~and - types of ES pulses and involve ne ither± type 
nor~ type of ES pulses, and the type in which the polarity 
f luctuations really include either j: type + t ype , or both 
~hese types of ~S pulses. 
Table 37 represents the percentage number of t he recor ded 
discharges which fall into the above three categories, The 
remarkable point of this table is that more than hAlf of the 
lightning discharges which give the atmospheric waveforms 
each exhibiting some polarity fluctuations of ~S pulses, 
actually involve either ± type or + type of ES pulses; 
hence the lightning discharges which give the atmo.spheric 
waveforms whose polarity fluctuations are executed 
thoroughly between+ and - ES pulses, rea lly construct only 
a minority group of the recorded lightning discharges . The 
fac t that a large part of the ES pulse fluctuations usually 
contain either ±type or + type ES pulse in themselves seems 
to indicate t he point that in the case of a lightning 
disch.qrge wh:ch accompanies r emarkable f luctuations in the 
directions of l ocal discharges , the fluctuations of their 
d ~ rections ar e performed us~ally in rather a continuous way , 
Therefor e the probability will become appre ciable i n rr.any 
cases that the field r eversal circle corresponding to a 
certain local discharge comes to pass the .neighbor hood of 
the observAtion point during t he period of the lightning 
discharge concerned . This sort of r emarkable fluctuations 
in the directions of individual loca,l discharges executed 
in a nearly continuous way may be attr ibuted, for exantple, 
to gr adual but r ather complicated changes in the advancing 
direction of a compl ex str eamer developing a llghtning 
discharge or to the branchings , with small angles , of local 
discharges from the advancing head of the mother complex
streamer channel . On the contrary to this , the minority 
group of ES pulse polarity fluctuations which involve 
neither +type nore + type ES pul se in themselves must 
be a ttr ibuted to abrupt and large fluctuatLons of the 
local dischar ge directions, if i t is desir ed to inter pret 
the pol arity fluctuations of ES pulses by the f luctuations 
in l ocal di scharge directions . So that it will be more 
reasonable to consider , in this case, such mechanism as the 
branching , with a lar ge angle , of a l ocal discharge from 
the advanc i ng head of the n~other complex- streamer channel , 
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Table 37 

Sort of ~S pulsel 
ES 

Polarity fluctuation of pulses No , of 
discharge polari ty1 record 

varia- '! .. -~ Fluctua- jFluctuation 
tion ~No. · tion not .involving 
type fluctua- 1' 1 . I lnvo vwg --t- , 4:. types 

tion +-
1 
+types 

+ + 44.2 a' (o l 22.1 % 34.7 % 326 

Cloud -+ - 24.5 % 75.5 % 192 
discharge 

- + 44.5% 55.5% 126 

39.7 % 
! 

23.8 % 36.5% 247 - - -

+ -t- 56.8 % 17.3 % 25.9 % n6 

Ground 
+ 24.5 % 75.5 % 49 

disch.qrge --

- + 53 .1 % 46.9% 32 

- - 19 . 7 % 18 .2 % 62 . 1 % 66 i 
I 

I : 
. _,. 

than to consider the gradual changes in the advqncing direction 
of the streamer . If we compare the occurrence percentages of 
the 1S pulse pol ar ity fluctuations involving either ± type or 

+ type ES pulse in themselves between the ES pulse polarity 
variation type + +, ·or- - and the polarity variation type -t: - or· 
- ;--, given in Table 37 , . i .t will be evident that· the case of the 
polarity variat ion type-;- -, or .:. + , generally gives brger 
occurrence percentages concerning the polarity fluctuations 
involving either ±type or~ type bS pulse, than in 
the case of the polarity variation type -t +, or - -, except for 
the case of the polarity variation type - - arising in the 
ground disch9rges . Because the lightning discharges which 
produce atmospheric waveforn1s falling into the polarity 
variation type+ -, or - -r , will statistically make the 
peripheries of field reversal circles each correEponding to a 
local discharge to pass through the points placed nearer to 
the observation point, compared with the lightning discharges 
pr oducing atmospheric waveforms falling into the polarity 
variation type -t -t , or - -, therefore the evidence above describ
ed must be inferred to indicate the poin t that ,a small 
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fluctuation in the direction of a locAl nipole will be sufficient 
to cause a displacement of a fie ld reversal circle in such 
a way that tts circular periphery really comes to pass through 
the Qighborbood of the observation point . According to the 
above idea, the BS pulse polarity flucutations which involves 
± t ,vpe or +type BS pulse must be expected to become recordable 

when the field r eversAl circle corre t ponding to a certain ~S 
pulse really passes thr ough the neighborhood of an observation 
point . Let us consider a lightning dischq.rge that gives the 
atmospher ic waveforms falling into the ~S pulse pol arity 
variation type -t - or - + , and assume that the magnitudes of 
directional fluctuations of the individual local discharges 
from the mean direction are all equivalent with each other, 
then the occurrence probability of an £S pulse pol3rity 
fluctuation must very with the development of the concerning 
complex streamer and wil l r each a maximum when the developu,ent 
of the streamer will enter into the transit i onal period , in 
which the corresponding atmospheric waveforms will produce 
the ~~ pulse polarity variation from positive to nega~ive , 
or from negative to positive . To see this point, we have 
investigated on the records of atmospheric waveforms 
r esulting from a lightning disch · rge , and falling into the 
ES puh:e polqri ty var .l.ation type -t- or - +, the point how 
frequently the :t type or:;:. type ES pulse may be detected in 
the transitional pcrfud of ES pulse polarity variations 
from;- to - or from - to+ on the waveforms . The result of 
these investigationE: i:s represented in Table 38. This 
is the r esult which really co inc idef:' vii th our. expectation 

Table 38 

I Sort of I ES pulse Position ·of occurrence of -± or Number 
dis- ! polarity =1=-type l!.S pulse on atmospheric of 
cl'::arge !vAriation waveforms data 

type 
Inside the Outside the 
transition transition 

- 0 eriod · period 
r--- -

All 
light-

+ -' 90 . 5 % 9 . 5% 116 

ning 
dis- - + 91. 2 % 8 . 8 ~~ 46 

. charge 

described previously, and supports our interpretation of the 
meanlngs of the ' or type t:S pulse . Following this 
interpret.?.tion the .• type or the -:f=. type of ES pulse must 
corrtspond respectively to a maximum type or a minimum type 
of electrostatic field change , in other words, it has its 
origin r espectively in a positive or a negative local streamer 
developing a local discharge . 
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Therefore if we know the occurrence percentages of the waveform 
sections indica ting the polarity fluctuations each containing 
~ type or + type ~~ pul se on the records of atmospheric 

waveforms due to lightning disch<=Jrges , we can make the 
statistical aspects of the polaritieB of the local str eamers 
clear . The table 39 represents the : esult of th i s 
investigation , According to this the occurrence percentages of 

Table 39 

~se Type of ES pulse polarity Number of 
olarity fluctuations data 

Sort fluctuation 
of disch~~ + ± ~ 

- / -=f 
~ mixed 

'" 
Cloud discharge 27 . 0% 61.9 % l l.l % 656 

-

Ground discharge 38 . 1 % 51. 4 % 10 . 5 % 247 
-

2:s: Polarity of a Positive Negative C~mplex 
local streamer 

the cases in which the local dischArges are developed by 
negative local streamers are 61.9 % for the case of cloud 
discharge&, and 51.4 % for the case of ground discharges, 
while the occurrence percentages of the cases in which the local 
discharges are developed by positive local str eamers are only 
27 . 0% for the case of cloud di schAr ges and 38 . 1 % for the case 
of ground discharges . Hence, it is clear that the case in 
which the local discharges are developed by negative local 
streamers occupies the majority group for the both sort of . 
lightning discharges. Concering this point, the statistical 
nature of the complex streamer polarities has already been 
whown in Table 32 ., -Following this roughly 60 % of the cloud 
discharges as well as the ground discharges are developed 
by positive complex streamers , whil e the lightning discharges 
developed by negative complex streamers occupy roughly 40 % of 
all the recorded lightning discharges . Therefor e it is 
evident that in this case the positive polarlty occupies the 
majority group . So that if we cons i der the possible 
combinations of the polarities of loc"-ll str eatuer wit~ those 
of complex str eamers , it will be needless to mention that 
the combination of the majority group of loc<=Jl streamers with 
the majority group of complex streamers, i.e., the combination 
of negative l ocal streamers with a positive compl ex str eamer , 
mus t have considerably a larger occurrence probability than 
other streansr polarity combinations do it. To see more 
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exactly the statistical relations between individual combinAtions 
of complex streamer polarities and local streamer polarities , 
it becomes necessary to investigate the occurrence per centages 
of .±- or + type l!.S pulses on the atmospheric wavefor m which give 
the bS pulse polarity variations of the type+- or - +, which 
pr obabl y corresponds to a positive or a negative complex 
streamer r espectively . For this purpose , attentions were pa id 
to the lightning disch~rges which produced the atmospheric 
wavefor ms each falling into the ES pulse polarity variation 
type +- or into the type - -t, and each repr esenting the 
polarity fluctuations involving± type, or + type tS pulses, 
and then the percentage number of lightning 0ischar ges 
giving the wavefor ms involving the :t. type ES pulses , qnd that 
of the discharges giving the waveforms i nvolving the =t: type 
i.S pulses \vere investigated on the wavefor m records of the 
above noticed type of lightning dischqrges , the result of 
which is represented in Table 40 . 

Table 40 

Sort of ES pulse Character of ES pulse Number 
discharge polarity polarity fluctuation of data 

variation 
Involving Involving type 

type type 
1S pulse* ES pulse* 

CJoud + ..... 32 .7 % 67 . 3% 136 
discharge 

- -+ 43.6 % 56.4 % 70 

+ - 33.8 % 66 . 2 % 37 
Ground 
discharge 

- + 46.7 % 53 .3 % 15 

* A lightning discharge which gave t he waveforms involving 
both the!. and + types of ES pulses , were evaluated 
as t in each of these t wo cat egories . 

If the percentage number of wavefor ms which involve ±; type .E;S 
pulses is compAred with tht3t of waveforms which involve -,= type 
ES pulse on Table 40 , it will be clear that the waveforms 
involving+ type ES pulses req lly predominate ')Ver the waveforms 
involving~ type ~S pul~es, independent of the waveforms being 
produced by cloud dischar ges, or gr ound discharges . This is 
just the sane tendency as that given in Table 39. But if we 
compare the per centage number of the discharges pro c~uc ,.ng 
v1aveforms which involve -:1: type, or =t type ES pulses between the 
discharbes giving waveforms falling into the ES pul se polarity 
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variation type -r _and those g1v1ng waveforms fAlling into the 
~S pulse polarity variation type _+ , given in Table 40, it 
wil l be evident that the occurrence percentage of lightning 
discharges giving waveforms which involve 1: type iS pulses 
and fall into the _+ type polarity variation, statistic3lly 
predominAtes over the occurrence percentage of lightning 
discharges giving waveforms wh i ch involve the same type ES 
pulses and fall into the-t- - type polarity variation, 
disregar ding whether they are, cloud discharges or ground 
discharges , while the occurrence percentage of lightning 
discharges giv Lng waveforms whi c-h involve + type ES pulses 
and fall into the+- type polarity varJation , statistically 
predominates over the occurrence percentage of lightning 
discharges giving waveforms which involve the same type ~S 
pulses and fall into the-~ type polarity variation, 
independent of they being cloud discharges or ground d ischarges . 
On the other hand, the occurrence percentage of the lightning 
discharges producing the waveforms falling into the + _type 
variation and that of the discharges producing the waveforms 
fal l ing into the _ +type variation has a lready been given 
in Table 32 referring to the case of cloud dischar ges and to 
the case of ground discharges. Therefore , if the numerical 
values given i n the spaces of Table 40 are multiplied 
respectively by the numerical values given in the corresponding 
spaces of Tabl~ 32, then we can get the occurrence probability 
of combination of a complex streamer polarity with a polarity 
of.the local dischar ges concerned r eferring to the two sort of 
lightning ·discharges . Table 41 indicates the result of this 
calcu.htion . 

Table 41 

Probability of polarity combination-between a complex streamer 
and the local streamers concerned 

Sort of Polarity of Polarity of l ocal str eamer 
discharges • 

complex 
streamer 

Positive Negative 

Positive 19 .7 % 40 . 6 % 
CJ.oud 
discharge 

Negative 17 . 3% 22 . 4 % 

Positive 20 .4 % 40 . 1% 
Ground 
discharge 

Negative 18 .4% 21. 1 % 
I 
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We have alr eady investigated that the method of directly 
measuring the electromagnetic effect of a complex streamer, 
e.g., the electrostatic fie ld-meter method, r eally has advantages 
over the method of indirectly measuring the same effect 
of the complex streamer , e . g . , ~he ES pulse polarity variation 
method, when it is desired to obtain the exact knowleges about 
the occurrence percentages of the positive and the negative 
complex streamers . So that if we use the statistical results 
(Table 18, Section 6A, Chapter IV) obtained with the 
electrostatic field-meter method instead of Table 32 obtained 
with the ~S pulse method, and carry the same calculation which 
we have adopted to obt~in Table 41, then the probability of the 
polarity combinations between a complex streamer ann the local 
streamers concerned will be obta1.ned on the basis of the 
records obtained with the electrostatic field-meter. The 
result is indicated in Table 42 
The compqrison of these two Tables 41 and 42 clearly indicqtes 

Table 42 
' 
Probab~lity of pol~rity combinations between a complex 
streamer and the local streamers concerned 

Sort of Polarity of Polarity of local streamer 
discharges complex 

streamer Positive Negative 

Cloud 
Positive 26 .7 % 55.1 % 

discharge 
Negative 7.9 % 10.3 % 

~ Positive 
Grov_nd 

33.0 % 64.6 % 

r..: l_scharge 
1.3% Negative 1.1% 

' 

that the probability tendency that the cloud discharges indicate 
and what the ground discharges indicate do not dif fer froru 
each other in both of these t wo tables. This seems to 
indicate the fact that any appreciable difference can not be 
found to exist between the discharge mechanisms of a cloud 
discharge and those of a ground discharg8 , so long as we take 
into account only the discharge processes which break out 
within a thun0ercloud. There are some differences existing 
between the percentagG value given by a certain polarity 
combination in Table 41 and that given by the same 
polarity combination that given in TRble 42, when the same 
sort .of discharge s is comp8red be~ween the two V:1ble ~- . 
Concerning this point we shall give a preference to Table 42 
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over Table 41 , because the former is ba~ed on the more dir ect 
method of measur ement than the latter. Fig 37 r epresents the 
generalized figur es of these four combinations of str eamer 
polarities in the order of the occurrence probability values 
represented in Table 42 . 

Occurrence 
rroi:Bbi lity 

646% 

( 2: ) 

Fig . 37 

2f:.7% 10.3% 7.9 ~6 ( Clou:l. disch.arr,e} 

. 33.0% 1 . _:. '/u 1 . 1 % ( Gra.url disch'ID"_,e) 

( b .l (c) (d) 

Direction of Complex st r eamer 

Direction of Local streamer 

The table shov1s that 81.8 % of cloud di ~ch•uges and 97 . 6 % of 
gr ound disch~rges arE:: developed each by a positive complex 
streamer , and if we limit the lightning discharges to those 
which are developed each by a positive complex streamer , 67.3% 
of the cloud discharges, and 66 . 2 %of the ground dischArges 
include negative local streamE::rs . Uut of these four cases , 
the combination o.L a positive complex str earr,er and the 
negative locP-1 streamers concerned (see Fig . 37 (a) ), 
occupies the largest gr oup, and represents the most 
usually observable type of a discharge mechanism in a thunder
clou<i . 
This is the rr,echanism which coincides with the loc:3l discharge 
mechanism having been deduced from the junction strea~er 
process of a ground discharge . Following this idea, when 
a pos itive complex str eamer having broken out from the inward 
periphery of a charged electrode composing a predominant 
positive cent0r of elEctricity , v,ill progr esse through the 
cloud- body at a velocity of the order of 106 em/sec toward 
the opposite negative chArge center to develop a lightning 
discharge in a thundercloud , the advancing head of the 
complex st:::-<;amer v.ill sometimes r each the immediate r1eighborhood 
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of a rem~rkable but small local accumulation of negative 
e lectricity scattered along a vert~cal columnar distribution 
of negative electricity in a thundercloud (refer to Fig. l 
Section 1 Chapter II). At this moment a number of minute 
negative streamers will break out from the negative local 
charge center, direct ing toward the head of the positive complex 
streamer that has advnaced in the reverse direction, and will 
progress toward the inner portion of the complex streamer 
head . The smal l discharge process which involves a number 
of minute negative streamers in it, may compose a locAl 
discharge as a whole, and will produce a small stepwise 
e lectrostatic field change that results in an ~S pulse on the 
atmospheric waveform due to a lightning dischRr ge . Accoridng 
to circumstances some of the numerous minute str eamers will 
have the chance to grow to a large scaled negative streamer, 
i.e., a dart leader streamer, and may progress along the discharge 
channel previously prepared by the positive complex streamer 
as long as several hunnred meters toward the direction of 
the opposite charge center. At this monjent the progressing 
velocities of dart leaders may reach the values larger than 
109 em/sec and emit a strong atmospheric radiation pulses. 
This must be the origin of a ER pulse appearing on the 
atmospheric waveforms having propagated at a long distance. 
Foll woing our estimation , the number of these relatively 
sm~ll sized dart leaders par local discharge is two in the 
nledian value. It will be very probable that the vertical 
columnar distribution of negative electricity resulting from 
the charge separating action of a strong upwards air stream 
developing a thundercloud, really has an appreciable number 
of fluctuations in the electric charge density along the 
axial c~irection of the negative column in accordance with 
the possible micro-structure of the upwards air strea1r' e . g( l ) 
presumably the sub-cell structures, suggested by J. Kuttner 9 
which probably be arranged in the vert cal direction along a 
negative column. If the contribution of the micro-structure 
of the upwards air stream to the separation of electricity 
is appreciable , the fluctuation in the electricity 
distribution along the vertical column will become appreciable 
and may result in vertically arranged local charge centers. 
Further it will pr obable that the strong action of charge 
separation due to remarkably violent micro-structures 
existing at several points along the upward air stream being 
combined with the stong charge separating action of the 
general upward air stream will make it possible some of the 
local charge centers to accumulate r emarkably larger · 
magnitude of negative electricity than other l oca l charge 
centers. Therefore, when the advancing of a positive complex 
streamer reaches to one of these local charge centers involv
ing a remarkable megnitude of negative electricity, the local 
discharge thus produced will become very strong. And thus, 
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some of the large number of minute str eamers will have the 
chance to grow to the huge scale negative dart leaders, in 
this case, and travel along the discharge channel previously 
tapped by the positive complex streamer so as to reach a 
sufficiently distant point away from the head of the complex 
s treamer. 

One of the large number of minute streamers grown up 
to a large scaled dart leader will not be enclosed inside 
a thundercloud and the probability the leader developing 
through the outer boundary of the cloud, or spreading out 
from the cloud-body will be increase rl considerably according 
to the electr ical conditions in and aroun0 a thundercloud 
body. The dart leaders which develop fr·om the r espective 
local charge centers involving remark~ble charge accumulations, 
may compose a multiple intercloud disch~rge. When a positve 
complex streamer constructs the junction orocess of A ground 
dischqrge, a dart leader produced by· the above process 
will reach the ground and lead the succeeding r eturn stroke. 
Therefore it becomes evident that no essential differences 
seem to exist between the discharge mechanism which 
produces a local dischar ge and that which produces 
a dart leader le8ding a succeeding return ground stroke, 
except for the difference existing in their scales. This 
is just t~e same conclusion already obtained through the 
inter·pretation of Fig •. 23 in Section 5 of this chapter . 

Concer ning the other three polarity combinations of the 
two streamers, however, we have, at present , only a little 
knowl edges about the lightning discharge mechanisms which can 
be applied for the interpretat:Lon of these thnee, .so that it 
wil+ ~e difficult to make clear the physical meanings of 
these three coJCtbinations anc'l to determin the electrical 
conditions under which these three will become possible. 
According to what we have hitherto investigated . in this 
paragraph, the· head of a positive complex streamer probably 
advances through a columnar negative charge distribution which 
contains an appreciable number of negative local charge centers*, 
ther~forG a vertical dipole discharge model which r e places the 
tow opposite volume charge accumulations r eiating to an 
actual discharge in thun0ercloud with ths two opposite point 
charge electrodes, can not be a high degr ee of approximation 
in any way . So that it becomes necessary to assume a 
volume el ectrode which has a certain spatial spread find a 
non-uniform distr ibution of electricity, if WL; take the 
existence of local discharges into account . 

H. Hatakeyama pointed out in his paper(20) thqt a discharge 

* According to Table 26 in Section 7B, Chapter IV, number 
of local charge centers per lightning discharge will 
be r oughly 21.5 in the median valuG. 
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in a thundercloud at !V!aebashi may be interpr~ ted by assuming 
a ve rtica l dipole whose electrodes are· composed of the two 
horizontal rings located respectively at two oifferent altitudes 
along a common ver ticRl axis, as well as by assuming a vertical 
dipole whose electrodes are composed of t he two vertical 
cylinders located respectively at two different altitudes on 
a common vertical axis . Concerning this point , it will be 
evident thl'lt we shoul d assume the electrodes which hl'lve el'l.ch 
a vertical sprean , if we consider the mechanism of charge 
s epar ation taking place along 13. violent upwar d air stream in 
a thundercloud , and the junction process involved in a ground 
discharge . Following H. Hatakeyarna le t us assume a negatively 
charged cylinde r extending ver tically f r om the altitude 4 km 
to the alti tl..'.de 8 km, and a positive ly charged cylintier 
extending vertically from the altitude 8 km to the altitude 
12 km on a common vertical axis. Then a discharge will be 
produced at fir st between the two opposing edges of the two 
cylinnercal electricity distributions, and thus a complex 
streamer will be built up in the gap space held between t he 
two electrode& . The analogy of the experimental spar k 
dischr·rges l eads us to the following deduction that a complex 
str ear.1er breaking out in the inter- electrode space will gorw 
up to a midgap streamer, the lower erd of which will be 
streached downwards into the negative cyl inderioal electrode 
and form a positive complex str eamer, and upper end of which 
will be streached upwards into the positive cylinderical 
electrode and form a negative con1plex streamer(21) . 
The roidgap complex streamer tbus produced in a thundercloud 
will hove the structure which will be interpreted with the 
appropriate combinations of the compl ex str eamer given in 
Fi g . 37 . Fig . 38 represents the four possible structures of 
midgap complex streamers constr ucted from the streamers 
illustrated in Fig . 37 . 
According t o what the figure inctic~tes , i t is clear that the 
most pr ob3ble structure of a midgap complex str eamer in a 
thundercloud will have the details r epr esented by the 
stre~mer model (c) in the f i gur e . ln this case, the loca l 
~ ischnrges appearing on both heads of the midgAp str eamer, 
will be developed each with a negative local streamer 
dir ecting upwards . Next let us assume a case in which the 
e lectrostatic field change due to the development of one of 
the four midgap streqmer models illustrated in Fig . 38 is 
r ecorded at an observ~tion point located in the ar ea on 
the e1:1rth 1 s surf.ace £ which excludes the field r eversal r Ggion* 

* Let the horizon al distance of the rr;idgap streamer from the 
observation point be expressed with D, the altitude of the 
rositive and the nsgqtive dipole electrodes of the concer ned 
cloud di scharge respectively with H and H-, then the 
field reversal rGgion given by the midgap str8~mer will 
b" r epresented as j2H ~ ~ D ~2.H. + . 

\ 
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given by the related midgap streamer . Then t he fie l d change a 
midgnp complex str eamer would pr oduce , must be expected to have 
similar characteristics as those of the field change which 
would be produced by a positive or a nega tive singl e sided 
complex streamer occupying a position r espectively correspond
ing to the lower he~d or the upper he3n of the concer ned 
rnidgap strear11er and advancing r espective ly downwar ds or upwards . 
Hov;ever , if the field change due to a midgap complex streamer 
is r ecorded at an observP.tion point included i n the ar ea of 
the fie ld r eversal r egion , the field chanfe will become to have 
different character is t ics from those of the field change due 
to a single sided complex streamer . [f the lower positive 
head of a midgap streamer develops earlier than the upper 
negative head of it , t he fie l d change due to the midgap 
streamer would r epr esent a minimum on itself , or take the 
form of a ± types compl ex fie l d change , i . e., a maximum followed by 
a mi nimum type field change . I n the for mer minismum type , we can not 
discr iminate a midgap compl ex str eamer from a negative 
singl e ~ided compl ex streamer on a r ecord of electrostatic 
fie l d changes, and this may increase the pr ecentage va l ue 
of the minimum type fie l d changes due to cloud dischar ges 
indicat ed in Table 18 , Section 6A , of this chapter . I f 
the l ov,e r positive head of a midgap streamer develops later 
t ha n th~ upper negative head of it , the field change due 
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to the midgap streamer woulc r epr esent a maximum on itself, 
or take t he form of a :t type compl ex f i e ld change , i. e ., 
a minimum followed by a maximum type fie ld change ·. · 
In th,; formt::r maximum type , we h::we no means t o discriminate 
a mid~ap streamer from a positive single sided complex streamer 
on thu recor d of electrostat i c field changes, and this may 
result. in tte increase in the percen~_age value of the maximum 
t ype i' ield changes due to cloud discharges indicated H1 

Table 18 . 
As it is well known that a positive str eamer gener a lly develops 
more easily than a negative streamer , so it is expected that 
the lower positive head of a midgap streamer generally 
develops earlier than t he upper negative head of it, ar.d 
t her efore, that statistically the l type complex 
electrostat ic f i e ld changes due to cloud disch.qr ges must 
predominate over the=t-type. 
The existence of.a cloud discharge which produces the 
cowplex e l ectrostatjc fie ld changes , and like ly corresponds 
to a cl oud dischAr ge developed by a midgap strean1er, may 
be r ecognized by the fact that the data corresponding to the 
grouping of "compl ex change" given in Table 18 in Section 6A 
of this chapter occupies as much as 25 . 5 % of all the investigat
ed cloud discharges . 
If t he r apid electrostatic fielc changes due t o indivicual 
local dischar ges accon,panied by one of t he four midgap complex 
streamer models in Fig . 38 , are recor ded wi th a short r ange 
waveform recorder of a t mospherics located in a area on t he 
earth ' s sur face excluding the field r eversal r egion given 
by the concerned midgap streamer dischar ge , the ES pulses 
thus recorded will have the characteris tics similar to t hose 
of the ~S pulses which woul d be produced by the local discharges 
associated ;~ith a positive or a negative single s ided complex 
strea lller occupying a position r espectively cor responding to 
the lower heqd or the upper head of the midgap streamer, and 
advancing r espectively downwar ds or upwards . However, if 
the ES pul ses due to l ocal discharges ar e r ecor ded at an 
obse1-vation point included in the area of the fie ld r eversal 
r egioll given by the r elated compl ex str eamer discharge, then they 
wil l become to i nd i cate differ ent characteristics from those 
of the :&S pulses due to l ocal dischar ges associated v1i th a 
single sided complex streamer . If the l ower positive head of 
n midgA.p streamer develops earlier than t he "upper negative 
head of it, the .c;s pulse polarity variations which would be 
produced in association wi th the development of any one of the 
four midgqp streamer models in Fig . 38, will fall into 
alternative one of the three ~S polarity variation types 
r epr essr,ted r espectiv8::;_y with ( - + ) , (- +- ) , and ( + - -+) • 
If the l ower positive head of a midgap streamer develops 
later than the upper negative head of 1t, the 1S pulse 
polarity variations wh i ch would be pr oduced in association 
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with the development of any one o·f the four midgap streamer 
models in Fig . 38 , will fall into alternative one of the 
three ES polarity variation types represented respective l y 
with (-r -), ( - -t - )and(+ - -t). As the 1S pulse polqrity 
variation type ( - .-r) and ( -r -) are also interpr eted respectively 
with negative and positive single sided complex streamere, 
moving along vertical axes, it w1ll be impossible, in this 
case , to discriminate a n1idgap streamer from a single sided 
str eamer. 
As to the ES pulse polarity varia tion types ( - -r-) and (+ - +), 
it will be reasonable to consi0er that the cloud disch~rges 
which contributed to the group of complex variation type 
given in Table 22 , Section 7B of this chapter , must partly 
involve in themselves the discharges developed by the 
midgap streamer proces~ . If a midgap streamer channel 
is appreciably curved horizontally and inclined from the 
vertical axis , a cloui discharge waveform recorded at an 
observation point included in the ar ea of the field reversal 
region corr esponding to itself , will have an appreciable 
possibility to represented± type or+ type ES pulses on 
itself. Concerning this point , the ntidgap streamer models( a) 
and (b) in Fig . 38 each e1ually involve a positive and a 
negative local streamers, while the model (c) and (d) of 
the same figure involve two negative and two positive local 
streamGrs respectively. So that it is very probable that the 
e l ectromagnetic waveforms due to a cloud discharge developed 
with a midgap streamer of the type given by the r.1ode (a) or 
(b) in Fig . 38 , will indicate both :t type and r type of ES pulses 
or alternative one of these two types on themselves, while 
the waveforms due to a cloud discharge developed with a 
midgap streamer of the type given by the model (c) or (d) 
in the same figure , will represent r espectively either + 
type or ± type .GS pulses on themselves . Hence , the morle l 
(c) and (d) are not suited for the interpretation of a 
cloud discharge waveform which involves both.~ type and~ 
type ~S pulses on itself. 
Concerning this point , the percentages of the observed 
lightning oischarges which produced the atmospheric waveforms 
carr ying both r type and T- type ES pulses on themselves , hl'lve 
also been represented in Table 43. . 
Following this, it is evident that we can not neglet the 
existence of the atmosph~ric waveforms involving both i type 
and+ type bS pulses . Corresponding to this point , the 
investigation of the moving flash photograph::. of cloud 
discharges clearly has shown that i n some cases, the 
investigated multiple intercloud dis<.;IJR.rgcs actual1y 
were composed each of a group of sever al dart leaders, the 
both ends of which were streached outwards more and more 
with increase in the order of the dart leaders . These are 
probably the intE:rcloud discharges v.hich can be interpreted 
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Table 43 

Sort of BS pulse Character ~f polarity fluctua- Number 
dischar- pol arity tion of ES pulses of data 
ges variation 

type Including Including Including 
+ type - type !. type 
ES pulse ~t pulse ancl:;: type 

ES pulses 

Cloud + - 15.4 % 50.0 % 34 .6 % 136 
discharge~ 

- -+ 25 .7 % ; 38 .6 % 35 . 7 % 70 

Cloud -+ - 16. 2 % 48 .6 % 35 .2 % 37 
dischar ges 

- -+ 26. 6 % 33.4 % 40.0 % 15 

with the mechanism of the midgap complex streamer above described. 
We shall next consider the distribution of electric _ty inside a 
vertical colmnar electr ode along its axis . According to Table 
26, the number. oL ES pulses appea r ing in the atmosphe r ic 
waveforms due to a lightning discharge may be given 21 . 5 in the median 
value, Concerning this point, the statistical number of 1R pulses per 
lightning discharge is indicated in Table 44, which includes 
merely the r esults obtained from the data due to all lightning 
d ischarges occurring within thunderclouds , because the results 
will not d iffere in any amount between cloud discharges and 
ground discharges . Following this, the number of ER pulses 
per lightn ing discharge may be given by 19 in the median 
value, if we take small amplitude ER pulses as well as 
medium and large ampl itude J:!,R pulses into account . This is the 
value roughly comparable with the above described value 21.5, 
the number o: ES pulses per lightning discharge . 
However , if we neglect small amplitude ER pulses, the median 
value will reduce to 16, and furthe r if we merely consider 
large amplitude ER pulses, the median value will become only 
to 10. Consider ing these points , we may as ~ ume that tpe 
number of local discharges appearing in a lifhtning discharge 
statistically are given by 16, so long as we neglect the existence 
of the local discharges of small scales . Following the r loud 
discharge model of a dipole wi tb pair of cylindrical electrodes , 
the avaerage separation of the two electrodes may be as :·umed 
to take the value 4. 0 km . If we a~sume that a complex strearr1er 
produce 16 local discharges while the streahsr advances the 
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Table 44 

~ 
Including Bxcluding Excludi ng \ Amplitude of 

\t.R pulse small small smal l 
\ amplitude ER amplitude ER amplitude , as 

ER ·-------- : pulses pulses well as large 
pulse group \ am~litude ER 

\ pu ses 

Number of. J!;R 
pulses per 
lightning 19 16 10 
discharge 

(Median Value) 

Number of 727 321 88 
data 

distance 4 km, the mean electrode separation , then the mean 
distance between two successive local r1 ischarge centers 
distributed t hrough the mean electrode separation, will be given 
by 4/17 = 0 .24 km i . e ., inaverage, 16 local charge centers ar e 

I 

arranged along a portion of the electrode axis given by the mean dlectrode 
bepara~lon , at an average in~erval 0. 24 km . To estimate the 
magnitude of the electrical charge involved in a local 
charge center , l et us make an assumption that the e l ectric 
char ge quantity involved in a locql charge center is r oughly 
proportional to the mean length -of dart leaders produced in 
association with a local discharge . Following the measurement 
of l ength of a dart leAder made on the ·moving flaf'h photographs 
of intercloud discha.rges, the mean of the ll measurements give 
the value 2.6 km, and they spr ead from 1.4 to 4.0 km. Taking 
this point into account, let us as ume that the average length 
of a cart l ear'ler contributing to a interclour discharge would 
be 3.0 krn , because the both end r f a dart leacier woulci more 
or less be hidrlen in cloud bodies in many caseE . Further, if 
we follow Table 6 in Section 4 of this chapter, anrl adopt the• 
average value 0 . 5 km, given in the table, of length of a 
dart leader involved in a local discharge , then the r atio of 
lengths of the t wo dart l eaders will be 0 . 5/3 .0 . In the mean 
while , the mean of the e lectric char ge quantities each 
discharged by one of the ground strokes, follov1ing t o the 
first, have alr eady been given in Table 26 (a) in ~ection 5B, 
Chapter li, according which it is given by Qni = 2!8 ,~~ 
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coul .* So tha t the mean electric charge per local charge center 
will be given by 2.8 x 0 .5/3.0~0 .47 coul~ accordingly the total 
electric charge accumulqt ed in all local charge centers 
inside the columnar e lectrodes will be 0 .47 x 16~7.5 coul. 
According to what Table 23 in Section 5B of Chapter II 
indicates, s tatistically 32 coul of e lectricity are dissipated 
by a cloud discharge , hence , the electric ity discharged by 
a complex streamer process contributing to a cloud di • charge 
may be given by 

Qcomplex = 32 - 7.5 = 24. 5 coul. 
If the electricity is distr ibuted uniformly throughout 

the mean separation 4 km of the two oppo::ite electr odes , the 
e lectric charge which is distributed between two succe s ::ive 
loca l charge centers, qnd contributes to the proces f of a 
compl ex streamer will be given by 24. 5/17 ~ 1. 4 coul. Fig . 
39 illustrates a model showing the above electricity dis
tribution inside the two opposite columnar e lectr odes 
compo sing a vertica l dipole. For the pur pose to know 
the scale of 8 l ocal discharge , it is necessary to estin1ate 
the value of a loca l dipole moment by measuring the 

Fig . 39 

I ~~ Ot.7 CGUI 

t1 krn 

1.4 coul 

* The distribution of electricity ins i de the two oppofite 
columnar electr odes will not differ appreciably between a cloud 
c1ischarge and a ground dis charge . Ther efor e , it will be 
r easonable to cons i de r that the degree of electricity 
accumulat i on inside a local di schar ge center wou ld be 
companble with the accumul ation of electricity inside a 
charge center l eaning a ground stroke, if a l ocal dischar ge 
included in a intercloud discharge could produce a huge 
dart leader. 
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electrostatic f i e ld change due to a lo(a l di scharge on the 
electromagr<etic waveforms of a lightning c'lischarge . 
Concerning the point , our waveform recorder c~n not r egister 
the correct electrostatic field change due to a local discharge 
because of the too short time c:nstant of its amplifie r 
systent , therefore the amplitude measurement of a .c,S pulse on 
*he waveforms of a lightning discharge will not give ~ 
correct estimation of the electr ostatic field change due to 
the local discharge concerned . 

Nevertheless , to estimate the magnitude of a l ocal dipole 
n·,oment ir. the first apr;roximation , we have measured the 
amplitudes~ERet of a r adiation pul se corresponding to a 
return ground stroke and the amplitude ELoc of each £S pulse 
on the same record of atmospheric waveforms due to a ground 
discharge . Then we h'3ve_calculated , for each .L)ELoc value, 
the ratio of .LJELoc to L)£H.et, the mean of theL1ERet values, 

wher e LlELoc and Ll ERe t are the values measured on the same 
record of waveforms due to a gr ound discharge . In this 
way we have obtained the ratio VAlues .JELoc/LlERet for each 

t1ELoc appearing on the wavefo rms due to scores of ground discharges 
cqught at apprepriate distances from the observation station, and 
investigated the statistical character of them, the result of 
which is indicated in Table 45 . 

Median value Number of datal Observation 
d1stance 

Ll~Loc/AERet 0 . 069 369 20-·40 km 

I 
' ' 

Let us consider the first approxmation and assume thAt the 
possible errors in t he ~ELoc measurements, may be neglected 
in t his order of approxintation. If we assume that the mean 
altitude RR of ground strokes and the a ltitude HLoc of an 
individual · local discharge are sufficiently small in comparison 
with the mean distanceD of the discharges from the observation 
station, so as to satisfy the r elation D»HR, HLoc, then a __ 
sj mple approximate caluation will show that the ratioLI ELoc/LlERet 
must be given by 

( 12) 
where QR and q . d1 r espectively r epr esent the n.ean electric charge 
t r ansferred by a return groun~ stroke from a thunnercloud to the 
earth, anrl the local dipole moment . Here , HR will be given by 
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the mean of the individual Hi values r epr esented i n Table 
21 in Sect ion 5A, Chapt er II , and QR by the mean of the 
individual QRi values represented in Table 21 in Sertion 
511., Chapter II, and in Table 26( b) in Section 5B, Chapter 
II, according to whose results the esti mated mean values 
ar e HR = 3 . 8 km and QR = 1 .5 coul r espectively. Putting 
these values into the r e l ation ( 12) , we can ge t 

q , dl = 0 . 69 x 1, 5 x 8 . 3 ~ 0 . 39 coul . km 
If we adopt the q value obtained in the above discussion , i . 
e ., q = 0 . 47 coul, d . l = 0 . 84 km will be concluded , This 
is t he r esult which suggests that the length of the columnar 
domain, in which a local discharge takes place , is roughly 
compar able with the mean length of small dart leaders 
breaking out in connection with a loc3l discharge , and further , 
apprbciably larger than the estimated mean di stance between 
two successive local char ge centers. 

Following the observational evidences, the electrostatic 
fielch char ges due to a cloud discharge , r ecorded with our 
fieldmeter, always do not represent any structure which may 
be interpreted by the process of a l ocal di scharge, but are 
completely composed of gr adual variations corr esponding to 
the spatial Elow movement of a complex streamer. This means 
that the inffluence of a local 0ischarge on the e lectrostatic 
field changes due to a cloud dischar ge is always r emarkably 
smaller thsn the ilffuence of a complex stream on the field 
changes . Ther efor e , if the above ~istributlon model of 
electricity inside the ver tical column.qr electrode ~ , 

i llustr ated in Fig . 39 , has some importance !'IS an approximation 
of an actual cloud discharge , the rapi d electr ostatic field 
change .Ll ELoc produced by the discharge of a local dipole with 
the moment q . dl = 0 . 39 coul. km. must be sufficiently 
smA.ller th1.n the slow electrostAtic fie lo chAnge Ll Ecomp proi!uced 
by the movement of a comph~x str eamer through the me!3!1 nist.<lnce 
0 . 24 km between two surcessively .arrangc · local ch~rge centers . 
To see this point , we shall con·ider a dipole discharge 
representir.g a cloud discharge, as illustrated in Fig. 40 , 
in whlch the positive and negative point electrodes of an 
assumed vertical dipole are located respectively at the mean 
alt itudes H+ and H- of the columnar electrodes of the dipole 
above discussed , s.nd the assumed dipole has been 
half discharged by a positive compl ex streamer extenaed from 
the upper positive electrode as for as ~ downwards. If we 
assume that a local discharge breaks out at this instance , 
the altitude of this loc3l discharge must be given by 
H' = H-t- - ~. Let the mean linear electric charge de:1sity of 
the complex str eamer be q, then the electrosta tic field change 
produced by the progress of the complex streamer from ~ 1 to ~ 2 
and recorded at the observation point P on the earth's surface , 
by the distance D apart from the discharge will be given by 
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F i 6 t.O 

10 km H+ 

6kn1 H-

H' 

where £comp( ~ ) = 2 q ( I _ 
- D-- t 1-+ (H-t-~)2/D2H-

( H -r /D ) ( ~ /D ) J 1 

- tl t (H t- jD)2\ 3/2 

( 13) 

f l-t-(H-r/D)2l1. 
l J 2. 

and ~ 1 ( } '- ar u the altitudes f two succest-ive local charge 
centers . in the meanwhile, a r apid e l ectrostatir field change 
produced by the discharge of a downwar~ly rlirec ting ]DeAl 
dipole l ocated at the al ti tu<'le H 1 , ann r eC'or cled a t the 
observati on point 1; , vnll be obta _~_ned by using the formula 
(3) given in Section 7B of t hi s chapter qs follows. 

-2q . dl 
D3 

l - 2(H ' / D)2 ( 14) 

Furth~r we shall cionsider the case , i n wnich the observation 
distance i s so l arge that the r e lations H+ / I?\-1 , H' /D(<.l. 
are satisfied , and make the approximate estimation of the 
formula (13) and (14) taking the second order tE<rms (H-t/D)2 , 
(H ' /D) 2 i nto account . The results of this approximat1on are 
r espectively given by 

- ( 

~ Ecomp =-~3 n2- L ) i H3-t /D2- ( }2 ~ ) I ) 

' -
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E .;_. -~QL 
Loc - D3 

I' 

)~ 9/2(H ' /D)2- l ~ 
) 

( 14' ) 

- ~ <; . 
wher e Q - q(7l- s1 ) is the total electr ical charge distributed 
along the space between two successiv.ely arr anged local charge 
center s . Then ~ELoc/ ~Ecomp can be obtained by dividing 
(14 ' ) by (13 ' ) , which results in 

L1 BLoc _ 2gdl 9/2(H ' /D) 2 - l 
LJEcomp QH (H /D)2 - ( f - ~ )/H 

. . )l I 

( 15) 

Le t us consider the inst ant when the compl ex str eamer has 
exte nded half the mean separation of the columnar electrodes . 
In this moment the following value mus t be expected . 

~ 
1 
+ L ~ 4 km, H + = 10 km , H 1 = 8 km , 

Q = l. 5 coul q .dl = 0 . 39 coul. 

Taking the r esult of Table 45 into account, the relation( 15) 
has been numerically cal culated for the two values of the 
obser vation distances, D "" 20 km, D = .x"'-, whose r esults 
are represented in Table 46. 

Table 46 

I 
Distance. D 20 km ~~:<> 

ll Etoc/ /l.Ecomp 0 . 10 0 . 13 
! 

We can cle11rly se.e tha:t the numerical evaluation of the r a tio 
4J EL~c/. Ll EcomP. obtained here, roughly st::ttisfies our expecta

tlon Ll ELoc/ Llt;comp (<. l, which also seems to support t he point 
that the mode] which has been discribed in this paragraph 
concerning the non-uniform distribution of e lectricity 
inside the volume electr odes, actually inter pret the probable 
structure of the vol ume charge accumulations wh i ch are develo~ed 
i n a thunder cloud , and pr oduce a lightning discharge. 
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